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HOME HEATING EXPERT

i plaints 0 ith
Equipment

For extra comfort, make sure
he water pan on the furnace al
ways contains water. This water
dowly evaporates and is used
for humidification. If this pan
ocs dry or accumulates dirt,
'ubscquent heating is liable to
ih.row odors into the rooms and
•ause a generally unpleasant dry
•ondition. Cheek this water pan
iccasionally. You will find it
ldds greatly to comfort and
:conomy of operation.

In the case of fumes or gas
idors upstairs, immediately look
for leaks in the furnace. Often
these can he corrected with the
application of furnace cement
but if they prove of a more serinis nature call your fuel dealer
:>r heating contractor. He can
.ell you if it i necessary to have
the furnace thoroughly cleaned
ind rescaled. All furnaces should
je gone over periodically to
;h ck on gas leaks.
Warm air heat is a very satis
factory method of heating if the
Equipment is properly installed.
IVa, a air furnaces are now
icing extensively used in new
lollies and with the addition of
dower., humidifiers and filters,
;e economical winter air conlitioning units.

the Home Stretch
Well, sir, the half way maifc of
Rockland's Red Cross War Fund
quota has beeen reached, and
Frederick H. Bird, general chair
man of the drive, smiled with satijfacticn as he laid the evidence
of it on the editor’s desk yesterday
noon. The present total (as of
yesterday noon) was $2,463.41, rep
resented toy the following pledges:
Balance for&atd .............. $1,960.91
C. H. Duff.....1............................ 5.00
Finnish Residents of Rcck
land .........
44.50
Methebesec Club ................... 37.50
Knox Co. Trust Co.................. 50.00
Rif-ell Funeral Home .......... 10.00
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. iHcpkins .. 6.00
Thurston Oil Co..................... 15.00
Mite Club .............................
5.00
Mrs. Charles A. Emery ........
1.00
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Thurston 10.00
Rcckland Kiwanis Club ...... 20.00
George N. Phillips ...............
1.00
Bertram Gardner .................
1.00
Lucien Green ........................
5.00
Dr. Walter Conley ................
5.00
Dr Burton E. Flanders........ 5.00
M. E. Wotton & Sons............ 5.00
Corner Drug Store ............... 15.00
Lloyd and Sherman Daniels 10.00
Karl Leighton ..................... 5.00
Lady Knox Beauty Shop ..... 5.00
Bradford Burgess ....................
5.00
Tonian Circle ........................ 10.00
F. W. Wocliwcrth Employes .. 1.50
Bald Mountain Co.....................

Hot ll ater
sh. This ash will not shake
own as it adheres to the pipe
nd has to be disposed of by
and. This also will result in injfficient hot water and a chronic
implaint of no heat in the livig quarters.

In the case of the outside heatcchanger that is located beveen the heating plant and the
ater storage tank, the only
implaint one is liable to have is
ie lack of sufficient hot water,
o remedy this complaint, it will
nly be necessary to take off the
jver plate and clean out any
fdiment that has gathered
round the heating coils. These
lust be kept clean at all times
or best results.
For economic and trouble free
eating of domestic hot water,
i tall a modern tank heater,
’hese up-to-date water heater;
re vastly improved over the old
ashioned ‘‘pot stoves.” It is no
inger neces.ary to build freupnt fires and nurse the old
Bucket-a-Day” heater along,
iday you can enjoy oceans of
itomatically heated water at a
uch lower cost than ever he
re. These heaters are dust
?ht, having incorporated the
agazine principle of coal feed,
itomatic control of dampers
•eatly minimizing overheated
id eliminating dirty water as
’ll as cons, ning the cheaper
iced coal, thus resulting in
nnomical hot water. Most fuel
rchants can acquaint you with
p operation of these modern
al burning water heaters. It
ill pay you to investigate.

e sort of late (perhaps we should
earb» in gettirg back to the
lory in the Bronx, but we sure
get a kick cut of seeing all the
s in person We advise anyone
ir to Ne w York to take in Radio
and if the day is clear to 3°
he observation roof.

Pvt Samuel H. Beverage.

4.00

Wednesday Bridge Club ......
6.00
Rockland-Rockport Lime Co. 75.00
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. F. Glover 10.00
Budgeteers, Universalist

Patrons at 35 Maine Central
Railroad stations will be urged to
take their change in United States
Defense Stamps instead of in cash,
it was announced by Harold J. Fos
ter, Assistant General Passenger
Agent.
Ticket agents in these 35 selected
communities will have Defense
Stamps on sale at all times and
will be glad to sell them to non
purchasers of rail tickets as well
as to those who are buying trans
portation.
The move, it was stated, ls an
effeFt~qn ithe part of Maine Cen
tral employes to aid in sales of the
defense stamps as a part of their
effort to aid the war effort.
Railroad stations at which the
Defense Saving Stamps are now on
sale include Rockland.

Mr. Whitehill Calls Public’s
Attention To the
Methods

Scoutmaster Harold Whitehill
wishes to call to the attention of
the public the regulations regarding
the saving of waste paper for col
lection by the Boy Scouts. To fol
low these simple rules will greatly
assist the boys in their work end
will be appreciated by them. As
you will note, all forms of waste
paper are not acceptable for recla
mation.
Householders are earnestly re
quested to follow out some very
simple suggestions which the Scouts
have drawn Up so that this collec
tion can be made quickly and effici
ently. Waste paper is classified in
three categories, newsprint, maga
zines, and cardboard, which also in
cludes wrapping paper. It is, there
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. fore, very important that in tying
$3.00 a year
up bundles that each item be tied
up separate. All cardboard boxes
must be crushed flat or they can not
be taken. These boxes can very
BENEFIT BINGO
easily be flattened out and tied to
gether with the wrapping paper.
AT ELKS HOME
Keep magazines tied separately
Tuesday, January 20
from newspapers.
Do not include any other waste
740 P. M.
material
as no provision can be made
AH proceeds to go to Canteen
Units 1 and 2 of the Red Cross. for its disposal.
Admission Free
Door Prize
Tlie water cf the ocean freezes
Free Pop Corn and Plenty of Fun very slowly and imperfectly, due to
7-9 the presence of salt.
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IF YOU UKE GOOD FOOD
COME TO THE MID-TOWN
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ENJOY

Folks who like delicious food, cooked just right, served
quickly and correctly, will love the New Mid-Town
Cafe. Here, in an atmosphere of friendliness, you will
find food to your satisfaction at moderate prices.

Serving Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner
DINING ROOM OPEN 6 A. M. UNTIL MIDNIGHT
THE
NEW

MIS-TOWN CAFE
Under New Management

G

AGE FOUR

368 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
SB

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribun*.
5.00 These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

Urged To Take Stamps Waste Paper Saving

(To be concluded)
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Church .........................
Rockland Loan & Building
Association .................... .... 2500
First National Bank ......... .... 50.00
Rockland Savings Bank ... 25.00
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier .... 5.00
Total .......................... $2,463.41
Correction on Thursday Issue:
Rackliff «fe Witham ............... $10.00
Mr and Mrs. Bert R. Witham 5.00
Roland S. Rackliff................. 5.00
The Committee of the Red Cross
War Fund has asked Supt. Allen
to put on a campaign in all the
public schools in the city of Rock: land to help raise money for our
city’s share of the Fund. Chair
man Bird says:
“We have asked Mr. Allen* to
seek a donation from each stu
dent and to run it as a contest bej tween the different grades and
j classes so that when each grade or
: class has a contribution from each
j of its members it would have a
i 100 percent rating.
i “The Committee asks that the
i parents Of the children accept this
in the spirit in which it is reques
ted and that any donation, no
matter how small or large, will
entitle the siudent to wear one of
the special buttons."
The women’s division of the First
Aid class, which was scheduled to
begin Monday evening with Dr. H.
J. Weisman as the instructor, has
been indefinitely postponed, due to
the lack cf text books. As soon as
these text books are received all
members will be notified and courses
will start immediately.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, January 17,1942

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

And Now the Red Cross War Fund Drive Is On

otherwise they may act as warm
lir leaders, hindering the air cirtulation.
In the living quarters, fur
niture nr rugs should never t»e
placed in such a position so that
thev totally or partly cover the
ipenings of warm or cold air
registers, a- this will restrict
circulation of air and cause a
bottled tin condition within the
loom and'unsatisfactory heat.
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Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, 465 Main St.

[EDITORIAL]
THE WAR ON OUR COAST

The daily newspapers of the past few days have been pub
lishing glaring headlines over articles pertaining to subma
rine attacks on two ships only a few miles from New York.
Sensational, of course, for It means that the war has been
brought directly to our Eastern shores, but nothing less could
have been expected from the moment the Axis powers de
clared war on this country. That the Axis powers should bring
their undersea weapons of warfare on the Atlantic side while
the Japs should close in from Pacific side was what war meant
if it was to be prosecuted by the enemy. That’s what war is
for, and what submarines are for. There is a source of satis
faction in the report that the United States Navy has already
sunk scores of Axis submarines and that eventually we will
have rid the sea of these rattlesnakes, but the absence of
definite figures—and that seems to be the Navy’s present
policy—is less reassuring. The Axis powers gained undoubted
prestige in the early part of the war with their reports of
vessels—high up In the thousands of tons. These reports,
exaggerated or otherwise, afforded the enemy new zeal and
were correspondingly discouraging to the Allies. Thjs coun
try’s policy of silence in relation to its achievements may
possess some advantages unknown to the layman. We don’t
know, because we are not technicians on the matter of world
warfare.
BACK IN THE HARNESS
Charles A. Lindbergh's offer to work for our Government
in this war has been accepted without the bestowal of any
rank or even the restoration of the Colonelcy which he vol
untarily renounced when the campaign of isolationism w’as
being so bitterly waged. He has been accepted as civilian aid
in “a technical commercial project in which the War Depart
ment is interested. The appointment apparently does not
open the way for any special glory, but the man who once flew
the Atlantic in a crude airplane, all by himself, is seemingly
not concerned with the mere matter of glory. His country is
at war, and he wants it to win.
PATRIOTIC GARMENT WORKERS
“This should be an example and inspiration to other
similar bodies,” declared Secretary Morgenthau, when in
formed that the International Ladies’ Garment Workers
Union has decided to buy $25,000,000 worth of Defense Sav
ings Bonds during the next six months. According to the
union’s plan, each member will pledge at least two weeks'
earnings. Members who are unable to purchase Defense Sav
ings Bonds outright will buy their Bonds on a weekly install
ment plan, spending 5 percent of their weekly Wages'for this
purpose. “This shows one practical way in which a great
organization of workers can help to win the war," Secretary
Morgenthau said in commenting on the union’s action.
V

“COLLAPSE” IN GERMANY
(Herald Tribune)

Secretary Knox's terse comments on the reports of col
lapse in Germany are those of obvious common sense. The
Russians have put a crimp in the Nazi war machine; they
certainly have neither destroyed nor routed it as yet. Colonel
Knox receives the recent flood of rumors about unrest in Ger
many with suspicion; they come by way of Stockholm, Berne
and similar places which the Naz s have used before as start
ing points for their whispered propaganda, and may be only
inspired devices to lull the free peoples while a new Hitlerian
master stroke is being prepared. It is certainly quite pos
sible. and no one can safely assume anything else.
It can be added that if there were substance to the stories
of dismissed generals, of hostilities between the army and the
SS. of precautionary machine guns bristling in Berlin streets,
the implications would not necessarily be hopeful. Heinz Pol,
writing in the current “Nation,” believes that a crisis is again
generating in the Reich, but that so far it is a crisis of high
politics only, with the dissidents found among the old-line
generals who advised against the Russian adventure and the
industrialists who, having got their stranglehold on the
economy of all Europe, would like to cash in their gains be
fore the risk of defeat appears. The two groups might com
bine to toss Hitler to the wolves and then seek a peace which,
made by an unbroken army and a consolidated economic
power, would amount to a crushing German victory, whatever
token restitutions might have to be made. It is an old specter
to democratic prophets, and probably not altogether fantas
tic. But it might make Germany even more, rather than less
dangerous than she is under Hitler.

BIG LOSS TO ROCKLAND
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The Black

When O’Hara Fleet Was Taken Over By the

Government—Some Interesting Figures
The six 60-foot fishing trawlers
launched since last Spring by the
Maine Shipyards Corporation for
F. J. O’Hara & Sons Inc., were
requisitioned Thursday by the U. S.
Government for the duration of the
war, according to James J. Ryan,
general manager of the wholesale
fish firm.
Pour 84-foot trawlers, also built by
the South Portland yard in a $500,000 building program, were unaf
fected by the order. Mr. Ryan said
reporting the government action,
had been communicated to Francis
J. O’Hara, head of the company,
who is vacationing with his family
at Palm Beach, Fla.
Vessels taken are the Ave Maria,
launched May 1; the Queen of Peace,
June 10; the Trinity, (July 14; the
Boston College, July 31; the Holy
Cross, Sept. 29; and the Georgetown,
Oct. 25.
The boats taken Thursday by the
Government were built to replace
seven Bath-built steel beam trawl
ers requisitioned by the Navy in
1940 for use as minesweepers. Mr.
Ryan was unable Thursday to dis
cuss plans for replacing the latest
vessels taken.
The four 84.foot vessels still owned
by the fish company soon will be
placed in service. The Fordham is
expected to be ready for fishing in
about a week, the Notre Dame in
two weeks and the Villanova in three
weeks. The Jeanne d’Arc is nearing
completion at the South Portland
yard and will be sponsored by Mrs.
O’Hara when she is launched within
a month.
The announcement yesterday
that the government had requisi
tioned six of the O'Hara fishing
fleet trawlers came as a decided
blow to the people In Rockland who
were familiar with the amount of
money that the fleet has left in the
city since it started active operation
only six months ago. To say that
it will make a difference in local
trade is to put it mildly when one
stops to consider that the OHara
Hflrm ’ has paid $140,000 to the six
ships for a total of 7,000,000 pounds
of fish in the past six months.
Figuring for a normal year's busi
ness, the total would be $280,000 for
an estimated catch of 14,000,000
pounds a great part of which would
be spent within the city and the
islands.

Taking one boat as an example,
there is shown below the average
income per man per week and the
expenses of the ship, most of
which was spent right in the city.
The crew of five men would aver
age $50 per week for a total of
$250. The food bill for the crew,
all of which has been bought from
local grocers, would average close
to $40. The fuel bill for diesel oil
and lubricating oils, spent with
local oil dealers, would be in the
neighborhood of $35. The ice bill
alone would be at least $25 and an
average of $10 weekly was spent
for supplies and gear to keep the
boats in gcod condition.
This would make the total ex
penditures of one boat, $360 for
one week. Multiply this by six
boats and you have a total of $2,160 per week. Multiply that total
toy the 52 weeks in the year and
ycu have a grand total of $112,320
which went into the channels of
trade in the city from these six
boats.
In addition to the boat crews,
the O'Hara firm employed 60
packers, cutters and wharf men in
the plant for the handling and
processing of the fish that the
fleet brought in.
According to Capt. Sumner
Whitney, superintendent of the
O’Hara plant, the loss of the boats
will force the company to curtail
activities sharply and will prob
ably mean the laying off of at least
half of the present crew as what
few boats there are left fishing will
not keep the plant running, even
with a short crew, over three days
a week.
The boats are being made ready
for delivery to the government at
the Boston Navy Yard at once.
All fishing gear is being stripped
from the vessels, only the hoisting
gear remaining. Rumor along the
waterfront has it that the craft
are to be used by the Army, Corps
of Engineers.
Capt. John Wentworth is sched
uled to leave for Boston today
with the “Oueen of Peace," the
Ave Maria was supposed to have
sailed for Boston from Portland
yesterday. The four others will
be delivered to the government as
fast as they come in from the
fishing bank and can be made
ready.

CAMERA CLUB'S THIRD ANNUAL
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trees in silhouette
Fourth prize was awarded Sid
ney Cullen’s entry entitled “White

Head’’ which was a view of White
Head Light and the keeper’s home
with a fishing boat running just
off the light, and taken from a
high angle in the watch tower, in
shore from the lighthouse.
First honorable mention was
were by Joel Miller with his entry,
“Surf" which showed a heavy surf
just as it broke on the shore.
All persons who attend the show
are given ballots on which they
may state their choice of the best
print in the exhibit for the popu
lar award which will be decided
from the ballots which the public
cast yesterday and will cast today
and tonight.
The exhibit is open to the pub
lic and absolutely free, and every
one who wishes to attend will be
most welcome.

Police Changes
City Marshal Arthur D. Fish
announced this morning that the
beats of the patrolmen of the City
Police would be shifted about to
give some former night duty men
an opportunity to work the day
duty and some of the day patrol
men would be aligned to beats
with the night force.
Effective tonight are the follow
ing changes in duty; Patrolman
Frank Bridges .from the South End
beat days to the North End beat
nights. Patrolman Harold Phii
brook from the North End beat
nights to the middle beat nights;
Patrolman Edward Ingraham from
the middle beat nights to the
swing beat that fills in on the
days off for patrolmen on all beats.
Patrolman Earl Chaples from the
swing beat to the South End beat
days.

Buy Deleave Bonds and Stamps
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(By The Roving Reporter)

“Babsy” has a near neighbor whom
everybody addresses as Lizzie, al
though she may have reached the
three score and ten mark. But
“Babsy” wants to be a little more
pclite and considerate, so when he
meets her of a morning it’s always:
“How do you do Mrs. Ford.”

credited with having written such
widely known songs as “Dardenella,”
“Ireland Must Be Heaven,” “Peg O’
My Heart,” “50,000 Frenchmen Can’t
Be Wrong,” “Auf Wiedershen,” "Ma,
He's Making Eyes at Me.”

The little town of Bamstead, N.
H„ population 800, is believed by the
Yesterday's daily papers carried adjutant of the American Legion
j Post there to head the list so far
the picture of a bearded American
as number of men in the service at
seaman who vows that he will not
the present time is concerned. One
have his whiskers shaved until the
family has three boys in the army
day tlie American Navy blasts the
Japs out of the Pacific. I hope that and one in the navy. Another has
day will come soon, for I don’t like two boys in the army and one in
i the marines. Another has three
the seaman’s looks. And, of course,
boys ir. the army. Another has one
there are other reasons for the wish.
, boy in the army and one in the navy.
Five other families have two boys
Plenty of water in the new well, each in the army, and the total
located by a divining rod on Iree i number from the little community
Member’s property. In a charac ' is 35.
teristic letter which I recently re
ceived from him Iree doesn't expect
Odd sequence, starting on our At
to get down here again until Spring. lantic coast, we first fought the
Likes water that much, does Iree. copper-colored Indians; next the
brown Filipinos, and now the Jap
Yesterday’s Portland paper told anese.—Ed. Pointer in the Boston
of a worn tire and cash being taken Globe.
by a burglar. When the tire situa.
A call to the colors, so to speak.
tion gets a little tenser the burglars
One year ago: Miss Theresa C.
won’t bother with a small thing
Stuart, formerly of this city, was
like cash.
named as State librarian—Rotoert
Australia, is the world’s largest James, 70, a Searsmont farmer was
producer of wool. Let’s hope the burned to death in a fire which de
Japs don’t catch ’em where the* wool stroyed his house.—William S. Mero
died in Camden.—Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
is short.
ward K. Leighton were aboard the
When the New York papers re steamship Manhattan when it
corded the death of Fred Fisher one grounded cn a sand bar near Palm
day this week the public, would Beach, Fla.—Mr. and Mrs. Cheever
scarcely have given the matter a Ames celebrated their silver wed
seccnd thought. Yet Fisher was ding anniversary.

The Last “Sweeper”
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Prizes Awarded Yesterday To Osgood Gilbert,
Joel Miller and Sid Cullen

The Knox County Camera Club
opened its third annual exhibit of
salon prints at the Community
Building yesterday, and it will con
tinue through until 10 o’clock to
night. Several hundred attended
the exhibit, spending a consider
able period of time viewing the
117 prints of the club members,
and over 200 prints that are on
exhibit from some of the outstand
ing clubs in the country. Many
persons availed themselves of the
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
opportunity to watch the projec
tion of colored Kodachrome tran
Five more Japanese ships—three transports and two
sparencies which was given at in
cargo vessels—lay at the bottom of the Far Pacific last night
tervals throughout the day, and
as the result of hammer blows delivered by the United States
Navy.
will continue today.
The subjects of the .pictures were
Eager Australians and other fresh empire troops dealt
many and varied, ranging all the
costly blows to the Japanese in southern Malaya and the
way from home pictures of the
R.A.F. struck its hardest blows of the six weeks of the conflict
members children to landscapes
as the British command organized a final defense for the
showdown battle of Singapore.
and marine views as well as in
Free French columns of tanks and armored cars are roll
teriors and still life .pictures. The
lange of subjects was so wide as
ing to reinforce the British Army's siege of German-Italian
positions in Egypt.
to allow the visitors to view the
entire exhibit and still not see
fense Commission. The funds of the same view <•» subject in the
the various projects of this Commis same pose or position twice.
A board of judges comprised of
sion will be financed through the
Adelbert
Babtoidge, Mrs. Flora
Annis Learns They’ll Be voluntary contributions of the 500,Merchant
and
Edwin Witham se
Cared For At Bedford, 000 members belonging to the 1400
lected
what.
In
their opinion, were
lodges of the Order.
Va., If Evacuated
“In the last war,” said Dr. Annis the five best prints from the angle
Exalted Ruler Blake B. Annis of “more than $2,000,000 was raised by of print quality, and awarded
Rockland Lodge of Elks announces the Order for its war activities from prizes the latter part of the eve
,
that he has received notice from its own membership and ir is an ning.
First
prize
was
awarded to Os
James R. Nicholson, chairman cf the ticipated that an equal or larger sum
good
Gilbert
’
s
“
Down Easter”
Elks War Commission, New York will be raised by the Elks during the
which
had
been
taken
from up
City, that preparations have been present war because of the Order’s
forward
In
a
fisherman's
power
made to take care of Elks children increased strength in membership.
boat
and
showed
him
at
the
stem,
evacuated from danger zones at the Rockland lodge will do its part in
facing
aft
looking
back
at
his
dory
Elks National Home at Bedford, Va., this national program.”
towed
astern
and
the
rolling
seas
The Elks National Home, located
should such a step become neces
as
far
as
one
could
see
to
the
at Bedford, Va., is a beautiful, mod
sary.
horizon.
At a meeting of the leaders of the ern institution with a large farm, a
Order of Elks held at the Biltmore herd of prize cattle and every other Second place was awarded to Joel
Hotel in New York las tweek plans necessary adjunct to make it a wel Miller for the picture of a New
were set up to raise a large fund come haven for children from war England home after a heavy snow
to be operated by the Elks War com areas who will not only find a home, storm. Miller also was given third
mission which originally was ap but educational facilities equal to prize for a lake scene entitled “Sil
pointed in Houston, Texas in 1940 the standards of the nation as a houette” which showed a lake at
sunset and gave the shore line and
■. - ■ and known, as.tbe SUs Nattoal De whole.

For Elks’ Children

Saturday
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Goes Overboard From Snow’s
Yard Next Monday
Noon
Monday at noon. Snow Shipyards
will launch the last of the series of
10 minesweepers which they started
work on about one year ago. These
craft have been launched on a
schedule about one month apart and
the yard has set somewhat of a rec
ord in putting 10 hulls into the water
in that shert space of time, plus the
trawler Belmont which was built for
the Usen Trawling Company of Bos
ton last Spring,,
The sponsor of the craft, the
U.SS. Vigor, will be Mrs. Henrietta
Mindorc Carver, wife of Commander
W. J. Carver. V.S.N., who is the
head of one cf the submarine boards
of the Navy
Both Commander and Mrs. Carver
are natives of Searsport. Her father
was Capt. Frank Gerry of Searspcrt.
She was born at sea aboard the ship
‘S. F. Hersey” off the island of Min
doro in the Philippines from which
she derives her middle name
She comes from a long line of
shipbuilders, her grandfather having
been Master Shipbuilder Marlbor
ough Packard who built the ship on
which she was born. During her
husband’s career in the Navy, she
has lived abroad on many stations
where he has been assigned, her
last cruise being to the Orient.
The Snow yards now have two sub
chasers on the ways and are laying
the beds for the ways of two salvage
vessels, work that will keep the yard
at top speed for at least another
year.
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ON Ml I V YOI RPOSTOHld OR RANK

AMERICA ON GUARD!
Above ia a reproduction of the
Treasury Department’s Defense
Savings Poster, showing an exact
duplication of the original “Minute
Man” statue by famed sculptor
Daniel Chester French. Defense
Bonds and Stamps, on sale at your
bank or poet office, are a vital part
ef Ameerica’s defense preparations.
From the Department of Person
nel in Augusta comes announce
ment of examinations for liquor
store clerks and warehousemen
(weekly salary range $24 to $33); in
spector pcsitions (weekly salary
range $21 to $35).
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again X
would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to some music a*
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

TO THE NEIGHBORS
Where Old Orchard's beaches he
White beneath a sapphire sky.
Where the scarlet lilies blaze
In the unfrequented, ways.
Where In loneliness possessed
K'taadn lifts his mighty crest.
By their call to heart and brain
We are oomlng home to Maine!
By the sleigh-bells’ frolic chime—
Carillon of Winter time-—
By the deer-tracks In the snow
And the trails the foxes know.
Bv the trout-pool's dappling light
And the white owl's noiseless flight,-*
Mountain path and harbor lane.
All the roads lead home to Maine!

mtu um ran nun
Kill MHT
nTWKOMT.

How may heaven be understood
Save In human neighborhood?
Life ls all too brief a span
To break the tie of man to man.
Men who serve *heir neighbors here.
Day by day and year by year.
They have forged our covenant-chain.
Round the world—and home to Maine I
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Nation’s Grangers
According to the latest market
price report of the Department of
Agriculture, the average level of
prices received by farmers at local
markets throughout the country,
as of Dec. 15, stood at 143 percent
of the 1906-14 level. Prices paid by
farmers for commodities purchased
averaged 144 percent, giving the
farm dollar an exchange value cf
96 cents.
Senator Harry F. Byrd of Vir
ginia, chairman of the Senate
committee on reducing non-de
fense expenditures, will be one of
the speakers in connection with
the next regular radio program of
the National Grange, today. Mu
sic will be furnished by the
United States Army Band under
the leadership of Captain Thomas
P. Darcy. The National Grange
program is regularly heard on the
third Saturday of each month,
over stations of the National
Broadcasting Company.
According to the Department of
Agriculture, during 1938, the latest
year for which figures are avail
able, there were 1914 farmers-mutual fire inurance companies in the
United States and total insurance
these companies had in force was
$11,868 569,OCO. Average losses per
$100 cf insurance amounted to 18
cents; expenses averaged eight
cents, bringing the total cast of
insurance to 26 cents on each $100.
The Grange was a pioneer in the
field of mutual fire insurance
among farmers, and a considerable
percentage of the companies now
in operation were launched under
the auspices of the Grange.
(Prom St. Petersburg, Fla., come
reports of activity in the All States
Grange Club, which is made up of
Northern tourists who spend part
or all of their Winters in Florida’s
sunny clime. The organization
holds regular meetings, often finds
a dozen states represented in the
membership roll call and puts on
very attractive programs, to which
the public is usually invited. Prom
inent leaders from coast to coast
are included in the St. Petersburg
group every year and this year’s
president of the dub is Mrs. Julia
Gray of Massachusetts, a 50-year
Grange member and a past master
of Cambridge Grange, one of the
large subordnates in the Metro
politan area of Boston.
In the New England area alone
Granges own 750 Grange halls,
well equipped and largely without
debt.

What Members of American
League Are Doing At
Community Building

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy
God; ask It either in the depth, or
in the height above.—Is. 7: 11.

TALK OF

“CAMDEN” Double Feature Sunday, Monday

The Courier-Gazette

Bv the Pupils

Through the generosity of the
Rotary dub, equipment for cook
ing and serving school lunches at
noon in the gym has been installed,
and hot lunches will be served to
members of Senior and Junior
High at a small cost beginning
Monday. Those who live in town
as well as those living cut of town
may have this opportunity to get
a hot, balanced meal, and plenty
of it.
The project Ls under the direc
tion of Miss Joyce Johnsen, teach
er of senior home economics, who
has successfully carried on such a
project in Mexico High School,
previous to coming to Rockland.
It will be carried cn as a business
preposition, and is not in any way
connected with charity or relief.
Next week's menu will be:
MONDAY

Royal Omelet with Spanish Sauce

Graham Muffins
Apple Crisp
Cocoa
TUESDAY
Beef Stew with Vegetables
Hot Biscuits
Prune Whip
Cocoa
WEDNESDAY
Baked Beans
Cabbage Salad
Whole Wheat Biscuits

Vanilla Cream Pudding
Cocoa

Cookies

THURSDAY
Corn Chowder
Johnny Cake
Peach Shortcake
Cookies
Cocoa
FRIDAY
w
Scalloped Salmon and Peas

Mashed Potatoes
Apple Oatmeal Pudding
Cocoa

• • • •
Nathan McConchie has been
elected to the Senior High Stu
dent Council, to take the place of
Anson Olds, who is now in Florida.
—Virginia Poster.
• • • •
The first rehearsal of the Junior
Class play, “What a Life,” by
Clifford Goldsmith, was held Wed
nesday night, and much enthusi
asm was shown by the cast regard
ing it. Rehearsals will be held
regularly on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Friday nights.—Dorothy Carl
son, publicity manager.
• • • •
Members of the three Junior
Business Training classes presen
ted a seven-scene radio sketch,
•“Moving Goods to More Places,”
Wednesday, through the public
address system of the recordio
machine, to the sixth period J.B.T.
class, with Vina Delmonieo as di
rector and Lewville Pottle, sound
effects man. The characters were
Jamie Coleman, Jr., Charles Phib
brook; Deke, Lloyd Snowdeal;
Fred, Clifton Mitchell; Coleman,
Sr., Charles Philbrook; Jamie
Coleman as a boy, CMfton Hunt;
airplane pilot. Dale Lindsey; ra
dio announcer, Muriel Oliver; bell
bdy, Clifton Hunt; Captain of the
Caravan, Lloyd Snowdeal. The
radio script was from the Educa
tional Radio Script Exchange of
Guard Your Country;.. the U. S. Offlce of Education. —
Lloyd Snowdeal.
• • • •
and
In Mrs. Spear’s first year type
writing class, Elsie Norton has
typed at 30 words per minute;
Right now, thousands of
Mary Wotton, Mary Studley, Es
young American soldiers and
ther Munro, and Dorothy Carlson,
sailors are risking their lives to
25; and Louise Smith, Doris Mc
protect yours. Patriotism, your
Intyre, and Grace Bowley, 20
• • • •
own self-protection, demands
The
Rockland
hockey team jour
thot you do your part, nowl
neyed to Gardiner last Monday to
Start buying United States
take cn the veteran Gardiner
Defense Savings Bonds and
team. Though outweighed and
outmanned. the Rockland team
Stamps immediately.
Back
fought gallantly, only to go down
down the aggressors with your
to defeat by a score of* 4 to 0. The
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
inexperience
of the Rockland re
banks and post offices. They
serves was a handicap, but on the
cost as little as $18.75. Put
whole the team looked promising.
your dimes in Defense Stamps
Captain Manser was outstanding
and they, too, will go to work.
for Gardiner, and Bert Snow in
the Rockland cage played a bril
America needs your money
liant game. Laroy Brown is coach
for a very important reason—to
ing the team—John Storer.
safeguard your country, your
• • • •
At
the
weekly
meeting of the
lift.
Senior High Student Council. Wil
liam East was elected as general
No metal toys are now made in chairman of the booths at Kippy
Karnival, and Dorothy . Havener.
England.

Your Loved Ones

STEAMBOAT LORE
OF THE PENOBSCOT”

Prepaid By Mail

$3.50
Or sent 0. 0. D. if desired

MBS. JOHN M. RICHARDSON

420 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1073
Office of Dr. Walter P. Conley

assistant chairman.—Edith Rich.
All of the teachera in this
building are taking the First A-d
course.

• • • •
Under the direction cf (Scout
Leaders Stuart Fcgelman, Ernest
Harrington, and Robert Smith,
Troop 203 Boy Scouts of America
was ccnrpletely reorganized1 Wed
nesday night. Arthur Brewer was
elected Senior patrol leader; Dcnald Philbrook, Charles Young, and
Maurice Ames were elected patrol
leaders; and Robert Teele, Robert
Achorn, and Randall Winchenbaugh were elected assistant pa
trol leaders.
• • • •
A fudge sale was held at recess,
Wednesday, by the Heme Econom
ics Club, to finance dues to the Na
tional Home Economics Associa
tion. Another gale will be held at
the MoLain Building.—Evie Smith
• • • •
The Verne Slout Players, from
the Pitt Paiker Entertainment Bu
reau, presented three comedies,
Wednesday afternoon, before both
the Senior and Junior High. The
first, “The Tucker Family,” was
given as a radio daytime program,
with each of the three actors tak
ing several parts. The work of the
sound effects man was particularly
Interesting.
The second comedy was of Rip
Van Winkle, a classic of the
theatre as well as of literature. Mr.
Slout applied hts make-up in front
of the audience, showing how one
could age 20 years in a very few
minutes.
The third consisted of ‘‘taming*’
scenes from “The Taming of the
Shrew,” very well done by Mr.
Slout and his two assistants.
• • • •
Each of the four Freshman
home rooms chose cne of its mem
bers to serve on the nominating
committee for the Freshman com
mittees for Kippy Karnival as
follows: Room 1, Charles Phil
brook; Room 2, Betty O’Brien;
Room 5, Norma MaCrillis; and
Room 6, Georgia Treat.
• • • •
The Home Economics Club
members are soliciting patchwork
squares, 4”x4”, of flannel, percale,
or woolen materials, to make
quilts for the Red Cross. — Mary
Studley.
• • • •
At the Junior High assembly,
Wednesday morning, this pregram,
arranged by Mrs. Grafton, was
presented by Room 21: Piano solo,
Lucille Hclbrock; seng, “White
Cliffs of Dover.” Marian Lunt.
A football play, “The Hero of
the Day,” in two scenes, was given
with this cast: “Bessie Chandler,”
Anna Heino; "Nona Browning,’’
Barbara Lu kin; “Mabel Jennings,”
Beverly Merchant; “Sara Jane
Jone9,” Madeline Hoffses; “War
ren Chandler,” Robert McIntosh;
“Jimmie Jones,” Walter Griffin;
“Bob Brcwn." Oliver Holden; “Ben
Davis,” Alain LeGloahec.
A guitar selection, singing, and
yodeling, Charles Mason; sketch,
“The Kid Brother,” with Joan LaChance, David Libby and Lewis
Hastings; acrobatic dance, Mary
Wellman; sketch, “Oh, Sally!” with
Marian Lunt, Alice Ingerson, and
Bertha Kenney; tap dance, Alan
Wilkie.
The announcer was Lucy MacLaughlin and curtain tender, Ber
nard' Kuhn,
• • • •
Ernest Dondis of the senior
shorthand class and Charles Huntley of the office practice class as
sisted * Principal Blaisdell in the
office this week. Offlce 'boys were
Dale Lindsey, ErviQ^ Wooster,
Everett Baum, Albert Payson,
Charels Philbrook, Maurice Ames,
Harold Ulmer and Clifton Hunt.
• - • • •’
Faculty advisors for the Kippy
Karnival are general chairman,
Miss Stahl; entertainment. Miss
Rackley; decorating, Mrs. Mathe
son; ball, Mr. Pillsbury; advertis
ing, Mr. Whiting;' clean up, Mr.
Bowden.
»
• • • •
The
total Defense Savings
Stamps bcught this week by mem
bers cf this school was $82. This
was a gain of $23.15 over last week.
The largest stamp bought was one
dollar.
♦. • * •
Quarterly exams will take place
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of
next week, and Monday and Tues
day of the following week.
• • • •
At recent clasp meetings, com
mittees for K ppy Karnival sched
uled for Feb. 18. 19 and 20 were
chosen.
Senior class: Soliciting, Dorothy
Traak, Carol Hall. Lucille Stanley:
booth, Evelyn Gray; decorating.
William Bums, Sheldon Billings.
Margaret Havener; entertainment,
Madeline Munro, Ruth Wotton,
Nancy Howard; clean-up, George
Staples, Francis Galiano, Howard
Edwards.
'
Juniors: Ice cream, Alice Cross;
pop com, Robert Coffey; shooting

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1916.

Below are shown the individual
averages of the team members of
the American League at the Ccm...... _„ ’ muni tv Building that they have
...
nf TTnion
^Villiam P. AViddecombe, a .I built up since the handicap system
W. aA. Ayer or
union was
-was eleceiec- Mrs
.
ted master of Knox Pcmona son.
went into effect two weeks ago
Grange.
I iRockland. Dec. 25. to 'Mr. and .
handicap system was stmeThe first Knox County men to Mrs. Harold L. Knight, a sen— thin?
hfld tQ CQme due {o
• <<<?
receive appointments from Gov. Harold Roger.
j
weakness of seme teams and
Milliken were William J. Caddy of
R^Wand, Dec. 18, to Mr. and , the strength of ethers. Under the
St. George and Austin M. Titus Mrs Prank p Rlchard5. a (faugh- ( present system, the weaker team
of Union, both justices of the ter—s;Oddard.
have a chance in the final standpeace.
Rockland. Dec. 16. to Mr. and ! ing with the handicaps being d; Frank C. Knight was elected Mrs. Ellis F. Simpson, a daughter, termrned in the first string of each
president of the Loan & Building
Vinalhaven. Jan. 5, to Mr. and match.
Association.
Kiwanis
Mrs. Leigh Williams, a son—Carl
Harry B. Bradbury was elected
Strings
P.F.
Av«
Beverly.
pre ident cf the Adas-Ycshuron
Liberty, Dec. 30. to Mr. and Mrs. Flanagan ........... 6 263 559 93 2
_________________ A
pansh_
J. , I Bert E. Cunningham, twin daugh- Cummings
9 266 891 89
Mrs. Lavinia M. Sncw, 90, died ,
L. Miller ............ 6 275 563 93 8
ters.
in St. Petersburg. Fla.
Jack Oakie relaxes while the campus cuties go through their routines in
Pleasant Point., Jan. 8. to Mr. Barnard ........... 9 278 850 94 4
The appointment of John L. and Mrs. Ernest L. Maloney, a cook ................. 3 21
"Rise and Shine.” costarring George Murphy, and Linda Darnell.
264 264 88
Donahue as postmaster of Rock
Plus “New York Town” with Mary Martin and Fred MacMurray
243 433 82 2
daughter—Enid Louise.
i Leigh ................ 6 2'
land was confirmed by the Senate.
90
Camden, Jan. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Brackett ........... 3 2’
Miye.ery continued to surround ! Orville Gross, a son.
J
Old Timers
th? disappearance of John Granso.
Mansfield. Mass., Dec. 31, to Mr. Fren?h ............... 9 259 8'Jl 90 1
a Rockland scallop fisherman.
i and Mrs. Allen Jones, a son.
j r. Richardson .. 9 245 761 84 G
John B. Madegan of Houlton,
• • • •
j F. Richardson ... 9 263 732 88
new Supreme Court justice, wa.s
The marriages for this period Goodnow .......... 6 240 528 84 6
presiding over the January term,
1 were-:
■ Benner ............. 9 292 856 95 1
which lasted cnly five days.
Vassalboro, Dec. 28. Hiram S. I
Rice
L. E. Blackington bought the
788 876
Beverage cf North Haven and' Miss Hodgkins .......... 9
Wellington G. Singhi residence on Ruby H. Taylor of Vassalfooro.
731 812
Goss
............... 9
Broadway.
Stonington, Dec. 29, Ernest N. Howard
538 89 7
■■■■........ 6
Philip He ward was named as
Smith and Elizabeth Gray.
Estes ................. 3
assistant inspector on the staff of
Vinalhaven, Dec. 23, Charles Walker ............. 6
the Spanish War Veterans.
Newbold and Verna G. Whlttenton. Cargill ................ 9 £93 835 99 4
Frank C. Bridges was installed
Elks
Waldoboro, Jan. 1, Herbert R.
as ccmmander of Andersen Camp,
Oldis cf New York and Celia L. R. Marshall ...... 9 254 765 85.0
S. of V.
Wlnchenbaugh cf Waldoboro.
C. Sleeper .......... C 300 565 94 J
Freeman Hamilton of this city
Isle au Haut. Dec. 27. Llewellyn Anastasio ........ 9 261 798 88 7
was badly injured when he lell
Rich and Mineola Bridges.
! Roes...................... 6 268 544 90 7
into the Leopold quarry at Vinal
Rockland, Dtc. 31, Morris A. Le Soule ■■■■............. 9 311 949 105 4
haven.
243 550 91 7
Rockland’ banks elected these vine of Portland and MLss Bertha i williams .......... 6
Ross
of
Rockland.
|
Texaco
efficers: Rockland, Arthur S. Little
South Thomaston, Jan. 4, Alfred smith .................. 8 298 810 101 3
field, president; Security, May
P Pillsbury cf Springfield, Mass., ! j MdLocn ...... 9 284 830 98 9
nard S. Bird president; North,
and Miss Lillian Peterson of South j Sleeper
9 294 877 97 4
Elmer S. Bird' president.
Thcmaston
6 225 603 100 5
Carr ............
Mrs. William Bessey died in
Stonington,
Dec.
29,
Ernest
N.
£37 552 92
Mitchell
...........
C
Fred MacMurray, Mary Martin, Robert Preston in “New York Town”
Union.
Smith and Elizabeth Gray.
Hobbs
...............
3
238 298 99 3
J. N. Southard graduated from
Thcmaston, Jan. 6. Newell Mc
Post
Office
the Metz and became ,possessors of
Lain and MLss Josephine Mitchell. McPhee .............. 9 310 890 98 9
a Baby Grand Chevrolet, seating
Thomaston, Jan. 12, Walter Chatto ............... 9 277 878 97 6
five persons.
Achorn and Hannah Springer.
i Dudley ............... 9 247 797 88 6
Ralph P. Conant bcught the old
Camden, Jan. 13, Milton Knowl D. Perry ............. 9 325 951 105 7
Butler place which gave him 157
ton and Emma Farris.
Rackliffe ..••••...... 9 £86 942 104 7
acres of pasturage, furnishing sub
Sncw
sistence for his 23 head cf cattle.
Willis
.................
6 263 550 933
Ralph Kalloch was elected cap
Crockett
.............
6 253 509 84 8
tain of the High Schocl baseball
A department deveted to news items concerning these
John
Nystrom
of
Rockland
was
Phillips
.............
9
313 901 100 1
team and Donald Brewster wa.s
in Municipal Court this morning I QOie ................. 9 329 £39 97 8
patriotic organizations
elected captain of the football on charges of breaking and en- J Qatcomto .......... 6
283 553 92 2
team.
tering
and
larceny
in
the
restau|
McKinney
........
6
230 559 93:
A special six meeting Nutrition ter for it at the Placement Bureau MLss Winnie Clark, 20, daughter rant of Barney Tarvis on Tillson |
Perry
course which will be given under and it will not interfere with the, of Mt. and Mrs. Albertus W. Clarke avenue cn Thursday. Probable Demetri ............ 6
268 547 91.2
the direction of the local Farm Bu- ' regular Nutrition course which will
Oliver street was drowned at cause was found and he was bound
Pest .................. 9 277 772 85 8
reau through the extension depart-, be offered later.
, Chlckawaukie Lake while skating. over to the February term of Su
H. Marshall ...... 9 289 823 914
ment cf the University of Maine will j William J. Sullivan, chairman of Laurence Perry, her companion fcr perior Court in $500 bonds. The ar
Stewart
.....
6 279 576 96
be started soon. Anyone interested the Disaster Ccmmittee announces the moment, was saved.
rest w’as mads by Patrolmen Legage ..... -...... 9 299 869
E. O. Philbrock was quite badly
in taking this course should regis- , that under the DLsaster set-up Leburned
when he undertook to has Chrislofferson and Bridges of the Abbott ............. 3 289 280
■■
= forest A. Thurston is chairman of
City 'Police.
gallery. Donald Kallcch. These the Shelter Committee. Mr. Thurs- ten a stove fire with the aid of
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
chairmen will choose their assis- ! ton’s committee will find properties kerosene.
The Rug Club met yesterday in
Raymond
Andersen
of
Criehaven
tants.
available for Emergency shelter and
an all day session with Mrs. Ar
Visitors in Washington, D. C.
Sophomores:
Fortune telling, also properties available for emer- was clerking for F. O. Haskell.
thur Lamb at her home on Pleas ran get copies of The Courler-GaThe New England Portland Ce ant street.
Pauline Havener; soda,
Elaine gency htspitals or First Aid. The
eette at the Metropolitan News
Pcust and Bickford Sylvester; dart . committee is composed of Mr. and ment Company bought the /Rock
Agency, 603 15th street. North
game, Alfred Storer and
Ralven Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Mr. and land1 Granite Company's property
West—adv
R8*tf
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Welker;
entertainment,
Louise Mrs. Carl O. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. at the Southend.
Mrs. Wellington G. Singhi died
Veazie and Betty Hclmes; clean- Walter Ladd, Donald Karl. Major
at
her home cn Broadway, aged 69.
up, Reginald Withingtcn and Abraham Thompson, D:nald Crie,
Charles
W. Singer died in i
Robert Nash.
‘ Arthur Blackman and Maynard
Thomaston.
Freshmen: Entertainment, Albert I Havener.
*
Bertha M. Clason was installed
Havener, assisted by Dale Lindsey: 1 Mrs. Charles H. Berry has been
booth, Florence Knight, assisted by informed by the National Red Cross as matron of Seaside Chapter,
Faith Long; tea room, Betty headquarters in Washington, D. C., O.E3. in Camden.
Lena Dickey was installed as
O’Brien, assisted by Lucille Treat; that at present no authorization for
M.EC.
of the Pythian Sister® at
soliciting, Evelyn Sweeney, assis- , the starting of a surgical dressing
ted by Norma McCrillis; collecting, room in this city can be tirade as North Haven.
The largest Thomaston audience
Vance Norton, assisted by Leslie they are already in possession of
Nelson; clean-up, John Brann, as- too many surgical dressings. This in 23 years saw the performance
sisted by Clifton Hunt.
notice came in response to a request of “Green Stockings,” given by
• • • •
©
of the local chapter in Mrs. Berry’s Adelyn Bushnell and amateurs.
QUALITY that will last and do a good job. IN
N.
D.
Gould
of
Camden
died
iff
A short debating meeting was name for the establishment cf a
a Rockland1 hospital.
held Monday with Coach Whiting, dressing station in this city,
TELLIGENT SERVICE to help you in selecting un
Dr. A. F. Green opened an office
with seven debaters present. A I Mrs. LouLse Orbeton who has been
familiar articles. VARIETY as wide as it is possible
short discussion of the changes in appointed Knox County chairman at 5 High street, Camden.
to obtain anywhere and LOW PRICES to help you
the question, due to the lowering for Home Nursing to replace Mrs. H. D. Farnham located at Vinal
have a reserve for DEFENSE BONDS and STAMPS.
of the age limit cf the present Virginia Sweeney who is one of the haven in the general music busi
It is our pledge to continue to bring all these to our
draft bill, was held. Members will instructors has asked that all reg- ness.
W. E. Vinal was elected’ presi
start practice debates immediately istered nurses who make out applicustomers!
•
after the examination period.
, cations for teachers for the Home dent of the Georges National Bank
• • * •
Nursing courses send the applica- in Thomaston; C. H. Washburn
By a vote of t il members in ■ tions to her instead of direct to was elected president of the
SNOW
Senior High, Barrett Jordan has Washington. As these applications Thomaston National.
WHITE
5-Drawer
Silas Heal opened his Winter
been elected Inside Chief of Police; must be verified by the local chapter
Donald Kallcch, Outside Chief of before being allowed the applica- dancing school in Camden.
MEDI
STEEL
Guy wfare was elected president
Police; Barbara Wood, Head Girl’s tlo’.is which go direct to WashingCINE
UTILITY
of the Camden Business Men’s AsMonitor; and Robert Coffey, Head , ten are merely a waste of paper.
CABINET
CABINET
Boy’s Monitor.—Edith Rich.
1 Preparations for mobile canteen ' sedation.
• • * •
j units are being started under the
Dr. J. G. Hutchins located in
Mi
$1.19
$1.39
An exhibition debate wes given Red Cross direction. Mrs. Athleen! Camden.
at a special assembly Friday morn- McRae is captain of unit No. 1 and
J. K. Hooper was elected presiA roomv well-constructed
ing, with Mr. Bowden as chair- has as her assistants. Mrs. Am dent of the Camdsn Board of
cabinet with channel frame on
man, by the Bates College Junior cld Nelsen, Mrs. Everett Fernald, Trade.
three sides cf mirror which proHas 16 Compartments. Eve-v
Varsity Debaters cn the question, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. Thcmas
Alvin G. Crockett, 56, died at
v'des strength and rigidity to heme has many uses for a utili
door. Two metal shelves. Stze ty box like this. Size 10” high,
resolved: That the Federal Gov- Fleming and Mrs. Henry Jordan, Vinalhaven.
ll
”xl8”.
8” wide, 5!i” deep.
ernment should regulate by law all The second unit is captained by Mrs.
W. C. Russell was elected ncble
the Labor Unions in the United Bernice Dunbar and has for its grand of Warren Ledge, I.O.O.F.
COMBINATION SQUARE
• • •' •
LUTHER
States. Affirmative. Arnold Stevens crew Mrs. Gertrude Bickford, Mrs.
AND
LEVEL
The
following
births
were
re

Household
and Georga Antunes; negative, Mabel Ladd. Miss Helen Dunbar,
and Utility
Donald Day and Edward Dunn.
Mrs. Sumner Whitney and Mrs. corded :
12 inch 98c
Rockport,
J2n.
1,
to
Dr.
and
The derision by audience was Lloyd DanieLs. A benefit beano
GRINDER
in favor of tfle affirmative team. party for these two canteens is be- Mrs. C. W. Steward, a daughter—
$1.19
Alice Ward.
The steel blade is graduated
Glen Cove, Jan. 5, to Mr. and
The wheel grip clamp easily
on
both s’des in 8ihs and 18ths, attaches to work bench or tabl\
Mrs. William W. Gregory, daugh
32nds, and 64ths. Durable, ac Adjustable tool rest and highBEWARE OF THE COLD DAMP WEATHER
ter.
curate. complete w’th heavy grade fast cutting wheel 4”x%”.
It Ls very harmful to Rheumatic Neuralgia and all pain sufferers.
Washington, Dec. 30, to Mr. and
duty cast iron head.
A REAL VALUE.
Get a box of TEL-MAR CAPSULES now. You can then ignore
Mrs. Cleveland Hisler, a sen.
the damp cold temperature.
Burkettville, Dee. 29, to Mr. and
These capsules will eliminate the pain and combat the cause. A
Mrs. Earl Millay, a daughter.
special neutralizer in these capsules will take care of any
Camden, Dec, 29. to Mr. and
stomach distresses.
Mrs. Zelma Dwinal, a daughter—
\ PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
Barbara Newell,
TEL-MAR CAPSULES for sale at
Rockland. Dec, 26, to Mr. and
k£47/£'5'z
’gzq
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422 MAIN STREET
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ing planned for Tuesday evening
Jan.
20 at the Elks H:me at 7.30. 1
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ROCKLAND

Jan. 20—Union—Re
ball, auspices Orient C
Jan. 22—Camden—Cti
merce Banquet and I,
Jan 23 —Rockport
tion. Fred A. Norwood
Jan. 28 — Rockland
glonaJ Conference nt
Church
Jan. 28 -Knox Com
meet at Rockland Clt
Jan. 30
Waldoboi
Birthday Bail at Hi
torlum.

Feb. 2—Candlemas l

Feb. 4 Hobby Show
ment at Universalist
Feb. 12 Lincoln \ 1

The We;
Plenty cold, if yot
the mercury shrink
sub-zero brackets ft :
oessive days. The
morning at 7.11 and
noon at 4.29, givi
minutes of daylight
having back there a
wheii we were ad\
“shop early”. The al
day says “strong 1
which may be all ri1manac, but the wine
there wasn’t any wh
graph was written. \\
Red Cross War Fun
passed the half wa\
Next Sunday Ls b
Sunday in Universs
In the local Church
members of the Y
Christian Union will t
pit with Dr. Lcwe ai
service of worship,
dresses will be give
McRae Jr. and H»
Dudley Harvey will p
solo accompanied by
at the organ. Othei
service will be take
■Mank, who Ls to presi
Kirk, Faith Long, Vi
Louise Veazie. Ush
Perry, Hazen Sawyer.
Robert Paul. Other 11
Y.P.C.U. are requeste
the church at 10.30 a
the service in a bodj
The death of Art!
San Diego. Calif, broi
sorrow to Liberale Pal
this city who is emp
Consolidated Airplam
that city and who wi
Mr. Cook with the h
of a welcome when
learned that the youni
son of his old Rocl
Liberale Paladino,
junior, was a frequei
the Cook’s home unti
sudden illness came
spent happy hours
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Ladies of the Congregational
Church will sew for the Red Cross
Wednesday afternoon in the vestry.
The Red Cross needs your help.
Please note there will be no morn
ing sewing next Wednesday.

D. U. V. Beano Monday 2.15, G.
A. R. hall.—adv.
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“Never Kill A Cop”—disclosing
how the clue of the purloined
penny led detectives on the trail
of a killer—a true crime story—in
the American Weekly Magazine
with the Jan. 18th Boston Sunday
Advertiser.—adv.
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5-Drawer

STEEL
UTILITY
CABINET
$1.19

FOR SALE

FOUR rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new. Will
sell as is or separately. Reasonable for
cash. At 354 Broadway. City. CALL be
tween 9 a. m.-8 p. m.

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.30 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $70.00 Specnal Cash Prizes
and $2 Door Prize

$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less

16 Compartments. Every
has many uses for a ut»lllik»- this. Size 10” high,
le. 5'deep.

LUTHER
Household
and Utility

GRINDER
$1.19

On Rep. Sleeper’s Bill Which
Would Increase Mini
mum Size

the service in a body

Next Sunday is National Youth
Sunday in Unlversallst Churches.
In the local Church of Immanuel
members of the Young People’s
Christian Union will occupy the pul
pit with Dr. Lcwe and conduct the
service of worship. The two ad
dresses will be given by Lincoln
McRae Jr. and Helen Crockett.
Dudley Harvey will play a trumpet
solo accompanied by Ruth Seabury
at the organ. Other parts of the
service will be taken by Burnell
Mank, who Is to preside, and James
Kirk, Faith Long, Virginia Bowley,
Louise Veazie. Ushers, John A.
Perry, Hazen Sawyer, Robert Nash,

ii

A Lobster Hearing

Y.P.C.U. are requested to meet at
the church at 10.30 a. m. to attend

Plenty cold, if you ask us, with
the mercury shrinking into the
sub-zero brackets for several suc
cessive days. The sun rose this
morning at 7.11 and sets this after
noon at 4.29, giving 26 more
minutes of daylight than we were
having back there a few weeks agp
when we were advising fcks to
“shop early”. The almanac for to
day says ‘‘strong north winds,”
which may be all right for the al
manac, but the wind is west and
there wasn’t any when this para
graph was written. Winter and the
Red Cross War Fund drive have
passed the half way mark.
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KNOX LODGE ELECTS
One good term deserves another
is what the members of Knox
Lodge, F-A.M. of South Thomas
ton said Monday night, when at
the annual meeting, they re-elec
ted James M. Williams as wor
shipful master. Other officers chosen:
Randall Hopkins. S. W.; William
Makinen, J. W.; Charles S. Watts,
S. D.; Ralph Colby, J. D.; Harvey
D. Crowley, secretary; Scott F.
RacklifT, treasurer. The Installa
tion Jan. 26 will be semi-public.
Knox Lodge has initiated nine
members during the year and has
a total membership of about 90.
The Master Mason’s degree will be
conferred upon two candidates
Jan. 29. Supper at 6.30.

Maine lobster fishermen and
dealers left their traps and pounds
yesterday to register before the
Legislative Sea and Shore Fish
eries Committee unanimous ap
proval of a bill stepping up from
3 1-16 to 3’i inches the minimum
legal length of lobsters.
Enactment of the law would
place Maine, principal lobster pro
ducing State, on the same basis
as Massachusetts and New York,
chief markets for the crustaceans,
Program chairman for the Ki irt-ofar as the minimum size is
wanis Club, Stuart C. Burgess, an. I concerned.
Among those speaking for the
nounced this morning that he had
been successful in obtaining as measure, which was introduced by
a speaker for the regular Monday Representative Cleveland Sleeper,
night meeting of the club at the Jr., of Rockland were Commission
Copper Kettle, Frederick G. Payne, er Arthur R. Greenleaf and Leslie
State Commissioner of Finance and Scattergood. U. S. Fisheries biolo
Director of the Budget fcr the State gist. Greenleaf told the commit
of Maine and a former Mayor of tee that arrangements had been
Augusta. Mr. Payne is an able and made—if the bill passed—whereby
eolerful speaker and will address the old lobster measuring devices would
club on “Maine’s Financial System i be remodelled at no charge to the
as applied to the State Defense Pro i fishermen, saving them $2,800.
Some sentiment developed among
gram.”
i the fishermen for removal of the
The annual meeting of the Incor five-inch maximum limit under the
porators of the Knox County Gen State’s double guage law insofar
eral Hospital will be held at the as male lobsters were concerned,
Bok Nurses Home on Monday at but a poll taken toy the committee
showed a majority of those voting
7.30 p. m.
on that question to be opposed.
General opinion, as expressed by
During the past week, the City cf
Steeper,
Greenleaf, Sidney Davis
Rockland paid off a note of $73,000
of
Port
Clyde
and others, was that
which has been held by the First
retention
of
the
3 1-16 minimum
National Bank and its predecessor,
would
throw
onto
the Maine mar
the Rockland National Bank since
ket
large
quantities
of small lob
1924 a part of which was used in
the construction cf the present sters which dealers could not sell
Rockland High School. The city in Massachusetts and New York.
had been paying slightly over $2900 Davis estimated a 33 1-3 percent
Interest annually on this loan and over-all gain for the fishermen in
to wipe it off the city bocks makes price and poundage within a year
a substantial saving in city expenses. on small lobsters thrown back as
According to City Treasurer, Charles a consequence of the new law.
H. W. Look, Rockland dealer,
H. Mcrey, the payment of the note
said
Maine’s production had risen
was made possible through savings
from
6.000,000 pounds annually in
in various city departments in re
1936
to
9,000,000 in the past year,
cent years and increased city in
a
gain
he
attributed to the double come through the collection of taxes.

Jan. 20—Union—Red Cross benefit
ball, auspices Orient Chapter. O.ES.
Jan. 22—Camden—Chamber of Com
merce Banquet and Ladles’ Night.
Jan 23 —Rockport— Public Installa
tion. Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.
Jan. 28 — Rockland — Laymen's Re
gional Conference at First Baptist
Church.
Jan. 2ft Knox County Poultrymen
meet at Rockland City Hall.
Jan. 30 — Waldoboro — President’s
Birthday Ball at High School audi
torium.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 4— Hobby Show and entertain
ment at Unlversallst vestry.
Feb. 12—'Lincoln’s Birthday.

The Weather
T.
559
891
563
850
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Dil laway—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 14,
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Diliaway of
Warren, a daughter Judith May.
Oliver—At Rockland. Dec. 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Maxwell B Oliver, a son—
William Alvin.

MARRIED
Moore-Bartlett—At Jefferson, Jan. 10.
Lester L. Moore and Della C. Bartlett.
—By Rev. E. L. Sampson.

DIED
Ausplund—At Rockport, Jan. 16, Ida
G. Ausplund
Funeral Monday at 2
p. m. from Russell parlors. Interment
In Seavlew cemetery.
DeMass—At Rockland, Jan. 15, Jo
seph Willis DeMass, aged 57 years, 9
months, 10. Burial In Thomaston.
Ryan - At Brighton. Mass., Jan. 16,
William J. Ryan, native of Rockland,
aged 59 years.
Bird—At Portland, Jan. 16, Sarah
Tyler Bird, widow of Nichols Bird,
aged 93 years.
Pease At Camden. Jan. 14, Ulysses
Pease, aged 75 years, 8 days. Funeral
Sunday at 2 o'clock from residence In
Hope.
Interment in Pine Grove
cemetery, Appleton.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Bert Stanley
who passed away Jan. 19, 1930.
Deep In our hearts we have a picture
Of the loved one laid to rest.
In memory's frame we shall keep It
Because he was one of the best.
Always remembered by his wife and
daughter. Etta Stanley and Maude
Barstow.
•

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the Methodist
Church, Bethel Rebekah Lodge. Orient
Chapter O E.S . Union Community
Club and all who have so kindly re
membered me with flowers, fruit,
cards and calls, especially the calls
since the beginning of my Illness Nov.

guage ’law.

“Probably 10 percent of the lob
sters taken would not be legal un
der the proposed change,” said
Lock, “but next year and ultimate
ly they will be caught and the situ
ation should reflect in the price.”
Look disapproved change of the
maximum length.
The same committee heard,
without any opposition toeing reg
istered. support of a measure ex
tending the sardine packing sea
son to a year ’round basis until
1943.
Moses Pike, Frank Pike and
Carroll Peacock, Lubec packers
and Representative Sleeper spoke
for the bill Under existing law,
the season begins April 15 and
ends Dec. 1.
Proponents said demands in the
domestic market, resulting from
stoppage of imports by the war,
warranted the full-year season.

BINGO!

And Big Party Tuesday Night

dike for a number of months has

an excellent position in Bath work

ing for the Navy Department.

SPEAR HALL. 7.45
John V. Fenwick of Rockport is
Given Away, Dinner, Blanket, and $2
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
conducting extensive lumbering op
1 each
OPTOMETRIST
8‘lt erations on the 100-acre woodlot
S3« MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
which he bought some time ago,
TEL. 26
through Freeman S.
Young's
office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1J0 to 5.30
agency,
from
Frank
L.
Weeks
on
Evenings By Appointment
the Owls Head road
28-25
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff, president

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME

• ••

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Me ar Ttt-1 «r 7*1-11U8-1U UMEBOCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. <
110-tf

• • « •

City Clerk Edwin R. Keene is con
“I can never remember a lobster
fined
to
his
home
as
the
result
of
Mrs. John H. Williams
hearing at Augusta which did not
Union.
*
an illturni suffered in his office have a fight, until the one I at
yesterday noon.
tended yesterday,” said Harold W.
Public supper. Mon. Jan. 2G, 5.30 to
Look this morning, commenting
7, at St. Bernard’s Church.—adv.
David Hyier, who has been act
upon the harmonious session, as
ing as day clerk at Hotel Thorn
covered by the Associated Press re

of Edwin Libby Relief Corps, an
nounces that the rehearsal sched
uled for Sunday at 2 o’clock at
Grand Army hall has been post
poned.

CHENWARE -n?
Z/CS "
> Vzo
OCKLANO \2b(,y

Officers of Pleasant Valley Orange
of Rockland will be installed Tues
day at 8 o’clock at the V.F.W. hall.
The installing officer will be J. Her
bert Gould, past master of Meguntlcook Grange of Camden. Lady
officers-elect are to wear white. Re
freshments will be served.
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
will meet this afternoon at 2 o'clock
at V.F W. Hall.
• • • •
Wessaweskeag Grange of South
Thomaston held its installation
Wednesday with Myron Young, past
Pomona master of Pleasant Valley
Grange, as installing efficer. His
assistants were Mrs. Etta Andersen
as marshal; Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal as
emblem bearer; Mrs. Lotta Crowley
as regalia bearer; and Raymond
Andersen as pianist and soloist.
These officers were installed;
Master, Charles Watts; overseer.
Richard Brown; lecturer, Mrs. Bes
sie Jackson; steward, Malcolm
Jackson; assistant steward. Eugene
Allen; chaplain, Jean Baum; treas
urer, Mrs. Flora Baum; secretary,
Scott Rackliffe; gate keeper, Edwin
Tyler; Ceres, Louise Butler; Po
mona, Nathalie Jackson; Flora,
Elsie Norton; lady assistant stew
ard. Dorothy Baum; member execu
tive committee, Mrs. Georgia Snow.
A program consisting of singing
by Joan Baum and Elsie Norton, was
followed by the presentation ol' a
gift by Worthy Master Watts to the
installing officer, Myron Young who
responded with thanks.
Others
called upon for remarks were: Past
Master and Mrs. Andersen, Mrs.
Elizabeth Vinal, William Maginen
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley.
• • • •
Megunticook Grange Sewing Cir
cle of Camden will meet Wednesday
at 1.30 to do Red Cross work.
• • • •
Featured
for
entertainment
Monday at 8 o'clock at White Oak
Grange hall of South Warren will
be Ken MacKenzie cf Station
WOAN. Part of the proceeds will
benefit the Grange.
• • • •
Miss Marion Sanborn was in
stalled Wednesday as secretary of
Highlands Grange of Warren by
Mrs. Olga Burkett, the new mas
ter. Miss Sanborn was not pres
ent at the regular installation
ceremonies two weeks ago.
• • • •
The first and second degrees
were conferred on one candidate
Wednesday at a special meeting of
Warren Grange.

“Fight Good Fight”

“It Has Happened”

Rev. Frederick W. Smith To
Show Here a Picture
Which Took 13 Months
To Make

Chief Warden Cook Urges
Men To Register As Air
Raid Wardens
SERMONETTB

'►V

*

Rev. Frederick W. Smith
“The congregation burst into ap
plause as it ended.”
That is a very unusual thing for
a church congregation to do, but it
is happening time and time again
as Rev. Frederick W. Smith shows
the new moving picture of the
Christian Civic League of Maine,
entitled “Fight the Good Fight.”
Mr. Smith, who is no mean pho
tographer, having won a reputation
with his prints in various salons in
the country, made the pictures him
self. It took him ,13 months to
make it as he traveled all over the
State in the pursuance of his work.
It covers with him the whole State
of Maine, from Kittery to Fort Kent
and from Calais to the White
Mountains.
More than 3000 young people par
ticipated in its making, as it tells of
the work that the League is doing.
And 1200 feet of film, most of it
in natural color went into the mail
ing Said one photographer whose
work has been hung in photogra
phic salons all over the world, “It’s
a fine piece of work. It gets under
your skin.” Said a college profes
sor, reported

to

be

rather

hard

boiled. “It's a good story and well
handled.”
This is the picture that Mr. Smith
will show in the vestry of the First
Baptist Church next Thursday eve
ning at 7.15 p. m. Everyone is in
vited to see it. You'll consider it
an evening interestingly and well
spent.
Mr. Smith will answer any civic
questions.

The editorial rooms of The Cou
rier-Gazette were invaded yester
day afternoon by two young news
paper women whose freelance ar
ticles in the Bangor Daily News
stamp them as a decided, success
at their vocation. Chenoweth Hall
came all the way from Louisville,
Kentucky to fall in love with
Maine, and to reach the prompt
decision that it is the sort of coun
try in which she wanted to locate.
So she diid, finding a boon com
panion (possibly because they’re
both auburn haired) in Miriam
Colwell of Prospect Harbor. And
there they are both living, leaving
their beloved sands cnly long
enough to apply versatile pencils
to some good story. And that, as
you may see presently is what
brought them to Rockland yester
day.

The Maine Municipal Officers’
Association will hold a regional
meeting at the Comunity Building
Wednesday, Feb. 4. About 75 are
expected.

That aliai of “getting lose in the
woods” won't work in Michigan any
more, becaluse the state conserva
tion department now publishes
maps which indicate forest trails
in northern counties.

NOTICE!

25.

Ihes to work bench or tabl\
Liable tool rest and hlghI- fast cutting wheel 4”x%
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trons of Husbatuky are

Grand View Grange of Northport
met Thursday with the new officers
in the chairs. Plans were made to
entertain Waldo Pomona Grange
Feb. 3. Supper will precede the
meeting, with Lida Blocd, MaryAmes and Florence Griffin on the
supper committee. At the next
meeting Jan. 22, supper will be
served at 6.30 with Thelma Wood
Two Rockland beys were in Mu chairman.
nicipal Court yesterday charged
The installation of Rockland
with the theft of a pocketbook from
a Park street home Thursday aft Lodge F.A.M. will be held next Tues
ernoon. One of the boys, who had day at 8 o’clock. The installing of
a previous record, was sentenced to ficers are Laurence Perry as Grand
the State School for Boys at South Master, Martin Graves as grand
Portland and the other boy was marshal and Harry Richards as
placed on probation. The two boys Grand Chaplain. The new officers
had been in the home of an elderly are: W. M., Edgar B. McBrine; S.
lady, as was their custom, to visit W„ Walter G. Dimick; J. W., Roy
her, and stole the pocketbook when A. Jones; Treas., Wor. Jesse E.
she left the room for a moment. She Bradstreet; Sec., Wor. Raymond C.
reported the theft to the city police Ludwig; Chap., Albert Huntley;
and the boys were arrested Thurs Mar., Howard P. Crockett, Jr.; S.
day night by Patrolman Sukeforth. D„ Adelbert A. French; J. D.
James M. Pease; SS., George L.
Next Thursday night the women Black; J. S., Verneley G. Black;
of the Pratt Memoria 1 Methodist tyler, Wor Arthur C. Mclennan. The
Church put on their famous annual music will be by Doug Vinal’s or
chicken pie supper.
chestra. The soloist will be Mrs.
Lydia Storer accompanied by Mrs.
All Odd Fellows are asked to be Nettie Averill. Refreshments and
present Monday for rehearsal of dancing will be held in the Banquet
the First Degree in preparation for hall. Master Masons and friends
working the degree at Ellsworth
are invited.

le wheel grip clamp easily

LAI. V ALUE.

GRANGE CORNER

, CUSBMONT ST.
TIL
aOCKLAMD, MB.

BINGO
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away $20—2 each

Dinner Special and Merchandise
Coupons
8‘lt

port in today’s issue.
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The books of the Town of
Owl’s Head close Saturday, Jan.
31, 1942. All taxes not paid by
that date must appear as unpaid

in the Annual Town Report.

Elijah the Tishbite
II
As a meteor flashes across the
evening sky. so Elijah appeared
before Ahab and Jezebel, and
before they realized it, Elijah
was gone. He was in God’s
keeping. Happy is that man or
woman who find themselves in
His hands. “Get thee hence,
Elijah, turn eastward and hide
thyself by the brook Cherith.
that is before Jordan; thou
shalt drink of the brook; and
I have commanded the ravens
to feed thee there.
Elijah did as God told him
and “there the ravens brought
him bread and flesh in the
morning, and bread and flesh in
the evening; and he drank of
the brock.”
Then Elijah came face to
face with his own prophecy
“there had been no rain in the
land” and the brook dried up.
Then the word of the Lord
came to him, “Arise, get thee to
Zarephath and dwell there; be
hold, I have commanded a
widow woman there to sustain
thee.” “When he came to the
gate of the city, behold the
widow woman was there, gath
ering of sticks, and he called
her, ‘Fetch me, I pray thee, a
little water in a vessel, that I
may drink' and as she started
on thq errand, Elijah said,
“Bring me, I pray thee, a mor
sel of bread in thy hand.”
Notice this language. Is it
not exactly the language Maine
people would use? The widow
woman said, “As the Lord thy
God liveth. I have not a cake,
but a handful of meal in a
barrel, and a little oil in a cruse;
and I am gathering two sticks
to dress it for me and my son
that we may eat it and die.”
Elijah replied, “Fear not; do
as thou hast said; but make me
first thereof a little cake and
bring me, and after that make
for thee and thy son. For thus
saith the Lord God "The bar
rel of meal shall not waste,
neither shall the cruse of oil
fail until the day the Lord
sendeth rain upon the eath’.”
She did as Elijah said and
“she, and he, and her house,
did eat many days, and the-bar
rel of meal wasted not, neither
did the cruse of oil! fail,” as the
Lord had said to Elijah. Notice
the romance of the narrative.
Better still, read it as the ac
tion accelerates.
Ahab and Jezebel searched
to kill Elijah, all this long time,
and then God said, “Go show
thyself unto Ahab.” Think you,
did not that take courage?
—William A. Holman
“Life is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will 'be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Jan. 18 The Golden Text is;
“How excellent is thy loving kind
ness, O God! . , . For with thee
is the fountain of life” (Psalms 36;
7, 9). The citations from the Bible
include the following passages:
“And this is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God,
and Jesus Christ, whom thou has
sent” (John 17: 3).
• • • •
At 10.45 in the Methodist Church
there will be a special installation
program by the Woman's Society
of Christian Service. The min
ister will speak on, “Some Great
Women of Yesterday” and there
will be special music. At 7 in the
evening Dr. Wilson delivers a
brief address on “You can be a
Victorious General” and two silent
films “Children of the Crowded
Streets” will be shown. School
classes are held at 9.45 and at 12,
The Youth Fellowship meets at
6 15 and the regular mid-week
service of the church is on Tues
day at 7.
• • • •
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
rial Church the pastor, Rev. C. A.

“There was

an almost unanimous sentiment in
favor of stepping up the minimum
measure, white the majority tf
those present at the Legislative
hearing were strongly opposed to
changing the maximum measure
which provides against the taking
of mate lobsters over five inches.”

8-10
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BENEFIT BEANO
I. 0. 0. F. HALL

SATURDAY, 8.15
GROCERIES, MEATS AND
MERCHANDISE ORDERS I
DOOR AND ATTENDANCE
PRIZES
MARATHON $5.00
8‘lt

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery
Lettering

44-S-tf

m., conducted by Miss Mears and

Miss Scherb. All are welcome.
• • • •
“Plotting Life’s Course” will be
the subject of the sermon by Rev.
Roy A. Welker in the morning
service at the Rockland Congrega
tional Church, Sunday. The Com
rades of The Way will meet at 6.30
p. m. with Grace Bowley and Bar
bara Lamb leading the discussion
on the history of the organization
of the Comrades. The annual
meeting of the Congregational
Church and parish will be held on
Wednesday evening Jan. 28th, fol
lowing the serving of the Circle
supper.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episco
pal) the services for tomorrow will
be appropriate for the second Sun
day after the Epiphany: Matins at
8.10; Holy Eucharist at 8.30. This
is to be a corporate Communion
of the parish at which time the
newly confirmed will make their
first Communions. The church
school and the late Mass will be
omitted. Evensong and sermon at
7.30. There will be a breakfast fol
lowing the Mass at which all mem
bers of the parish and their friends
are urged to attend. Work day

Ten million books will be
sought’for men of the United
States armed forces and Mer
chant Marine through this
poster, designed by the Na
tionally known illustrator, C.
B. Falls. Sponsors of the Vic
tory Book Campaign are the
American Red Cross, Ameri
can Library Association and
the United Service Organiza
tions.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line,
—adv.
60-tf

NOTICE!
The books of the Town of War
ren wil close Saturday, Jan. 31,
1942. All taxes not paid by that
date must appear as unpaid in

the annual town report.
SILAS A. WATTS,
Collector.

KNOW YOUR MILK MAN
The Story of Round Top Farms
NO. 3—BRANCH OUTLET—SETUP
ROCKLAND—In 1934 we started a milk route in Rockland,
continuing our local route in Damariscotta, but running a retail
truck dally to Rockland from the main plant in Damariscotta.
At this time we started the use of the famous Cream-top bottle
and installed our first pasteurizing equipment. Within two years
our business had developed enough to warrant a branch outlet
in the city. We leased a garage at 75 Park street, and installed
a refrigerating chest. A few years ago we leased additional
space for office, so our setup today is complete in the original
headquarters with a manager, two salesmen, two retail trucks
and at times additional help.
CAMDEN—In 1935 we started a milk route in Camden with
headquarters on Washington street. Three years ago we moved
into larger quarters at 6 Bay View street, where we are now lo
cated, with refrigerating chest, garage and office. This property
Ls also leased. A manager and one helper operate this branch
with one retail truck in service full time, and two part of the
year.
BELFAST—In 1937 we started a milk route in Belfast. Late
in 1940 we leased a building at 8 Washington street, where we
now have a refrigerating chest, store room and office. A man
ager with helper and two retail trucks operate this branch.

Selectmen and Collector.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Marstaller, will qpeak at 10.30 on Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
“A Timely Prayer For AM.” Special
“It can’t happen to us,” has been
music will be provided. Sunday
School meets at 11.45 with clashes said in many places, but it has
happened. The United States Gov
for all ages. Young People's meet
ernment has laid this Civilian De
ing at 6 o’clock with Austin Ulmer
fense program on the door steps of
as leader. “God’s Lighthouses”
every house in the city of Rockland,
will be the topic for the evening
telling us what to do, and hew to
service at 7.15, when George E.
do it, by an experienced teacher.
WoodWard., a lighthouse keeper,
On our door steps is the place for
will be the speaker, and there will
this responsibility to b? placed, for
be appropriate music. Mid-week if bombs do fall here, that is exact
praise and prayer service Tuesday ly where they will strike. It is the
evening at 7.30.
duty of every man and woman in
• • • •
“The Meaning of Pain and Pleas this city to fill out a registration
ure” will be the theme of the sermon card. Have you?
In case of an Air Raid—who calls
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
—
the
police, fire department, First
morning at 10.30. The third lesson
Aid Squad, ambulance gives gas
in the life of Christ will be discussed
in the church school classes at noon , warnings, and reports all activities.
The Air Raid Wardens—is your
The two young people’s societies will
answer.
There are around 153 men
hold their meetings at 6 o’clock, the
and
women
now in training for this
Christian Endeavorers with Jason
work
but
we
need as many more.
Thurston as leader and the Bereans,
Register
as
an Air Raid Warden
with Kenneth Hooper as leader. The
today
at
the
Community
Building.
people’s evening service will open I
Civilian
Defense
Ls
Common
at 7.15 and last 63 minutes. A ten|
Louis B. Ccok
minute organ recital will precede Sense.
this meeting. The big “sing” assist-1
ed by the choir and instruments Masses daily at 7.30 except Mon
will be led by Osmond Palmer. Mr. day and Saturday.
MacDonald's subject will be, "Who
Is He?” The choir will sing at both
services. An “all-in” spirit among
Books for Buddies
the Axis powers will follow an “allout” spirit among the Allied powers.
• • * •
At the Unlversallst Church at
10.40, National Youth Sunday is to
be observed, members of the Y.P.C.U.
attending in a body. Representa
tives from the young people’s society
will occupy the pulpit with Dr.
Lowe and conduct the service of
worship. The addresses are to be
given by Linooln McRae, Jr., and
Miss Helen Crockett. Soloist will
be Miss Lotte McLaughlin. The
church school meets with the adult
congregation; Mrs. Glover’s class
after church at her residence, and
Y.PC.U. in the vestry at 7 p. m.
• • • •
Evangelistic service will be held
in G.AR. hall Sunday at 7.45 p.

The branches are serviced daily by our insulated van-truck,
with fresh products in their finished packages, directly from our
main plant. No milk or cream is bottled at these branches.
In each community, Rockland, Camden and Belfast, we are
fairly assessed and pay city or town taxes on our equipment. We
pay excise tax on our trucks, buy gasoline and oil and have them
repaired in each community. We employ a total of seven or
eight men in these communities who have their homes and fami
lies in these several locations and in turn buy locally and pay
their taxes. In addition to this, during the past three years we
have bought four trucks in Rockland, two in Camden and two in
Belfast. We also try to do our fair share in supporting civic en

Better radio reception ...

terprises in these localities.

Enjoy "Tru-Tone” from the
lowest note of the brass tuba
to high C on the flute. If
your set Is not up to par, let
one of our technicians adjust
it and then — listen to the
difference.

We have an investment in equipment and good-will in each
community and feel that in employing local men and buyini
locally, we are supporting each community in our proportional?
share as a business interest.

House-Sherman, Inc.
Tel. 721
442 Main St.,
Rockland

Ft *
'fo

HT»ptU»
Recommend

TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES

A service depot within your town or city limit, with repre
sentation which is part of your community life and maintainance, is what we endeavor to give as a local business outfit and
YOUR MILK MAN.
Next week we will describe Handling of Milk at our plant.
EDWARD B. DENNY, JR.,
General Manager.

Page Four
he appears at the mouth of the inlet
in his palatial yacht. Meanwhile,
get this straight, except that you
will take up residence in my cabin
and be called Mrs. Harcourt, life
for you will go on as usual. You
will have your secretarial work to
help make time fly. I shall be away
days at a time. I shan’t bother
you.”
“You wouldn’t bother me if you
stayed, Bruce.”
He stood up. He looked immense
ly tall, his face bronzely immobile
“Thanks. I will interview the sec
tion boss, then we’ll take-off.”
“I’ll be back in fifteen minutes
The wheels lighted like a butter Don’t mind what Johnson said abouf
i /
CHAPTER IX
fly. The plane staggered a little, bears. They are not feeding at this
The smile Janice loved flashed in shuddered a little, stopped. Har time of day. You are perfectly safe
Bruce’s £yes, his hands tightened on court cut the switch, pushed up his here, I can hear you if you call
hers. “That makes it unanimous.” goggles, smiled.
Exercise all you can, we have a
He raised her hands, dropped them
“Like it?”
long
flight ahead of us, but don’t
Janice released the breath shf wander
quickly, said lightly:
away from the brook.”
“What will you do with your half had been holding during the land
Janice
watched till his tall, lean
hour? What do you want most? ing.
figure
was
lost in the underbrush.
“Love it! It’s marvelous! How
Beauty parlor?”
How
still
the forest was. The fire
“No, much as I longed to come to still the world seems!”
had died down to blinking red coals
A
man
with
several
days
’
growth
the wilderness I wouldn’t have dared
and flaky gray ashes. Violet haze
had I not been born with a perma of beard grinned a welcome.
hung above it like a brooding spirit.
“Glad to see you, Ghief. We’ve A bluejay as large as a New York
nent wave. I want plants. Dozens
of plants. Any color, any kind that been hoping you’d get around.”
State crow, which had perched on a
the florist thinks might grow in front 1
“Janice, this is Johnson, the sec swaying branch across the stream,
tion boss here. I wanted Mrs. Har * regarded her from beady eyes in
of the Samp cabin.”
He caught her lightly by the shoul court to see this lake. Know of a a pert, tip-tilted head. A humming
good spot beside the stream where bird flashed and stabbed into the
ders, held her till she looked up.
we can have luncheon?”
• • •
hearts of pink blossoms on a tall
So easily and casually he an spike. Bees hummed. Long festoons
“Why the Samp cabin? Why not
nounced his marriage. Janice felt of moss swung like flitting gray
in front of mine?”
The question tap-danced round
wraiths. The shadows were turning
and round in Janice’s mind as she
to amethyst dusk. She could hear
kept pace with Tubby Grant along
men’s voices, the crashing of
branches.
the concrete walk.
“Glad that 1 wore my swankiest
Squawking protest, the curious
sports-clothes under my flying-suit,”
bluejay took wing. The martens
Janice confided irrelevantly. Grant’s
vanished. She jumped to her feet,
eyes appraised the perfection of her
her heart pounding. The sound of
snapping branches wasn’t coming
blue wool costume.
from
the direction in which Bruce
“Look like a million.”
had
gone.
The alders across the
“One would better here. I am as
stream shook violently. A bear!
amazed at the up-to-the-minuteness
Darn her imagination! Hadn’t Bruce
of this place as I was at the expanse
said that they weren’t feeding at
of wilderness when I landed at head
this time of day? Just the same—
quarters.”
Her eyes dilated in terror. Across
“This city is like any city. The
the brook a great Kodiak crashed
gold kings, and their satellites, are
through a clump of alders.
It
as ritzy, make whoopee like the
stopped. Regarded her, its head
leisure class anywhere. Then there
swaying from side to side as though
are the families of solid citizens,
in pain. Two bloody marks on a
business men, educators, clergymen,
shoulder
were alive with flies. To
clean-living, law-abiding. Of course
the girl’s excited fancy the creature
there’s the lower strata, deeply,
looked as big as a house. With an
tragically wise to all the tricks and
infuriated growl it splashed one
illegal traffic of a metropolis.”
great
foot into the brook. Coming
“Does Bruce know any of these
for
her?
She kept her eyes on it as
people?”
she backed cautiously away. She
“Yes. He is asked everywhere.
tried to call. Her voice wouldn't
Before he was chief, when Hale
come. Nightmare, that was what
and headquarters got on his nerves,
it was, nightmare. What red eyes!
he would fly over here for a day.”
Terrible
eyes! An ear-splitting roar.
They stood for a moment looking
That ought to brin .* the men. They
in at a fur sale. Skins of fox, polar
were coming. She could hear their
bear, seal, wolverine were spread on
yells.
Branches crashing. The bear
tables.
stopped in the middle of the brook.
Janice watched the bargaining
“Jan! Jan!”
without a quickening of her pulses,
She
tried to answer the anxious
only to stop with an ecstatic “Oh!”
7-X
call.
Her
voice cracked.
before the window’ of a Japanese
“
Don
’
t
shoot,
Johnson. You might
shop in which was seductively
hit
her.
Jan!
Jan!
”
draped a sumptuous mandarin coat
A man with several days’ growth
“Here!” The word was a mere
of turquoise blue, lavishly embroid of beard grinned a welcome.
whisper. Nightmare. If she couldn’t
ered with iris which ran the gamut
of shades from pale orchid to deep her color mount as she met the call she could move, couldn’t she.
amethyst.
man’s astonished eyes. He pulled not stand as though she were hypno
“Want it?” inquired Grant sympa himself together with obvious ef tized. With all the force of her
will she dragged her fascinated
fort.
thetically.
“Want it! I would want a potato
“If you can call any place in this stare from the red eyes, coming
and nearer. She ran in the
sack if it had that divine coloring.” God-awful country good. As though nearer
direction
of the voices, stepped into
“Get it. We have time.”
we hadn't trouble enough fighting a hole filled
with water. Fell heav
flies
and
mosquitoes,
a
couple
of
“Just like that! You don’t real
ily.
The
shock
freed her voice. Pull
ize, Tubby, that my total principal hunters have been stirring up the ing herself up she called. She stum
is fifty dollars I had left from the bears. Better take some cushions. bled over a hummock. Harcourt
family estate after buying a trous I’ll carry them. This way.”
caught her before she reached the
seau. I had to plunge. One can’t
Very shortly they emerged into a ground.
marry a Croesus and go to him clearing through which the brook
“Jan! Jan! You're not hurt?”
with clothes like a beggar-maid’s.” flowed swiftly, singing to itself, now
She rested against him as she
It was fifteen minutes after the softly, now loudly, as it tumbled struggled for breath. Laughed shak
hour set, when they rattled up to and rippled its way to the lake. ily.
the flying-field in a taxi spilling over
Part way up the stream a fall,
“Hurt! No. At last—I’ve—I’ve
with huge pink and red geranium a few feet high, plunged into a seen a bear, Bruce.”
blooms.
sombre, bush-rimmed pool. The pa
“For the love of Pete! What a
“Why didn't you bring the green gan beauty of the spot was awe target!”
house?” Harcourt teased.
inspiring.
A rifle shot followed Johnson's
He drew Grant to one side. Janice
Harcourt arranged the cushions on shout of exultation. Another. Then
heard the murmur of his voice, a comparatively smooth stretch of a crash, splashing water. A yell
punctuated by an occasional eager ground. “Sit here while I get a fire of triumph.
assent from Tubby. "Sure!” “Great started.”
“Eight feet long, if it’s a foot, and
I Idea!”
In a few moments twigs and small four feet high at the shoulders.
As Harcourt turned away with a logs crackled cheerily. Johnson, I’ll bet it weighs fourteen hundred
final word he caught his sleeve. having accumulated a pile of wood, pounds. Chief.”
“Hold on, Bruce. I forgot some departed. Janice laid a white cloth
Harcourt bent over the head lying
thing.” He held his chief by a strap the Samp sisters had provided, bor on the pebbles. “How do you ac
on the sheepie coat.
dered it with feathery ferns. She count for its being out at this time
“Of course, get it Look for us at spread out the tempting lunch. Gulls’ of day, Johnson?”
five o'clock.”
“Hunters. See the two marks on
eggs stuffed with anchovy; sand
i She watched in amazed upbelief wiches so wafer thin you could taste the shoulder? The bullets didn’t kill
as Grant returned to the plant-laden the knife, as the English say. Little the old fella and he hid in the bushes.
taxi, stepped in. gave an order to balls of minced salmon, coated with I bet they gave him a pain.” He
the driver who wheeled the cab tomato jelly. A jar of mayonnaise grinned at Janice. “We’ll send you
and started townward.
to accompany them. Dates stuffed the pelt for a wedding present,
“Is Tubby returning the plants, with orange marmalade or marsh M’arm.”
Bruce?”
"Thank you, Mr. Johnson, I should
mallows. Coffee, hot, pungent. From
i “No. Come on.”
the distance came the sound of love it.”
( The plane had more the look of a men's voices, the ring of steel on
Johnson watched their take-off. As
sinister-eyed creature than before, steel.
the plane climbed Janice waved to
as Janice approached it.
“We seem very near the work him. The wind flung her arm back
“Hop in!” He fastened the straps. men.” She passed sandwiches to across her breast.
“Decided that I would stop on the
Could it have been only this morn
seated on the ground
way back and inspect a gang which Harcourt
ing (hat she had left the Samp cabin
across
the
cloth.
is repairing a stretch of track not
tingling with a desire for adventure,
“Their camp is just beyond here. she
far from the shore of a beautiful
asked herself, as hours later
lake. The camp has a good land Later I will talk business with John they came down in the field at head
ing-field. We’ll fly over hidden res son, after which we’ll take-off quarters. Pasca. his bronze face
ervoirs of oil more extensive than again.”
split by gleaming rows of white
But Janice was worried. Her teeth, charged from the hangar.
any yet discovered, above gold de
posits richer than the Yukon. They thoughts raced wildly.
"We all mighty glad you and Mees
are so far from tlie railroads and
She said finally: “I was thinking get marry. Yes sirree.”
shipping facilities that it would cost that it was a pity I hadn't been
Harcourt swung Janice to the
more to develop them than they are dropped from the plane before I
“Thank von Pasca We
worth. It's a grizzly and Kodiak belt. messed your life up as I have done ”
Might see a bear!” His laughing
He clasped his brown, muscular
Posters FFam Public
eyes met hers. “No danger at this hands about one knee. “You haven’t
time of day or I wouldn’t take you. messed up my life, Jan. Today
Thought you would like to see the merely precipitated what had to be
country. Seemed a pity not to use done if you are to stay here. When
the contents of that bulging basket I’ve been away from headquarters
the Samp girls provided. We will my mind has been half on you, half
lunch on land and take-off in time on my work. When I saw you in
to reach headquarters in the late the kennel yard—it stops my heart
afternoon.”
now to think of it—I swore to my
“Aren't we to wait for Tubby?” self that either you would go back
“No. He will charter a small to Billy, or you would give me the
plane which will take him—and right to look after you here. I in
those million or two plants, direct tended to fight it out with you to
ly to headquarters. He has things night. Paxton’s appearance merely
to do for me.”
precipitated the crisis.”
On and on, through a thin cloud,
“I'm soggy with remorse every
out again. Janice’s thoughts were a time I think of it”
chaotic jumble of past, present and
1. TA1K
“Stop thinking of it. It will be
future. What had she done to the
TO STRAMCUtt
life of the man sitting as still as a weeks before the last boat goes out.
I
told
you
that
one
acquired
the
bronze pilot beside her? What had
she done to her own life? Shut the habit of thinking things through in
door of it in Ned Paxton’s face. the wilderness. You will know by
She had that satisfaction. She hadn't the time you leave just what you
been fair to him about the army. want”
One of four posters, warning the
“I know now that I don't want public against careless talk and
Even if influence had boosted him
into a captaincy, he had been dec- Ned Paxton.”
spreading rumors, sent to taverns
lay Scagram-Diftillera Qgrp,
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Miss Crystal Fitch is employed/in
Boardman's Electrical Supply store.
Mrs. Robert Schoppe is confined
to her home by illness.
Reginald Monahan is employed
by the Farm Service Cc.
Mrs. Annie Thompson is spending
a few days in Boston with her son.
Nelson Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hooper and
daughter of Port Chester, N. Y., Mrs.
Harvey Chenevert of Augusta and
Mrs. Ina T. Hooper and Roland E.
Stinneford of Waterville visited
Thursday with Mrs. Ina Hooper’s
daughter, Mrs. Anne Hinckley.
Mrs. Katherine Mack of Bath has
been recent guest of Mrs. Joseph
Lee.
The tire rationing board for Lin'Oln County is composed of John N
Glidden of Damariscotta; A. B.
Thaput of Nobleboro and Dr. R. E.
Stetson of Damariscotta
Alfred
Gorham has been appointed tire
nspectcr for Waldoboro,
Red Cross solicitors for the drive
now underway are: Mrs. Merton
Winchenbach, Mrs. Mildred Roberton, Mrs. Fannie Gray, Mrs. Jennie
Chute. Mrs. Rose Weston, M"S. Luella Mascn. Mrs. Nan Weston, Mrs
Mary Wellman, Mrs. Hazel Bowers,
Mrs. Elsie Mank, Rev. Louise Perry,
Mrs. Marguerite Orff, Mrs. Esther
Lee, Miss Grace Simmons, Mrs.
Viola Kuhn, Mrs. Frances Jackson,
Mrs. Maude Ralph and Mrs. Charles
Light.
Waldoboro High Schocl basketball
teams played Winthrco High at
Winthrop Tuesday night with the
girls’ team winning and the boys’

The Woman’s dub study unit
met Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Alena Starrett. Subject was “Cof
fee,” under the direction of the
chairman. Mrs. Lula Cunningham,
with Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs. Inez
Mathews, Miss Frances Spear, and
Mrs. Anna Starrett taking part.
Coffee was served. The next meet
ing will be Feb 19. with Miss
Frances Spear, papers to be given
by Mrs. Edna Overlook and Mrs.
Alena Starrett.
Women wishing to take the home
nursing course are asked to meet
Wednesday at 2 o’clock at the
home of Mrs. Abbie Newbert to
organize.
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V.
installation will be Jan. 28. Mrs.
Laura Seavey has been elected
chaplain, to replace Mrs. Clara
Lermond, chaplain-elect, who had
resigned. Committee appointed to
publicity on the sale of defense
stamps and bonds, included, Mrs.
Genevieve Wellington, Mrs. Alena
Starrett and Mrs. Edna Jones.
The first and second degrees
were conferred on one candidate
Wednesday at Warren Grange.
Miss Anna Simpson of Rock
land, county 4-iH club agent, was
present Thursday at the meeting
of the Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H
Club, for the judging oontest on
canning. Plans for the coming
year were also made.
Mrs. Bertha Drewett has been
appointed canteen chairman in the
Civilian Defense and Miss Murial
French nutrition class chairman.
“The Average Man” will be the
morning sermon topic Sunday
morning at the Congregational
Church, and at the 4 o’clock ves
per service, “A Guide For Chris
tians.” Church school will meet at
9.30 a. m.
The annual meeting of the sew
ing circle of Ivy Chapter. OE.S
wiM be held Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Daughters will meet Monday after
noon with Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mem
bers are reminded to take the
boxes to be decorated.
Warren teachers will meet joint
ly with Union teachers Tuesday
after school. Health work in the
schools will be discussed by Mrs.
Lucy Hawkins, supervising nurse
for district 3.
Chester Wyllie. chairman of the
State Board of the Baptist Lay
mens Council is in New York City
to attend the Eastern States Con
ference of Chairmen of the Baptist
Laymen’s Council.
The program committee in the
Lincoln Baptist Association met
Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
Chester Wyllie. Tentative plans
were made for the program to be
presented Feb. 23 at the quarterly
meeting with the local BapUst
Church. Present at the meeting
were Rev. W. G. Foote of Belfast
Association moderator. Rev. and
Mrs. Melvin Dorr. Jr. of Morrill,
Mrs. Wyllie, and Rev. and1 Mrs.
William Stackhouse. Mrs. Wyllie
and Mrs. Stackhouse served lunch.

team losing. Sumner Hancock, for

mer Waldoboro High teacher and
coach for the girls’ team and now a
member oi the faculty of Lewiston
High attended the game much to
the pleasure of the Waldoboro
group.
A goodly number of prospective
Aid Raid Wardens attended a Civi
lian Defense meeting Friday at the
High School building.
Richard
Gerry who attended the school of
instruction fcr Air Raid Wardens in
Augusta gave the group much valu
able and timely information. Plans
were formulated for a class in the
duties of Air Raid Wardens which
will be instructed by Mr. Gerry.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts, Jr.,
have returned from their wedding
trip and are residing at the home of
Mr. Watts’ parents.
Jesse Sleeper, who has been con
fined to his home by illness, has re
sumed work.
At the last meet ng of Forget-menot Chapter. O.EjS., officers were
re-elected, with Mrs. Lotta Crowley
as matron and Gilford B. Butler as
patron. The date of installation
will be announced.
When Wessaweskeag
Grange
meets Wednesday, Mrs. Etta Ander
son. air raid warden, will give a lec
ture on defense. All members are
urged to be pressnt.
are mighty glad, too. Has Mr. Grant
arrived?”
"He come two—t’ree hour ago.
Much flowers. Much bundle. Mees
Samp seesters, they cry. They make
for beeg party. Yes sirree.”
Harcourt smiled at Janice. “I’m
afraid that we’re in for a celebra
tion.”
She looked at the grinning, ex
pectant Eskimo. A flicker of amused
comprehension in Harcourt’s eyes
was reflected in hers as she echoed
debonairly;
“Afraid! I should hope that there
would be a celebration. One—one
doesn't get married every day.”
• • •
Harcourt thoughtfully bowed his
black tie before the mirror in his
room at the H Kouse. Little he had
thought as he had shaved in front
of the same glass this morning be
fore sun-up, that he would return to
it a married man.
He spoke to Tong watchfully wait
ing on the threshold.
“Together we ought to keep her
safe and happy, old fella.”
The dog responded with a prom
issory lick of his rough red tongue.
(To be continued)

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. in and for the County of Knox,
on the 16th day of December In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-one and by ad
journment from day to day from the
16th day of said December. The fol
lowing matters having been presen
ted for the action thereupon herein
after Indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED'
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
zette a newspaper published at Rock
land In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 17th day of
February A. D. 1942 at nine o'clock
In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If thev see cause.
ESTATE HJALMARI AUTIO. late of
Friendship, deceased. Petition praying
that Melvin Lawry of Friendship or
some other suitable person be licensed
to convey certain real estate situated
In Friendship and fully described In
said petition, and distribute the pro
ceeds of sale among the heirs living
In different States. Presented by Wal
ter Autlo of Friendship.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register.
?-s-8

Woman’s Club Program
Twenty members of the Woman’s
Club were guests Tuesday of the
Woman's Community Club in
Union, the visiting club furnishing
the exchange program, whicn was
centered about Edward MacDowell,
composer and1 the MacCowell
Colony.
Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons, friend
of ‘Mrs. MacDowell, had charge of
the program, during which she
read a sketch of MacDowell's life
and of the MacDowell Colony in
Peterborough, N. H., which she had
prepared. She pointed out that
MacDowell, who had studied both
in this country and abroad was a
finished artist at the age of 19 and
she told of his work at Columbia
University, Mrs. Emmons spoke of
his method' of work in composing
some music every day.
Musical numbers, included quar
tet selections, “To a Wild) Rose,”
“Thy Beaming Eyes,” “Slumber
Song,” “The Brook.” the singers,
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, 'Mrs. Clark
French, Mrs. Leroy Norwood, and
Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. Emmons
played piano sOlos, “Joy of Au
tumn,” and “To a Wild Rose,”
MacDowell compositions and played
the accompaniment for the quar
tet.
Tea was served by Mrs. Herbert
Bowes, Mrs. Milton Stephenson,
Mrs. Merton Payson. Mrs. E. A.
Matthews, and Mrs. Richard Gor
don, with Mrs. Nina Fuller and
Mrs. Lela Haskell, pouring. Cen
trepiece of the tea table was of
Norway pine cones and tips, with
braces of red candles in birch
holders.

Fund, Warren’s quota is $656.
Sums have been given thus:
Finnish Benefit and coffee,
$76,26; Finnish Coffee, Auspices
Warren Lodge, I .OOF., $62.46 ($59
has been previously reported, and
the sum of $62.46 is after the mem
bership fees have been deducted,
since these fees do not go into the
War chest fund); Dorcas Circle of
Kings Daughters, $10; Circle of
Ivy Chapter, OES.. $10; Congre
gational Ladies’ Circle, $10; Con
gregational Brotherhood. $6.76;
White Oak Grange, North Warren,
$5.
Mrs. Herbert Emmons, $17; Mr.
and Mrs. Albert White, $1; Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Robinson, $2; Axel
Erkkila. $13; Mrs. Alma Jameson,
$1; Mr. and) Mrs. Allin Joatinen,
$5 Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Kalloch. $1;
Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson, $1; Har
old Boggs, $2.
Mrs. Estelle Perry, $10; Mr. and
Mrs. F. D. Roue, $10; Oeorge
Walker, $2; H. K. Thomas, $1;
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock, $10;
Mr. and Mrs. George Rogers, $5;
Mr. and Mrs. William Overlook, $1.
Ann Norwood, $.50.
High School Activities
(By Gloria Haskell)
During the Student Council
meeting Tuesday, Elizabeth Kenniston was elected secretary for
the remainder of the year to take
the place of Patricia Leathers, who
has moved to New Jersey! “Pat"
was active in all school affairs,
and was president of the junior
class.
Weather permitting, the annual
sleigh ride will be held Jan. 23
under the sponsorship of the Stu
dent Council.
At a recent meeting of the ju
nior class, Leona Sidelinger, was
excted president to replace Pa
tricia Leathers.
Nine-week
examinations
are
scheduled for the week of Jan. 18.
Elizabeth Kenniston has been
elected editor-in-chief of “The
Tattler,”
to
replace
Patricia
Leathers.
Willis R. Vinal, Chief observer,
spoke Friday to the students to
explain the duties of air raid war
dens and airplane spotters.
A recent visitor was Miss Kath
ryn Maxey cf class 1941.
Theresa Huntley, member of the
junior class, has left school to at
tend Portland' High School and
Patricia Huntley is attending the
High School ini Camden, N. J.

VINALHAVEN
SENTER CRANE'S

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
.
Correspondent
The Fox Islanders 4-H Clu|
Tuesday night at the home
leader, Mrs. Annie Carver
cooking girls made creamed I
and potatoes on toast. The
girls worked cn their projects
present were assistant leadeij
Marion Littlefield. Irene
jane Libby. Norma Phillips
Kittredge. Mildred Philbru ,|
rion White, Matia Robinson
Robinson, Ruth Carver. \|
Phiibrook, Maricn Johnson. B<J
Burgess and Geraldine Rcb« i|

January Sale
MEN’S SWEATERS

Marguerite

LS

Mrs. Marion Carleton of South
Union is ill.
Sgt. Frank Williams was home
from Fort Williams last week.end.
St. Cecelia Choir met Thursday
for rehearsal at the home of Ruth
McKinley.
Melvin Gleason has employment
at Thurston’s casket factory.
The Mothers’ Club met Friday
with Mrs. Ariel Leonard.
Mrs. Stella Kirkpatrick of Long
Island, N. Y„ is guest cf Mrs. Ethel
Griffin and Mrs. Lila Burrill.
Mrs. Bertha Bryant has received
word of the critical Illness of her
cousin, Mrs. Lillian Craig at Or.
lando, Fla.
Charles T. Burgess has sold his
stock, and is boarding at the home
of his nephew, Charles M. Burgess.
Leon Esancy is seeking employ
ment in Springfield.
The Friendly B. met Wednesday
for an all-day session with Mrs.
Florence Calderwood. A “mystery
tin can dinner" was served.
Charles Smith has returned from
Greenville, where he was called by
the death of his mother Mrs. Lillian
Prouty.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cummings of
Rockland are occupying the Schermerhorn property which they re.
cently bought.
Roger Farris has enlisted in the
Marine Corps.
Linwood Williams, the Taylor
brothers and Norman Hannon have
employment at the South Portland
Ship Yard.
Rev. John Ames preached Sun
day in Appleton in the absence of
the regular pastor.
Mrs. Lela Haskell is in South
Union where she will spend the
Winter with Mrs. J. D. Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Griffin of Ap
pleton called Tuesday on friends
here
A dance under auspices of the
sewing circle of Orient Chapter,
016., will be held Tuesday at
Town Hall, the proceeds to be
given tp the Red Cross. Refresh
ments will be served.

Nazarene Church Notes
Worship Sunday will be at 10
o’clock. The pastor. Rev. Lloyd
Gordon will preach on the subject,
“Stewardship.” At Bible School,
11.15 the lesson study win be “John
the Baptist and Jesus.” Special
music will be furnished by Jesse
Preston.
The fN.Y PS. will meet at 6
o'clock with special music and a
message on “Youth and the New
Red Cross Campaign
Life.” -The evening evangelistic
Mrs. Chester Wyllie, treasurer message will be titled “Faithful is
of the local Red Cross, announces He who has called you, who also
to date that the sum of $252.96 win do it."
ha§ b^» Wo tor ttw Ww
The W.FM9. will meet Tuesday

Chapter O.E.Sa

meet Monday night. Installst|
officers will be held.
The Night Hawks were
tained Wednesday at the he
Mrs. Frances Gilchrist. Thc-i
ent were Josephine Cla.vter. I?J

Billings,
Ethelynd Arey.
Shields, and Althea Bickfoii
Mrs. Ella

REGULAR $5.00 PURE ZEPHYR WOOLS

$3.98

Slip-on and Coat Style
All Best Colors,

Notice Regarding Deliveries:
In view of the tire situation we ask you to co-operate by taking
parcels with you whenever possible!

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads" so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

SALESMAN wanted by oil company.
Man over 30 preferred. Steady income
for man with car. P. T. WEBS’l'ISK. 563
Standard Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio. 8*lt
GOOD paying Watkins Route. Must
have car. No Investment. Write DEPT
A, Box 367. Newark, N. J.
7*8
WOOD choppers wanted.
MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R. City.
6-tf
POSITION open for bell boy in a
Rockland, hotel. Ages 18-25.
Write
“R.H.C.” care Courier-Gazette.
6-8
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212 W.
1-tf

NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 37517 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law. ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK. By Edward J Helller.
Treasurer, Rockland. Me.. Jan. 3. 1942
- 1 •__________________________ 2-S-8
DRIVE shaft lost, 2 ft.x2 In . be
tween Augusta and Rockland. Reward.
PHILIP G ROWLING. 21 Trinity St..
City, Tel1, 202._______________________ 6-8

LARGE brass door key lost. Finder
please call COURIER- GAZETTE
6 8

FOR SALE

TO LET

FIVE good breed hound pups toi
sale 7 weeks old. Reasonable. JOSEPH
GERRrSH. Pleasant St.. Rockport 8*10

ATTRACTIVE small upstairs apart
ment to let, heating Installed. J. A
JAMESON CO.
8-10
PART of store to let. Good location.
CRIE GIFT SHOP. Tel. 563-W
7*9

AT Pleasant Gardens, house and
garage for sale. 3 lots land, good well,
lights, $500 Rent place $10 month
V. F STODLEY 283 Main St., Tel. 1154
or 77 Park St.. Tel. 330.____________ 8_t£
CARS for sale—1939 and 1941 Chev
rolet conch, 1935 Ford Tudor. 1934
Ford Coupe. 1937 Chevrolet' coupe
1938 Dodge coupe
FREDERICK U
WALTZ. Tel. 838 W_________________ 7 9
COCKER Spaniel pups for sale. 6
weeks Jan. 10. solid black, femaleEligible for registration. $15 each.SAM
TARR. Warren, Tel 1-2___________7*9
WORK Tiorse for sale ELMER P
DOW. 270 Pleasant St.. City. Tel
978 M
7*9
S.C B I. Reds chicks and barred
Rocks, and roosters, for sale.. U. S
Pullorum clean Write or phone M M
KINNEY. Thomas-ton. Me.. St. George
Rd., Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 5614.
7*18
PORTABLE electric welder for sade.
equipped with 20 ft. leads and ground
cable.
Inquire 34 UNION ST. Cltv.
7*9
AOCORDIAN for sale, new Italian
made, 12 bass piano aecordlan and
case, guaranteed. $42 50. Tel 1328-M.
29 Beecfl St.. CHARLES A. LUNDELI.

FURNISHED house to let. five rooms,
bath, cement cellar furnace, shed,
garage, small garden spot. On Broad
way. DEIJA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
7-tf
HOUSE, modern Improvements and
garage to let. MRS ORRIN SMITH.
Tel. 396-M, Ocean Ave.. IngrahRin
Hill.
7*9-tf
EXCELLENT heated 6-room apart
ment to let at 36 Pleasant St. MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R.
6-tf
3-ROOM furnished apt. to let In
quire at 12 WARREN or 11 JAMBS ST
Adults preferred.
3-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St.. Tel.
579-W, FLORA COLLINS
1-tf

EGGS AND CHICKS
CLEMENT Chicks Are “tops" for
heavy egg production and meat. Reds,
Rocks, Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
erels. Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean.
Based on years of finest breeding.
Pullet chicks In all breeds. Free cata
log tells all. White today. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport. Me.

,

BUSINESS Stationery
i

I
i
'

FOR Sale at bargain prices—6-room
house, Jefferson St.. 5-room house.
Summer St.. 2-famllv house. Union
St.. Rockport Tel. 1159. L A THURSTON.____________ •
3_tf
SECOND hand lumber for sale. E
N. SYLVESTER. Tel 941 M._______ 6*8
FARM for sale. 250 acres, good
buildings and cellar, on good road,
plenty water; easy terms, price $1,000
V. F STUDLEY, 283 Main St., Tel.
1154 or Tt Park St. Foss House. Tel
330._________________________________ 1-tf
LIVE bait for sale. H H. CRIE. 328
Main St., City.
153-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B
PAULSEN A SON. Tel 62. Thomaston
;*
___________________i-tf
D. A H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$10 25 ton del M. B. A C. O. PERRY
519 MaIq. St.. Tel. 487.
1 -1 f

MISCELLANEOUS
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land RaU Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. O RHODES Tel. 519 J
;.Q3

________________2-8-tf

NEW furnaces—automatic oil

burn

Let us design letterheads,
statements and envelopes that
personalize your correspond
ence and impress your clients

ers for‘boilers and furnaces, stokers,
etc. Furnace repairs. P. A. CLARKE
Tel. 1026. Rockland.
6*8
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
Samples,gnd knitting directions free
H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony. Me.
1-11

TEL. 770

LIGHT, - trucking, waste removal;
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W.

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

da

Dr. Stratton will be at hi.s
ha ven office from the arrivj
the boat Munday afterncon.
19, until its departure Wedq
morning.- -adiv.

STICKNEY CORNEI
A miscellaneous sale held
' nesday for the benefit of thl
/Cross netted $50. On the comj
were Mrs. Humes. Miss Devj|
Jilrs. Storer. Prizes were at
thus: Quilt and chocolates b’J
Babb; fancy cake, Ed. Joncj
JJert Sidelinger; guess cake.
Kirkpatrick; and baby bonnet|
Staples.
? Many states ot the Union |
State flowers and stete birds
hy vote of the school ehildren|
COURIER-GAZE'

Answer to
I

8*13

Colorado with a mean alttitude of
6800 feet, has the highest elevation
of any part of the United States.

2
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at the home of Miss Mary Ware.
Prayer service will be Thursday
at 7.30. Bible Study Class meets
every Friday at the home of the
pastor.

and

Amiro

Eva are spending the Winij
Boston.
Mrs. Nellie Nickerson. Mrs.
Haskell and Mrs Bessie Bun,J
recent guests of Mrs. Minnie
at the Town Farm.
Mrs. Ella Landry of Portl^
visiting her daughter Mr.Wentworth.
Mrs. Leo Lane was haste.'
nesday to the Rainb w Club
was served and the evening I
with sewing. Those present!
Annie Geary, Lucille Carver
Greenleaf. Marion Littlefield,
eth Bragdon and Jeannie (j
Mrs. Mildred Calder cam<
nesday from E< don. calied J
llness of her uncle. Russell
Tine 4 A’s met Thursday aftq
ith Mrs. Gecrge Newbert.
as served and honors at card4
Mrs. L. C. Smith and Mrs
Inslow.
Tlie Red Cross will hold an
ssion Wednesday at the
ay Saints Church. There vj
hew work.
I* Services at Union Church
--■ay are. Sunday School at 1 oj
Sliip 11; subject of sermon by
C S. Mitchell. 'The Eternal
ence.” There will be special
Junior League will meet at 4.
tian Endeavor at 6; evening
at 7, subject of sermon by thd
tor. “The Divine Invitation.

'

UNION

Every-Other-Day ’

VJ

M3

42

47

yj

48

52

49
53
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58
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w
HORIZONTAL
j 1-llluminate

8- Corner
I 9-A title (pi.)
B11-Head covering
12-Cunning
14-Small medical ball
| '16-Early

17-Staff of life
19-Want
21- Sick
22- An insect
23- Snare
25-Rive
n Scotland
28-Myself
27- Agitates

28- Part of a boat
30-Royal Navy (abbr.)

”,'1-Menu
12-Skln
14— Guide

5- Combining form. A ir
6- Examine
9- Final
1-Toward
3-Percolate
'5-Departed
■6-Flve hundred one
^-Raw metal

64-1

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
ft ft ft ft

BANE'S

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW

Correspondent
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club met
Tuesday night at the home of the
Rader. Mrs. Annie Carver. The
cocking girls made creamed carrots
and potatoes on toast. The sewing
girls worked cn their projects. Those
present were assistant leader, Mrs. i
Marion Littlefield. Irene Ames.i
jane Libby, Norma Phillips. Ruth;
Kittredge. Mildred Philbrcok, Ma
rion White, Matia Robinson, Joan,
Robinson. Ruth Carver. Mar’on I
Philbrook, Marion Johnson, Beatrice
Burgess and Geraldine Rcbertson.
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S. will

Sale
EA TERS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 17,1942

A Storybook Story

Tragedy and Comedy, Hope
and Despair, Frustration
and Fruition, In Five
Chapters
Tragedy and Comedy, Hooe and
Despair. Frustration and Fruition
In five chapters.

everything else between the mem
bers of a firm has always been the
subject of short stones one the dif
ference between the scores of the
two members of this old estaolished
firm of Lane & Libby was exactfy
36, and it stood to the credit of the
Skippers, as the senior member, Mr.
Lane tock it out of the Junior mem
ber Mr. Libby by just that much.
It was a triumph of right and jus
tice, for all Winter the senior mem
ber has been strugg'ing to estab
lish the fact that he could bowl
better than 65 and al! Winter he
had failed to prove it unti! this
fateful evening.
Chapter Five

ALL-AMERICAN HOLSTEINS NAMED

Deliveries:
you to co-operatc by taking
never possible!

-ay;n

’S COLUMN
nt to exceed three lines ins for 50 cents. Additional
cents for three times. Five

’ so called 1. e. advertise» be sent to The Couriernts additional.

LOST AND FOUND
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
posit book numbered 37517 and
e owner of said book asks for dui te in accordance with the proiiun of the State Law. ROCKLAND
A INGS BANK. By Edward J. Hellier.
ea urcr. Rockland. Me., Jan. 3, 1942.

2-S-8

:rVE shaft lost. 2 ft.x2 In., ben Augusta and Rockland. Reward.
IP G ROWLING. 21 Trinity St..
TeT 202
_____________ ______ 6*8
RC.E brass door key lost. Finder
-p all COURIER- GAZETTE.
6-8

FOR SALE
,'E good breed hound pups for
7 weeks old Reasonable. JOSEPH
RISH. Pleasant St.. Rockport. 8*10
Pleasant Gardens, house and
[e (or sale. 3 lots land, good well.
$500 Rent place $10 month.
STUDLEY 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154
’ Park St.. Tel 330._______________ 8 tf
RS

for

sale

1939

alld

1941

Chev-

eonch. 1935 Ford Tudor. 1934
Coupe. 1937 Chevrolet! coupe.
Di dge coupe
FREDERICK U.
TZ TH
838 W_________ 7 9
iCKER Spaniel pups for sale. 6
.s .Ian
10. solid
black,
female'
ble for registration. $15 each. SAM
R, Warren. Tel 1-2.
7*9
WORK horse for sale
ELMER PDW. 270 Pleasant St. City. Tel.
R M
7*9
,S.C R I
Reds chicks and barred
neks and roosters, for sale- U. S.
.illoruirr clean Write or phone M. M
INNEY. Thomaston. Me.. St. George
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56».__________________________ 7*18
PORTABLE electric welder for sale,
nulpped with 20 ft. leads and ground
ihlc
Inquire 34 UNION ST.. City.
________________________________ 7*9
ACCORDIAN for «ale, new Italian
iade. 12 bass piano accordlan and
use. guaranteed. $42.50
Tel. 1328-M.
BeecR St . CHARLES A LUNDELL

_______ a_________________

FOR Sale at bargain prices—6-room
louse, Jefferson St.. 5 room house,
lummer St . 2-famlly house. Union
i Rockport Tel 1159. L A. THUR6’ON
3-tf
SECOND hand lumber for sale. ESYLVESTER. Tel. 941 M._______ 6*8
FARM for sale
250 acres, good
ml!rtlntrs and cellar, on good road.
Ten'y water, easy terms, price $1,000.
F STUDLEY 283 Main St.. Tel.
!M or 77 Park St Foss House. Tel.
7._________________________ 1-tf
TVE bait for sale ~H~H CRIE. 328
In St , City____________ 153-tf
'ARD coal for sale, stove and nut
i Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J- B.
’LSEN & SON, Tel 62. Thomaston.
__________________________ 1-tf
H. hard coal, egg stove, nut
$15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
•f mine New River soft, not screened
MO 25 ton del M. B & C. O. PERRY
519 Main St . Tel. 487.

1-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
Ijadlas—Reliable hair goods at ROCMlai.il Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mall orders
solicited
H O RHODES Tel. 519-J
-■
2-S-tf
NEW furnaces—automatic oil burn
ers for bdl'.ers and furnaces, stokers,
etc Furnace repairs. P A. CLARKE.
Tc! HX26, Rockland.________________ 6*6
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Sample* and knitting directions free.
H A. BARTLETr. Harmony. Me.
1-lt
LIGHT trucking, waste removal!
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W.
8*13

Colorado with a mean alttitudc of
feet, lias the highest elevation
of any part of the United States.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester: WCSIl. Portland; W1CC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; Wl.BZ, Bangor.

One of the odd quirks cf the chcpped oysters, 2 tablespoons butKaleidoscope in which we are living ter.
seems to be an amazing re-allgn- Simmer 5 minutes, covered com.
ment of some of our thinking on milk, seasonings. Cook oysters 3
Preface
foed values Some of the foods we’ve minutes in butter, combine witli
That there is many a si p between
thought of as decorative additions corn mixture.
a win in a walk and a loss by a
to the menu, acquire new grace as
Maple rice pudding—2’i cups
ncse is accepted as gospel truth by
Important sources of vitamins. For boiled rice, 2t4 cups milk, 3 eggs,
all recognized bowlers cf standing,
instance don't be amazed if ycur 1 cup maple syrup, 'i teaspron
and it was amply demonstrated at
sons in the armed forces write home Sterling salt, ‘x teaspoon nutmeg, 1
the Cascade Alleys Monday night,
they’re having watercress and mush cup raisins.
when the Ganders took a heart
if Extension Service, The HoUtein-Fries inn Axeociation of America.
rooms and oysters. White coated
Beat eggs and maple syrup well,
breaking win from the Skippers
“Wym” vs. “The Goose”
scientists are working round the add other ingredients. May be
just when the Skipmen thought
Rocky Hill Dewdrop Burke (left) and King Bessie E. H. Ravenscroft of Antioch, Hl., although “Dewdrop"
Here the story’ shows its brightest
clock tc discover foods that are baked in oven as custard or cooked
Senator (right) have been named All-American Aged spent her younger days in California. “Senator” is a
they had everything safely and side, fcr seldom is there a time
sources of greatest energy and vital in a double boiler.
meet Monday night. Installation cf
Holstein Cow and Aged Holstein Bull for 1941 by a native of Illinois, although he has traveled into many
snugly
stowed
away
in
the
hold,
when
any
Skipper
can
play
the
role
ity and these unexpected foods
states while on show ring circuits. He is the only bull
officers will be held.
committee of nationally known dairy cattle judges.
MENU
and were homeward bound with a of the ol' Goose killer, but. Skipper
that has ever been All-American choice for every age
This
is
the
20th
annual
All-American
selection,
“rate.”
Breakfast
The Night Hawks were enter fair wind.
which is based on perfection of body type of animals class from calfhood to maturity.
Guilford caine through with a ster
The sprigs of green watercress we
Chilled Grapefru t Juice
tained Wednesday at the home of
This is “Dewdrop’s" third All-American award and
showed at the major fairs of the United States and
With a 40 pin lead going into the ling performance of 290 and stopped
“
Senator's
”
fifth,
making
them
probably
the
greatest
use
to
adorn
a
salad
have
2030
In

Broiled Deerfoot Sausage
Mr.- Frances Gilchrist. Those pres
Canada.
last string and the most of the team the Goose cold in his tracks, but he
Holstein show-ring team of all time.
Both of the above Holsteins are now owned by
ternational Units of Vitamin A to
Griddle Cakes with Maple Syrup
ent were Josephine Clayter, Dorothy
going great guns, it looked as if at could gather no golden eggs for the
the half bunch and C in triple
Coffee
Billings,
Ethelynd
Arey, C’.eo
last the Skippers were going to be Skippers from his victory and had
strength
plus B and G in double
Sunday Dinner
Shields, and Althea Bickford.
WAR
WORK
SPURS
able to brag a little as to what ‘‘our to lay a spot of silver on the line
strength. The unusual Vitamin A
Stuffed Pork Shoulder
Mrs. Ella Amiro and daughter side” had done, but during that to square up for his efforts. The
content
of
watercress
makes
it
par

Cranberry
Apple Sauce
CALENDAR
REFORM
Eva are spending the Winter in third string they ran into a “ganstory ends here with a wail of des
ticularly
good
for
night
blindness.
Baked
Sweet
Potatoes
Boston.
derblitz,” and wound up the even'ng pair. What is its moral ?
We
learned
this
from
an
article
in
Brussels
Sprouts
Latin-American and other foreign
Mrs. Nellie Nickerson, Mrs. Helen 27 pins adrift and their pocketbooks
Ganders—Sanborn 288. Littlefield
Perfection Salad
calendar
committees affiliated with the Jan. 1 issue of "Vegue" by Mona
Price
Control
—
Potatoes
—
Manganese
In
Maine
—
Haskell and Mrs. Bessie Burns w-ere sixty cents lighter. Every old saw 267, Grimes 255. Libby 234, Goose
•Maple Rice Pudding
the World Calendar Association, Gardner, an article entitled “Total
recent guests of Mrs. Minnie Chilles from “Don’t count your chickens Arey 266, total 1310..
Preserving Potatoes
New York, are being advised by Energy Foods" that we earnestly ad
Coffee
at the Town Farm.
before they are hatched” to “Pride
the Association that work for adop vise you to look up and read.
Skippers—Drew 272, Hall 178.
Sunday Supper
(From the Offlce of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
tion of the perpetual World Calen
Mrs. Ella LancLry of Portland is goeth before a fall” could be ut lized Peterson 273. Lane 270, Guilford
•Toasted Cheese Buns
“Mushrooms are headliners on
dar of twelve months and equal
to
illustrate
and
embellish
this
epic
visiting her daughter Mrs. Mary!
290, total 1283.
Fresh Fruit Salad
quarters will continue even during Army training tables today so abun
but due to the limits of newspaper
Wentworth.
Scorer, Christie
Watermelon
Pickle
Price control is everywhere recog- cent of parity which is $2.75 a bar- the war, it is announced by Miss dant are they in vitamins and in
Mrs. Leo Lane was hostess Wed space we must get on with the
•Half Hour Chocolate Cake
nized as imperative if disaster such rel at this time and seems likely by Elisabeth Achelis, president.
trypsin, an important digestive en
“It is true that The World Calen zyme,” the article points out and
nesday to the Rainb:w Club. Lunch story—
Spiced Tetley Tea
as overtook France is to be avoided. Fall to be $3.50. The administra
ROUND POND
dar represents an ideal associated
* Recipes given.
was served and the evening spent
Chapter One
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bryant who With 50 percent of our production tor will have power to determine with order, peace and international mushrooms also have substantial
with sewing. Those present were
The Banker vs. The Postmaster spent the holiday vacation in Read converted to the weapons of defense
quantities of potassium, mineral ash
how much beyond that the price harmony,” said Miss Achelis, “but
Annie Geary, Lucille Carver, Katie
and
offense
it
is
evident
that
our
ing,
Mass.,
have
returned
home.
and ergosterol, called the “Mother of
because
of
its
contribution
to
in

The story starts off in a gay lilt
MONHEGAN
Greenleaf. Marion Littlefield, Eliza ing mood with the Postmaster lick Vemard Leland who has employ whole economy is going to be in- will be allowed to go with due re- creased industrial efficiency its Vitamin D.” Blueberries are rich in
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Mason, of
beth Bragdon and Jeannie Gray.
ing the daylights out of the Banker, ment in Portland was home over the creasingly upset. Four hundred gard for similar action on all other early adoption in time of war is manganese and help to reduce ex Philadelphia, were guests this week
even more imperative. There is cess sugar much as insulin does,
Mrs. Mildred Calder came Wed the first time for the season that week-end.
thousand automobile salesmen arei commodities of every kind,
at the Trailing Yew. Mr Mason's
nesday' from Boston, called by the he had been able to do so, but his Mrs. Annie Hinds is* passing the following 200,000 auto-workers into iNo proposal was made by anyone also the ethical injunction to main which places them first on dietary parents have been Summer residents
tain the ideals that we all cherish
illness of her uncle. Russell Arey. golden dream came to an abrupt Winter with her son Vemard Bryant the streets of idleness and unem to exempt any commodity from against assault and to be prepared 'treatments for diabetics (Brand new of the island for many seasons, own
Tiie 4 A’s met Thursday afternoon ending in that last fatal third string in Charlestown. Mass.
ployment. This is cnly a preview of
fame for State of Maine blueberries ing a cottage on the West shore.
control. The war has ended any to serve peace.”
with Mrs. Gecrge Newbert. Lunch1 and the gay mood turned tragic, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Shroeder of things to come in many other fields.
The World Calendar has been there you see).
Capt. Earl Field and Adolph Stev
suggestion of that sort. ' Potatoes endorsed by 14 nations, by scien
was served and honors at cards went' when "old man Sanborn” (who may Brunswick were guests Sunday of
Maine is less affected than almost
ens
met the Maseru in Pert, Clyde
Oysters
we
’
ve
known
for
sometime
tific, business, labor, and educa
to Mrs. L. C. Smith and Mrs. F. H.' net be as good as he uster be, but Mr. and Mrs. Emery Richards.
any other State because our ship may go to $5 a barrel in full har tional groups, and countless indi were mines cf iron, phosphorous, last Sunday, bringing tlum to the
Winslow.
is still pretty good), put on the heat Lawrence Carter cf Newport, R. I. building, textile, shoe, paper, and mony with the price control legis viduals. Under The World Calendar aluminum, iodine and copper—the island.
The Red Cross will hold an all-day when a little heat was needed and who has been visiting his brother machine industries are all essen lation if the general trend of in the same month date would always minerals the oyster industriously ex.
Enid Stanley recently returned
session Wednesday at the Latter smacked out a sweet 116 to top the Vemard Carter, has returned home. tial to defense. Chaos, however, dustrial and agricultural prices be the same day of the week, many tracts from its daily diet of 35 gal
home. Mrs. Staniey and daughter
Day Saints Church. There will be P. M.’s total by 16 pins.
.holidays could come on Mondays, lons of sea water. Ten of New York’s have been st..yirg at the Lucette.
Mertland Steer and Harold Steer is in the offing. War requires im continues to rise.
and there would be two World Holi
new work.
were home from Portland last week mediate controls and in one re
Full provision is also made for days of international observance. leading hospitals feed an average cf in Thomaston where Mr. Stanleyy
Chapter Two
Services at Union Church Sun
sponsible head. The current con classifying any commodity for
end.
two hundred dozen oysters a day to is convalescing.
Scotty vs. Gene
day are: Sunday School at 10; werMr. and Mrs. Fred Doering who fusion and divided counsel in pro grades and marketing practices so
patients for these very minerals,
The Gormans will invade "by hook
NORTH HAVEN
Here the story gets really weepy. have been passing the holidays with curement and even in strategy can
hip 11; subject of sermon by Rev.
Vogue
reports.
that seed potatoes would not be
or
by crook.” Dwight Stanley is
Richard Crockett was in Camden
S Mitchell. ‘The Eternal Pres- Perhaps the least said the better relatives in Needham, Mass., re not continue in ,the face of a totali affected by any action regarding
Cranberries
and
molasses
have
about
again after an attack of Ger
Wednesday to attend the funeral of
nce.” There will be special music, when the figures are compared here. turned home Tuesday.
tarian war.
table stock.
raced
far
ahead
of
spinach
as
man measles; Harvey Cushman is
hts great uncle, Harry Dyer.
unior League will meet at 4; Chris- It was the final death I ke void that
A great leader once said. “One I
sources
cf
iron..
(Fifty
per
cent
of
still
upnder their influence.
,
,
,
.
.
.
_
Manganese
In
Main©
Miss Doris Brown went Thursday
ian Endeavor at 6; evening service took the wind out of the Skippers
VIRTUE IN IRISH MOSS
bad general is better than two good
the
iron
in
cranberries
is
available
Mrs.
Geraldine Given, teacher,
t 7, subject of sermon by the pas- sails. The almost complete vacuum
I was coughing rather disturb generals.” This is profoundly true
The announcement that the M. to Camden, where she will be at for building red blood cells against
and
daughter
Constance went Tues
of Gene Hall’s score gave the Gan ingly when a friend asked, how is today. The whole effort must be A. Hanna Company, Cleveland, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
or, “The Divine Invitation.”
17
percent
of
the
iron
in
spinach.
day
to
Farmington.
Mrs. Given’s
ders an 89 pin advantage which is your cold? Well it keeps me at a to integrate responsibility. This' Ohio, is to enter the Maine mining Laite for a few days.
In
fact
Vogue
says
Hitler
feeds
mother
is
seriously
ill.
School will
Dr. Strattcn will be at his Vinal- i a bit stiff as a handicap. For once hacking cough especially mornings. issue came to a head in the price fleld *ives Promise that Maine min'
Elmer Hopkins is preparing to cut
concentrated
cranberries
to
para'
p
e
c
i
osec
j
f
or
one
we
ek
haven office from the arrival of Gene had no comeback reply excep; Did you ever try the old fashioned control administration in the proare P™bably about to come la- his supply of ice.
chute troops for quick stamina and
The recent sterm brought near
t0 their own- A«ents of the Hanna
the boat Mcnday afternoon. Jan. to say of his pal Scotty, ‘‘Forgive remedy of steeped Irish moss with posal to divide responsibility.
The members of the Girls’ Club alertness).
accidents to two of the fishermen;
„ Company are now in Maine taking and the Boys’ Club met Wednesday
|9. until its departure Wednesday him, boys, he knows not what he lemon juice? “Never even heard of
The President stood f rmly for a
..
.
.
. , _
.
,;
Maple seeds are a source of Vita and Jack Frost paid Alfred Stan
does.”
,
options in Aroostook County and
Horning.—adv.
it, I replied. That was my grand single
responsible head for 0>“l0thcr locaIltles ln a proposed deJ 2t the church. Owar Huse cf Kent’s
mins A and C, B-l and of minerals, ley’s chin a visit, while he was haul
mother’s remedy and its simp'y price administration. It is hoped
Chapter Three
Hill gave an interesting talk on
honey
goes to the head of the class ing traps. Capt. Walter Davis and
. „ _ velopment for manganese.
wonderful. Soon this kindly and by many this may presage a similar
Der Captain vs. Pete
STICKNEY CORNER
j
In
(s “Trees.” Refreshments were served. for anti-fatigue,, and they’ve even
Vernon Burton—who is helping
A miscellaneous sale held Wed
atl0„ Bureau o[ Baptist services will be held Sun perfected a way to extract salad oil Capt. Davis until called into the
Here the clouds lift a little end always thoughtful friend' had pro atttude on the equally crucial prob-, for federa,
nesday for the benefit of the Red ti e old familiar scene of Der Cap duced the remedy and instructed lem of procurement where we are MjM
allsB „„ sent
Ma:ne day at 11 o’clock by the pastor. The from grapefruit seeds.
Coast Guard service—had a narrow
Cross netted $50. On the committee tain paying up his bets comes tj me to take it all1—a little at a still getting arguments between
subject of the sermon will be "Just
escape
when the engine stopped and
We live in the midst of alarms but
were Mrs. Humes. Miss Davis and view. After a Winter's lay off Bre’r time. I found it most helpful, Cabinet Officers Ickes and Jones this Summer and Fall where th3y a Grain of Sand.” Sunday School
the beat drifted near the Jcnney
Mrs. Storer. Prizes were awarded Peterson has been able to com? beck passing cn the fine remedy idea instead of aluminum which is made preliminary surveys of Maine convenes at 10; Christian Endeavor also of knowledge. Let’s bear the
shore. Fortunately for them, Lewis
i
minerals
including
principally
feld

anxieties
well
and
use
the
new
wis

thus: Quilt and chocolates by Mrs. and kick the stuffing out of any for use cf Irish moss not known desperately needed to build one
at 6.30 and the evening song service
Day was not far away and towed
spar,
manganese,
and
beryllium.
dom
of
diet
faithfully.
Babb; fancy cake, Ed. Jones ana and all efforts Der Captain has to many. An elderly gentleman hundred thousand planes.
at 7.30, topic tc be ‘Perplexities of
them
into the harbor. Capt. Man
These
reports
are
not
yet
available
I
Half Hour Chocolate Cake—The
Bert Sidelinger: guess cake, Sidney- made so far. Here was a gleam of was ill with stomach trouble that
Ycuth.” There will be a violin solo
Agriculture And Price Control
ville
Davis
also had engine trouble:
but
Director
of
the
Bureau
of
Mines
Kirkpatrick; and baby bonnet, Mrs. hope as the Captain was down 18 was pronounced ulcers of the
by Miss Grace Beverage and a guitar following cake can be prepared, the engine refusing to run on water
R.
R.
Sayers
advises
that
present,
Agriculture
was
given
very
special
Staples.
stomach with no remedy. A friend
duet by Reger Raymond and Wil baked and iced in cne-half hour.: and gas sputtered from Green Point,
pins, but it was only hope.
indications
are
favorable
and
that
consideration
in
the
legislation
by
came along and suggested he try
liam Hopkins. The Scripture and ’v 7-ounce bar Nestle’s Semi-Sweet and until Capt. Davis reached the
Chapter
Four
the
Hanna
Company
are
probably;
a
provision
that
no
price
control
Chocolate. 1 cup sugar. 2 tablespoons
Many states of the Union have
Irish moss. This sufferer had his
prayer will be by John Beverage.
justified
in
entering
the
Maine
Lane
vs.
Libby
could
even
be
considered
until
the
soft
butter, 1 egg, 1 cup cake flour, harbor, which he was forced to make
late flowers and stete birds chosen
burnings both inside and outside
Mrs.
Frank
Calderwcod,
Mrs.
The differences of opinion and I his stomach. The good wife hav- price of any agricultural commodity field for prospecting work in man
1 teaspoon baking powder, % cup in a 25-minute run. Under normal
>y vote of the school children.
Frank
Sampson.
Mrs.
Victor
Walker,
conditions this run would take only
milk, 1 teaspoon vanilla.
| ing known the cold cure, steeped had risen above 110 percent of par ganese.
Mrs.
Bert
Hopkins,
Mrs.
J.
A.
Brown,
a few miutes.
ity. This meant a very definite
Preserving Potatoes
Melt, then cool the semi-sweet
Mrs. C. E. Waterman, and Mrs.
iOURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE a quantity for the invalid and he flooring with full power in the ad
Earl Field. Jr., who enlisted in the
began at once to improve with this
to
Senator Brewster has been asked Roger Raymond were hostesses at chocolate. Sift the sugar. Beat the UB N R haj.
ministrator
to
go
as
much
farther
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
concoction and even after he felt
by Charles E. Walker, the newly pyramid teas this week.
butter and egg well, and add the! pedo-boat
he was cured he insisted cn keep as conditions might seem to war appointed manager of the Bangor Sherman Cooper and Lawrence sifted sugar gradually. Beat these
Raymond Ornc, son of Mr. and
ing a pot of it handy. Later the j rant. In 1917-19 farm prices rose Branch of the Division of Contract Beverage have returned to Lynn, ingredients well with a wire whisk Mrs. Maynard Orne enlisted in the
wife met the person who gave the 50 Percent above parity and th"n Distribution of the Office of Pro
Sift before measuring the cake flour Navy early in the Winter. He has
Mass.
remedy and! thanked him profusely slumped to 50 percent below parity duction Management for informa
and re-sift with baking powder. been assigned to a destroyer. Previ
G’apl. Sanford P. Cooper
12
for really' saving her husband's and stayed there for ten years. Thus tion which might lead to the estab
Combine the milk and vanilla. Add ous to his enlistment he was W'orkiir;
II
15
the American farmer was taken for
life with the tea. Tea? That wasn’t
lishment of a dehydrated potato Capt. Sanford P. Cooper, this the sifted ingredients to the egg in Massachusetts and Watertown,
a ride. To keep an equitable bal
ar
17
to take inside you he said., it was
industry in northeastern Maine for community’s oldest citizen and hold mixture in 3 parts alternately with N. Y. as a carpenter, building bar
ance it was proposed in an amend
to bath in.—-K S. F.
the purpose of supplying govern er of the Boston Post cane, died at thirds cf the combined liquids. Beat racks and doing other defense werk
ment supported by both Senators
ment needs which are sharply on this tcwn Jan. 11. Captain Cooper the batter until it is smooth with a
Another storm swept the islan l
_
,
White and Brewster that parity be
In an 181o eruption, th evolcano .. J .
. a. . f
the increase. Our island bqses re was born Dec. 1, I84&, in this town, wire whisk Add the cooled choco Wednesday. In late afternoon seas
27
_ .
T
i
,
j.
t
ed to wages in order that fanners
Tambora, Netherlands. East Indies, . , ,
a
quire vast amounts of foodstuffs in son of James and Lucy (Webster) late Cover the cake with chocolate were rolling through the harbor re
..
. . . „
. should not be left behind in any
rar
threw out about 38 cubic miles cf . .
. .
concentrated form to save shipping. Cooper. At the age of 14 he began icing.
sembling roller coasters; the West
......
rising industrial Inflation.
solid material.
|
Investigation in Washington in to follow the sea, and at 23 was Toasted Cheese Buns—4 leng ern Duck Reck and Tripod were
35
_______________
Concerning Potatoes
3M
dicates that both methods of de captain of a fishing vessel cn the buns, split, 4 tablespoons butter, 1 awash with churning green water,
The basis of all such issues cn ■ Under the legislation as it leit hydration should be considered by Grand Banks. His entire life was teaspoon catsup, 1-3 cup Shefford completely covered mast cf the aft
37 3o
37 MO
3b
animals and humans as cluaws. the Senate no price control could the growers of Maine. The first spent in sea faring occupations. For New Chevelle, cut into small bits, ernoon. Lobster Cove looked like
feathers, hair, and horns, is a sub be considered on potatoes until the process provides for the peeling, 28 years he was captain of the pri ’4 teaspoon minced parsley.
a huge bowl of beaten egg whites.
Ul 4X
44
43
45
price in Maine rose above 110 per- cooking, shredding, mashing, drying vate yacht “Siesta.” owned by the
stance called "keratin.”
Arrange buns cut side up in shal “Around and around the wind blows
and canning of the product. The late J. Murray Forbes of Milton low pan. Spread buns with rest of and when it will stop nobody
47
50
48
49
second method provides for the Mass.
ingredients, combined. Bake until knows,
TOWN
OF
NORTH
HAVEN
peeling, slicing in thin slices or In 1870 Capt. Cooper was married brown and serve warm.
52
55
54
53
8TATE OF MAINE
cubing the potato and dehydration to the late Christie (Parsons) Coop
Molasses Bars—'4 cup sugar. ’4
ST. GEORGE ROAD
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven, ln the
er.. They made their home at North cup butter, 1 egg, ’/4 cup Brer Rab
in
the
raw
to
reduce
the
moisture
County of Knox, for the year 1941.
L
Services Sunday at 1.30 in the
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the content from the ordinary preva-; Haven until 1923. From that time
bit molasses, 2 cups bread flour,’4 church will be in Finnish.
bl
Town of North Haven aforesaid, for the year 1941, committed to me for col
bt
lection for said Town on the ten th day of May 1941. remain unpaid: lence of 78% to 9% required by until the death of Mrs. Cooper in teaspoon Sterling salt, ’4 teaspoon
and notice ls hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are government specifications at the October, 1941. they had spent the
soda, l!i teaspoons baking pewder,
not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to
64
pay the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold present time. Should potatoes be Winter months with their daughter, ti cup milk, 1 cup broken nut meats,
without further notice at public auction at *Grange Hall ln said Town, on
desired for longer keeping before Mrs. Murray Stone in Camden. For 1 cup chopped figs, dates and rai
the first Monday ln February. 1942, at nine o'clock A. M.
VERTICAL
(Cent)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VINALHAVEN
use the moisture content can proo- the past three months Capt. Cooper sins.
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
’-Illuminate
IB—Silly person
49- Swlss river
ably be reduced to the ideal re has lived at the home of his son, Sift the sugar. Beat the butter
AND ROCKLAND
8- Corner
17-Twiat
50- Consume
William Cooper in North Hai«n. until soft. Add the sugar gradually.
quirement of five percent.
H. LEWIS BANKS—Land and buildings bounded on north by
9- A title (pi.)
51- Lion (Latin)
18- Profound
STEAMBOAT CO.
shore, east land of W. R. Dole, south by shore and west by land
11 ’-Head covering
This probable industry has been He was a member of the Moses Blend these ingredients until’ they
20-Teething
52- Hub of a wheel
of M. O. Bawdltch and C. H. Frazier est .............. -.........................
$160 00
ROCKLAND, ME.
I ’--Cunning
22-Hinder
VIRGINIA CALLARY—Land Bounded on North by shore. East by
54-Ascended
discussed in Aroostook for some Webster Masonic Lodge of Vinal are very light and creamy. Beat in
I’t-Smalt medical ball
land of F. W Benson, South by sh ore. West by land of W. R.
Service
to:
56- Observed
24-Golf mouno
Buxton............................ -..........................-..... -...............................-............ -.......
$72 00 tim« but will probably come to a haven.
| 6-Early
the egg and molasses. Sift before
27-Withers
57- Covers
Vinalhaven,
North Haven, Ston
C.
I.
OATES
—
Land
and
buildings
bounded
on
north
by
land
of
1’7-Staff of life
head through the demands of war The funeral was held at the North measuring the bread flour and re
29-Smallest
59- Kitchen tool
J. N. Beverage heirs, east by shore, south by land of J. N.
ington.
Isle
au Haut, Swans'
1’9-Want
Beverage heirs, and wfst by same ........... ...................................................
30 00 subsistence in both the Army, Navy
60- Entry in an account 31-Feline
Haven Baptist Church, serices con sift with salt, soda and baking pow
Island
and
Frenchboro
W.
W.
Howe
—
Lind
and
buildings
bounded
on
north
by
land
of
h’-sick
33-AUow
61- Falsehoods
and Marines.
Olive Beveridge, east by land of J. N. Beverage est., south
ducted
by
Rev.
Mr.
Johnstcn.
A
der.
Add
the
sifted
ingredients
in
|J2-An insect
Effective
Sept.
16, 1941
37Flow
of
the
waves
63- Dutch colonist of
and west by same —......... -—................................................ -.........................
28 00
Eastern Standard Time
K3-Snare
committal ser/ice was held at the 3 parts to the butter mixture alter
SMITH WHARF TRUST—Wharf and building bounded on north
38- Rend
South Africa
|25-River in Scotland
by land of Etta Noyes and right of way. east, south and west
39- Thin
64- lntimldation
grave. Bearers were Leigh Wither nately with thirds of the milk. Beat
by waters of North Haven Thorof are
.............................................
28 00
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
|C5-Myself
40Emmet
CHARLOTTE
THOMAS ESTATE-Land, Bounded on North by shore
spoon, James MacDonald, Zenas the butter after each addition until
VERTICAL
Subject to change without notice
■27-AgttMaa
42-Verbal
and Land of Blake <b Harrower, East by land of R. Washburn.
Burgess, and Lester Greenlaw.
it is smooth. Stir in nut meats,
'^S-Part of a boat
South by land of Lucy <k Grace Bl ake and West by land of
1- To press
44- Formal
Blake & narrower ................... ..........................................................................
60 00
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
30-Royal Navy (abbr.)
2- Crimson
45- Cry
Survivors
are
two
sons,
William
chopped
figs, dates and raisins. Bake
JAMES Y. WOOSTER EST—Land, bounded on north by land of
|^’-Menu
Read Up
Read
Down
3- Prefix. Backward
46- Judge
Blake & Buxton, east and south by shore and west by lan<\
Cooper of North Haven and Roscoe in a greased 9x13 inch pan. in a
P.M.
A.M.
32- Skin
48-Wrong-doing
of Mrs. Mary Bullard and F. W Be nson
.......... . ............................
49 00
4-A challenge
Cooper of Camden; one daughter, moderate oven 375 degrees F. Cut
NORTH HAVEN GOLF CLUB ASSOCIATION — Land and build
3-t-Guide
&-Because
51-8ide glance
Ar.
6.00
5.30
Lv.
Swan's
Island,
ings bounded on north by land of C. E. Waterman, east by
35-Combining form. Air 6- End
Mrs. Murray Stone of Camden, 10 the cake into bars.
53-Prepare for
Ar. 4.40
6.30
Lv.
Stonington,
shore, south by land of Hope Felton, and west by land of G.
35-Examine
7- lreland
publication
Lewis Est. and C. S. Staples .... ............... ..................-.....—........ ................
240 00
grandchildren and 14 great-grand
Ar. 3.30
Oyster Com Chowder—1 cup 7.30 Lv. North Haven.
33- Final
55- Part for one
8- lmplement
December 21. 1941
Ar. 2.45
8.30
Lv.
Vinalhaven,
children.
corn,
2
cups
milk,
%
teaspeon
Ster.
4’-Toward
IG-Snow vehicle
56- To check
• Note—In Cities sale must be at the Collector's Offlce
In Towns at
Lv. 1.30
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
ling
salt,
%
teaspoon
paprika,
43-Percolate
11- Cave
58-Look
the place where the last preceding town meeting J^m^BEVerage
m-tr
45- Departed
COU&IEB-GAZETTB WANT ADI teaspoon chopped onions,
12-Greek ged of war
60-Ancient name of Nie
tea
•
Collector of
46- Five hundred one
13- Cask
62-Senlor (abbr.)
Taxes of the Town or North Haven.
WOXK WONDKBS
spoon —chopped parsley, H cup
♦7-Rew metal
.....
...... ..
"
153-S-8
1$-An oblique glance
W-Prefix. Twice
-
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, Chapter, O.EjS. was held Wednes
day in the new hall. Officers elect
ed were: Worthy Matr:n. Mrs. MadZS
X**
S\
olin Spear; worthy patron, Leroy
✓X XV zv
SHIRLEY T. WTTJ.TAMW
Scekins ;assoiate matron, Mrs. Lura
j Libby; associate patron, Dr. E. R
Correspondent
A
Moss; secretary, Mrs. Florence Gar
/ A
Z\ A
Zx A
A
diner; treasurer, Mrs. Cora Knight;
Tel. 190
conductress, Miss Helen Stetson;
Mrs. Frederick Dennison enter- associate conductress, Mrs. Bertha
tained a group of friends Tuesday Seekins; finance board. Forest
night at a surprise shower party in stone, Mrs. Dsrothy Libby and Miss
honor of Mrs. Forest Stone. Auc- Helen Studley. It was tentatively
tion, contract and dig provided en- planned to luave these officers in’ tertainment and prizes were award- stalled at a semi-pubhc installation
ed Mrs Alfred Strout. Mrs. Stone, Feb. 4 It was announced thbt the
Mrs. Clayton Staples, Miss Jane star Circle will meet Tuesday night
Miller, Mrs. Robert Mayo and Mrs. a^Mrs. Emma Greenleaf’s home and
Edward Marks. The shower of gifts that another blanket club is startfor Mrs. Stone was presented in ing. After the meeting refreshscmewhat the form of a treasure ments were served in the banquet
hunt, she being required to draw the hall. There were visitors from
clues from a basket. These clues Primrcse, Naomi, Ivy and Rose of
were cleverly worded verses on lace Sharon Chapters.
paper doilies and the gifts were ( two classes in home nursing
hidden about the rooms.
A gen- sponsored by the Red Cross, were
eral color scheme of pink and blue enrolled at the Girl Scout rooms
prevailed. Other guests were Mrs. j-ucsday under the direction of Mrs.
Elmer Ingalls, Mrs. Stephen Laven- Eunice T. Morse, instructor. There
der; Mrs. Donal Thompson, Mrs. were 31 present in the afternoon
Albert Elliot, Mrs. Philip Greenleaf, ancj
jn
eVening. All desiring
Mrs. Forrest Grafton, Mrs. Richai d
^js course should register
Feyler
Mrs. John Hubbaid and
Rjchard O Elliot, chairMiss Mildred Dennnons.
! ,nan cf this branch. A class must
At the meeting of the Beta Alpha
limited to 20 registrants, but if
Monday it was voted to contribute necessary, a third class will be
$10 to the Red Cress War Fund, formed. It is especially desirable
The refreshment committee for the that all members be prompt in their
next meeting is Mrs. Blanche Ler- attendance. The next class will be
The Red Cross Motor Corps is
mond, Mrs. Kathleen Studley and held in the room ever the ThomasMrs. Gladys Condon.
| ton National Bank, recently vacated hard at work under the direction
The Tri-County Osteopathic As- by the Masonic Lodge, next Tues- Of (Miss Dorothy Lawry, learning
sociation met Monday at Webber’s‘day at 2 and 7 p. m.
the job which it is assigned to in

Red Cross Motor Corps In Action

THOMASTON

Inn.

The speaker was Dr. Waldo

CAMDEN \

STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

r

?

UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
AAA

Tel. 2229

operating ambulances and emer
gency vehicles. Each member mt st
know simple auto mechanics and
how to make repairs before she
can be awarded a certificate as a
member of the corps. Above are
The Baptist Mission Circle will
shown
two members receiving inmeet Tuesday at 2 o’clock at the ovent of an emergency that of
home of Mrs Marie Singer fcr white
cross work.

Miller of the Bangor Osteopathic
Hospital. Election of officers was
held with these results: President,
Dr. Verne I. Rice. Searsport; vice
In the Churches
president. Dr. Charles DiPerri, Wis
St.
Bernard
’s Church, Rockland.
✓X
casset; secretary-treasurer Dr. Sher
wood Armstrong, Camden; ccrre Mass at 8 and 10.45 a. m.
NAO11A MAYHEW
spending secretary to the American I St. John's Church. At 9 a. in.,
Correspondent
osteopathic Association. Dr. Louis Holy Eucharist. The Visitation of
««««
Benson, Cushing. It was voted to the Bishop of Maine. Immediately
Tel. 713
change the legular place of meeting
this seivice there will be
to Rcckland. and the regular meet a reception in the rectory for the
A special meeting of the Farm
ing date from the second Monday Bishop and all are invited to attend
_
Bureau will be held) Monday at
to the second Wednesday of the
Stk2eOr8el C "f?\^nS5T |the Megunticook Grange Hall and
month. Present were Dr. Miller and At 2.30 p. m., Visitation of the all members are urged to be there
Miss Gertrude Moore of Banger, Dr. Bishop cf the Diocese.
at 2 o’clock for Red Cross work.
Pettapiece and Dr. Sherwood Arm
Baptist Church. Sunday School There will be a short business
strong of Gamden; Dr. DiPerri, at 9.45, worship at 11. The sermon meeting and supper will be served
Wiscasset, Dr. and Mrs. Franklin for the morning is entitled ‘Great for the members, wives and hus
Randolph, Waldoboro, Dr. and Mrs. (Salvation.” Music will include the bands. Mrs. Mary Nash will be in
E. R. Mess and Dr. E R. Biggers anthem Tf Ye Love Me,” by Simper, charge of the supper. Anyone in
Thomaston and Dr. Benson, Cush- [ with incidental solo by Miss Mar- terested in Farm Bureau work is
ing.
garet Simmcns, and a contralto solo, welcome to attend and there will
It is planned to begin the house “I Shall Not Pass Again This Way,” be a small charge. A meeting will
to house canvass for the Red Cross• by Stanley Effinger, Miss Gwen- be held at 7.30 o'clock in charge
War Fund the first of February, dolyn Barlow. Walter Chapman is of County Agent Ralph Wentworth
The Thomaston National Bank is ; the leader of the Christian Endeavor and Miss Lucinda Rich, demon
the depository for the fund and is meeting at 6 o’clock, the topic is stration agent.
receiving contributions. To Jan. 15, ‘‘Christ’s Temptations.” At the 7
Mrs. Gertrude Brocks and sen,
$878 have been deposited. The o’clock praise service the tepic is Preston of New Orleans, La., who
quota for the three towns. The mas- “Believers’ Joy.” The junior choir
have been visiting Mr. Brocks for
ton, Cushing and South Thomaston, will sing.
six weeks went Friday to Boston.
Ls $1645.
Federated Church. Sunday School She will join Mr. Brocks as he left
at
9.45, worship at 11. The morning with the Minesweeper Governor
Thursday Club met at the home
sermon
subject is ‘‘Salvation is the for Boston last Sunday.
of Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch. There
were two tables and prizes went to I Transformation of Life.” Music will
At the Methodist Church wor
Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs. Charles include the anthem “My Shepherd”
ship Sunday will be at 10.30 o’clock
Smith and Mrs. Warren Knights. J by Holton. The evening topic at 7
Others present were Mrs. Oscar o’clock is “Changing Places,” and with preaching by the pastor, sub
ject “What Apollo Lacked.” Mu
Crie, Mrs. Edward Dornan. Mrs. El- Epworth League meets at 6 o'clock,
sic will be under the direction of
mer Biggers and Mrs. Forest Stone.
Long and slender pipe tongs Mrs. Alfred Wilman. Church school
Mrs. Crie invited the club to meet
solved the problem of how to light and Bible class meet at 11.45
at her home in two weeks.
o'clock. Mrs. Stella 'MoRae, super
The annual meeting of Grace one’s pipe in early America.
intendent. Young people's forum
will be at 5; happy hour service at
7, song service with message by
the pastor, subject the “Twentythird Psalm "; solo by Mrs. Weston
P. Holman. Church Night service
will be held in the vestry, Thurs
day at 7 o'clock. Choir’ rehearsal
will be Friday night. Those de
siring cottage prayer meetings in
their homes may consult with the
pastor.
O. H. Grey is a surgical patient
at Community Hospital. Donald
Pushaw, Mrs. Norman Lead'better
and Kenneth Rankin are aso sur
gical patients. Mrs. Richard Bond
and daughter returned home Fri
day.
Rev. William J. Dunn of Brook
lyn, N. Y. has been guest a few
days of Miss Anne Crynes and Mr.
and Mrs. David Connolly.
A donation of $5 to the Red
Cross War Fund was voted at the
Wednesday session of the Sodality
of Our Lady of Good Hope A so
cial gathering of the members in
this society will be held Wednes
day at 8 o’clock at the residence
of Mrs. Arthur O’Keefe where a
light repast will be served and
games played. Mrs. Christian J.
Windvand, chairman of the apos
tolic committee is supervising ar
Path of true love has some obstacles in it for Clivia de Havilland and
rangements.
F.rrcl Flynn in “They Died With Their Boots On." Gene Lockhart plays
Rev. Edward Babcock. D. D., of
the heavy father.
Auburn will supply the Baptist
Errol Flynn's new starring pic ideal and happy couple. Their
pulpit Sunday at 11 o'clock. Mu
ture for Warner Bros., filmed cn real-life love story Ls one of the
sic will include anthems by the
the usual grand scale for such most moving to be found in AmeriYoutig Peoples choir under the di
magna opera of action, is the story can history. Supporting the two
rection of Mrs. John Tibbetts; duet
of Custer from the time <1857) he stars is a large featured cast headby Mrs. Anne Grinnell and Mrs.
descended upon West Point until ed by Gene Lockhart, Charley
Harriette Belyea. Chfirch School
(June 25, 1876) he was slaughtered Graptwin. Arthur Kennedy. An
will convene at 9 45; Young Peo
with his troopers at the Little Big thony Quinn. Sydney Greenstreet
ple's meeting at 6 o'clock led by
Horn.
and Hattie McDaniel.
Rev. Maurice Dunbar.
The screen play is called “They
Because the story deals with
Ulysses Pease
Died With Their Boots On.” and history, and because many of its
will show at the Strand Theatre characters are real, it was not
Ulysses Pease, 75 died Wednes
starting Sunday, through Tuesday, necessary for the studio to cbtain day. He was born in Appleton, son
“They Died With Their Boots War Department okay on the of Samuel Pease and Helen Went
On' is the eighth Warner Bros, script. It has unofficial approval worth and had been a farmer in
picture in which Olivia de Havil- of the 7th Cavalry—Custer’s Own Hope fcr many years.
land has been co-starred with Errol , —however, and a regular army man
Surviving are a daughter Mrs.
Flynn, and is also their most, ro- of long cavalry experience acted Nina-” Thayer of Grass Valley,
mantic love story. Custer and his as technical advisor. He is Colonel Calif.; three sons. Samuel and Al
wife, Beth Baccn Custer, were an . J. E. Taylor.
bert of Hope, and Alton of Apple-

’ ROCKPORT

—By Staff Photographer.
struction as to how to change a
tire on the road from Aino Maki of
the Sea View Garage staff. At the
left, changing the tire, is Mrs. El
lery Nelson of Owls Head end
watching the work is Mrs. Ruth
Williams of Rcckland.

Pan-American Coffee Queens Visit U.S.

Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham sub
stituted Wednesday at the Gram
mar School in the absence of Miss
Barbara Crowley who was called
home by the death of her sister.
Miss Marion Weidman was hos
tess to the Methodist Ladies’ Aid
Wednesday and to the Johnson So
ciety Wednesday.
Miss Marion Upham and Mrs.
Elizabeth AnnLs will be in charge
of the picnic supper Tuesday
which will precede the meeting of
Harbor Chapter OJE.S.
Service of worship Sunday will
'be at 11, sermon subject, “Search
ing the Scriptures”; evening serv
ice at 7 o’clock; subject, God’s
Little Things.” Church School at
12 o'clock; Yeung People’s meet
ing at 6.
George S. Cunningham with
David Eaton assisting is conduct
ing a First Aid Class at Penobscot
Grange Hall each Thursday night
preceding the Grange meeting.
A correction on donations from
the Finnish colony in Rockport
for the Red' Cross, is here made:
Mr. and Mrs. Mikko Lofman, $2;
George Ranta, $1 instead of $2
stated; Ida Greenrose, $1 instead
of $4 stated; Esther Lunden, $1;
'Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hamalainen,
$3.
Mrs.

E.

Stewart

Orbeton

has

been appointed Knox County
Chairman of Home Nursing, under
the Woman’s Divsion of Civilian
Defense.
At the Methodist Church Sun
day Rev. F. Ernest Smith will
speak at 11 ’o’clock. on “The Great
est Foe of the Human Race,” this
subject being chosen to conform
to Civic League Sunday which is
being observed on that day in the
churches of Maine. At the eve
ning service at 7 o’clock he will
speak on “Achieving Recognition.”
Church School at 10 a. m. and
the Youth Fellowship at 6 ,p. m.

Civilian Defense Notes
E. Stewart Orbeton, chairman of
the Disaster Relief under Civilian
Defense, has completed his organ
ization with these co-workers;
Rescue Chairman, Lloyd Rhodes;
First Aid Squads leaders, Beatrice
Marston, Squad 1; Daniel Andrews,
“Coffee Queens” from Latin-American countries, who were selected a*
2; Constance Lane, 3; Demolition
typical beauties by the coffee-growers of their nations, and sent on a
tour of the U. S. as guests of the Pan-American Coffee Bureau. The
Squads: Vice Chairman, F. Leroy
young ladies were guests of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt at a special
Hunter: Leaders, 1, Leroy Tolman;
White House Coffee Party and were “Queens” of the Coffee Ball in
2, Elmer Merrifield; 3, Guy Annis,
New York City. (Top row, left to right)—Leda Fernandez, Costa Rica;
Elena Quinonez, El Salvador; Beatriz Salcido Ochoe, Mexico; and
On Transportation; Chairman,
Nati Mata, Venezuela. (Bottom row, left to right)—Maria Candida de
George
Crockett; drivers, Ruth
Souza Dantas, Brazil; Mercedes Lucy Saenz, Colombia; and Florencia
Graffam,
Nina Carroll, Frank
Sanz Perez, Cuba.
Johnson, Erwin Sprague, Rev. F.
E. Smith, George Crockett, Clara
tori); a brother, George Pease of
SOAP
Years ago my amusement was Lane, Mrs. Frank Rider, Fred
Troy; 16 grandchildren and two
great the first time I ever heard Achorn, R. B. 'MacFarland, Doris
great-grandchildren.
my husband say, “While there is life Graffam, Hester Crone. Trucks, R.
Funeral services will be held there is soap!” The humor has gone W. Staples, Harvey Lunden, Ves
from the residence ira Hope, Sun out of that upset quotation today, per Hall, Frank Priest, John Mar
day at 2 o’clock, R6v. Mr. Clark of because of the fact that there is shall, Henry Bohndell, E. S. Orbe
Appleton officiating’ Burial will be really little soap in the warring ton, M. Lofman, J. V. Fenwick, E.
M. Graffam, Arthur Turner, E. E.
in Pine Grove cemetery in Apple- sections of the world; and that is Ingraham, Albert Larson, Emil
certainly a broad statement for war
ton.
is rampant in far too much cf our ! Erickson, Pearl Merrifield.
Civilian Defense Notes
Shelter:
Chairman,
Richard
huge earth. Thus it behooves us to
The defense meeting at the be far more careful in our use of Thomas; members of committee,
Opera House, Thursday was well that valuable necessity than we Clara Thomas, Herbert Butler,
attended. Town Manager Percy have ever thought to be throughout
Keller opened the meeting, im our lives. Soap is and has always
mediately turning it over to A. B. been as necessary to our every day
Stevenson, Jr. Chief Air Raid War needs as water and food, rest and
den who gave an interesting talk health. I might follow that trend
on the danger of bombing and of misquotation and say “Soap de
how to prepare for it, outlining the ferred maketh the heart sick”—but
duties of the local wardens and never would I say “Soap on Soap
their responsibilities.
Ever.”
Frederick Richards, Chief in
We have come to the realizat:on
Rockport explained the training as that it's time for us to save in soap
it is being carried on in his town. as in almost every ether article we
George Cunningham Police Chief need or use today. Thus out of dire
of Rockport and Earl Achcrn of distress and grim misfortune this
Rockport, each presented interest world war may bring us back to
ing and enlightening information thrift, thought and thoroughness in
on the subject of defense. George our every day trend, and we will
H. Thomas, chairman of disaster, experience the truth of “waste not
locally lined up his job. Lawrence want not.”
K. S. F.
Dailey gave an interesting talk on
air raids as he is warden of Sec
tor No. 3. County Disaster ChairPPORTUNliy
mao, John Pcmeroy cf Rockland
was present and added his bit.
Other speakers included Mrs.
Edna Dwinal and Mrs. Lillian Nafis
both of whom are trained for
warden service locally. Chief Allen
F. Payson gave a demonstration
on the extinguishing of incendiary
bombs with sand and water and
along this line were moving pic
tures showing the bombings in
England and the procedure of put
Duty vs. Love in the new 20th
ting out fires started by bombs.
Century-Fcr: dramatic hit, “Confirm
cr Deny,” v.hich stars Don Ameche
and Joan Bennett. It’s a hectic ro
mance, portrayed against the back
THE CALL TO THE COLORS!
ground of the world's greatest news
paper story—that was never pubIS A CALL FOR DOLLARS
1 shed.
When tin-hatted, tough corre
spondent “Yank” Mitchell flashes
Dig deep. Strike hard. Our boys
across the screen the audience will
need the planes, ships, and guns which
appreciate some of the difficulties
your money will help to buy.
behind those news flashes America
depends cn. For here is the story
Go to your bank, post office, or savings and
of what cne correspondent went
loan association. Tell them you want to buy
through to get one of the war's big
gest stories. As “Yank” Mitchell,
Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.
Don Ameche's portrayal is a glowj ing tribute to the unsung heroes of

------------------------------------------There are approximatel yl.5G0.fxyU
Bertha Humphrey, Mrs. Leroy
Hunter, Hazel Parker, Marion in the United States who are clas
Weidman. Food; Chairman, May sified as unemployables even jr
nard Ingraham, members of com boom times.
mittee, Mrs. Fred Holbrook, Mrs.
Harry Lane, Mrs. Clyde Spear,
Probate Notices
Mis. Charles Marston, Mrs. Leman
STATE OE MAINE
To
all
persons
Interested In either
Oxton, Mrs. Margaret Andrews, of the estates hereinafter
named
'
Mrs. Dana Sherer, Mrs. Cecil An
At a Probate Court held at
land. In and for the County of Knot
nis, Mrs. Guy Annis, Mrs. Arthur on
the 16th day of December in th,
year
of our Lord one thousand
Andrews, Mrs. Herbert Walden. hundred
and forty-one and bv ad
Mrs. Carl Freeman, James Miller, Joumment from day to day from
16th day of said December. The f0,
Emma Calve, one of the grl
Clothing; Chairman, Mrs. Nina lowing
matters having been presen
est operatic artist.s of all tij
for the action thereupon he-eln
Carroll; members of committee, ted
after Indicated It Is hereby ORDErer.
Is dead at 83 yea:., dying-in I
Clara Lane, Elizabeth Annis. Mar
That notice thereof be given to «ii
persons lnteres-ed, by causing ;i ro“;
beloved France. While her nJ
garet Gregory. Mary Tolman, of
this order to be published thr«
to "youngsters” in music iraj
weeks successively in The C'ourte?
Gladys Tolman.
Gazette a new paper published
practically nothing, to those of|
Civilian Defense organization, Rockland in said County, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court ,.,‘J
early
1900's she will always ren|
under the direction of First Select- held at said Rockland on the 20tb d ...
of
January
A
D.
1942
at
nine
,
clock
a
vivid
memory. She was tin I
, man Arthur K. Walker, as Co-or in the forenoon, and be heard thereon
the
height
of her fame, and it I
dinator, is shaping up in a satis If they see cause.
then that she first came to Aul
LESLIE
E.
LAMPSON,
late
of
Rort
factory manner and has the port, deceased. Will and Petition
ca, and during her early tourl
hearty co-operation of the towns Probate thereof, asking that the ,
this country was heard in Bail
mav be proved and allowed and th»f
people as was evidenced at the Letters Testamentary issue to Gratia
and
Portland—that was in 1<» ,1
L. Lampson, otherwise Gratia 1, i,am.
mass meeting held Wednesday at son,
of Jer-ey City. New' Jersey
this connection I am quoting tl
Twn Hall at which there was a being the Executrix named in
I
“Ministry of Music: The Li I
Will, without bond.
capacity attendance.
CLIMENA BILLS LUCE, late 0. I William Regers Chapman,'' v l
The meeting was called to order Thomaston, deceased. Will and p." ! gives an interesting account < f1
tltlon for Probate thereof, asking that
by Mr. Walker and was then the same may be proved and allowed : event:
that Letters Testamentarv i-.l, s
turned over to Frederick Richards, and
to Hattie M Robinson ol Warren
“The star of the 1907 Maine :
Chief Air Raid Warden, Mr. Rich Charles M. Starrett of Thomaston 1
sic
Festival was Mad. ne E.-J
Albert F. Robinson of flncin'!
ards gave a detailed report of the and
natl. Ohio, they being the Executors
Calve,
unrivalled as prima c
National Defense set-up, and then named in said Will, without 1 nd
and
actress
Calve, the
ROY E. ESTES, late of Rockland ;
called upon the various Air Raid deceased.
Will and Petition fur Pro-' ■Carmen, Calve who travelled
Wardens who attended the War bate thereof, asking that the same 1
the magnificent entx urage <
be proved and allowed and that
dens' school in Augusta to explain may
Letters Testamentary Issue to Gladvs
princess
of the royal blood I>.
Estes of Rockland, she being the
and demonstrate how to deal with C.
Executrix named in said Will. with,
tor Chapman had been tryin
the things that we may expect in out bond.
eight years to bring Calve to mJ
ESTATE CHARLES F. INGRAHAM
modern war.
and had at last succeeded
late of Rockport, deceased. Petition
Mr. Dailey of Camden spoke on for Administration, asking th,- jen
"The soprano with the meml
nle M
Ingraham, of Rockport or’
the Sector Warden’s duties: George some
f
other suitable person, be am : of her company was b
S. Cunningham on “Fire and Po pointed Admx., without bond
grand
concert
tour
in Aim:
ESTATE MABEL W WILEY, late of
lice”; E. Stwerat Orbeton on “Dis Rockland,
deceased. Petition fur Afl. J making her fir t appearane
aster Relief"; Mrs. Edna Dwinal ministration, m.klng that Gillurd h ■ Bangor, Oct. 5, and her secoi
Butler of South Thomaston. < r some I
on the “Citizen’s Responsibility”; other suitable person, be appointed I Portland Oct. 9 at the 1-lth Ml
Admr . with bond.
A. Burton Stevenson, Jr. on
ESTATE ADELLA N TOWNSEND of J Music. Festival. In the ma 1 |
“Blackouts”; and Earle Achorn on Union. Petttlon for License to St I of the audiences ami the ex|
rights and Interests by de-I
“Incendiary Bombs and Gases.” A certain
scent in the real estate of her hu- s of the Interest manilested.
band, Ellery V. Townsend, situated In i
‘movie film “The Warning” was said
Union, and fully described iaf event of her appearance was .
shown. An open forum dscussion said Petition, presented by Adeila T ' jnax. net cny of tins Itslival
Kirkpatrick of Thomaston’ Gdn
?
followed.
if all festivals prt aidin'
ESTATE ORRIN AUGUSTUS WELL

I

NORTHPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Leelan Frost and
daughter Clarine have moved to
Belfast for the Winter.
Mrs. Annie Smith has closed her
place here for the Winter and will
stay in Lincolnville with her
granddaughter, Mrs. Ruth Wiley.
At the annual meeting of
Beach Chapter O.ES. these offi
cers were elected: Worthy Ma
tron, Mrs. Fannie Flanders, worthy
patron, Clyde Flanders; associate
matron, Mrs. Alice Beckett; as
sociate patron, Melvin Wood; con
ductress, Mrs. Thelma Wood; as
sociate conductress, Mrs. Evelyn
Frost; secretary. Robie Ames; and
treasurer, Mrs. Lida Blood. In
stallation) will be Jan. 28 and will
be semi-public.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Montimor are
in New York on a business visit.
Mrs. Marion Butler, Mrs. Jen
nie Gushee, Mrs. Louise Pierce and
Mrs. Annie Drinkwater attended
the canteen meeting held Mon
day in Belfast.
Herman Whitmore, Mrs. Harriett
Hills, and Mrs. Thelma Wood are
soliciting funds for the Red Cross
drive in Waldo County in Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Watkins
and sen Phillip and Mr. and Mrs.
RoTlo Watkins have returned home
after being in East Hartford, Conn,
for part of the Winter.

PARK THEATRE

MAN, late of Rockport, deceased Fir,;
irngiii | ol TOabam ra
1, ,. J
and final aooount presented 1
j;
lowance by Jerome C Burrows. Admr Carmen' thrilled lit 1 In .m
ESTATE LENA S. SIMMONS, late of
high pitch of lioclaiiu
South Thomaston, deceased
first
and final account presented lor aid
lowance by Ava L. MacDonald. Admx
111 111
1 lull" I inn
11 .1 : |
c.t.a.
g happening Ls told it .
ESTATE CHARLES S
BOWMAN
late of Washington, deceased
FlrstJj hat in the contract of every
account presen-ed for allowance by I
John A Babb, Exr.
ival star was inserted a c,
ESTATE ANDREW DARROW SCHERrcvidiir; that he or she ol
MERHORN. late of Union, deceased.
First and final account presented for
ppear at a fcrenoon reheat
allowance by Eda F. Law, Admx
rs who attended the Festivals!
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH, late of
Rockland, deceased. First and final
all what these forenoon ri leu
account presented for allowance by
eant to th? public -to el
Mona McIntosh. Exx.
ESTATE ELLIS G. COPELAND late
Ihildren, to people unable to I
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
nd the evening perform,
final account presented for allowance
by Leila W. Smalley, Admx.
u ually through lack of thi
ESTATE ABBIE F. RICE, late cfS
Thomaston, deceased
First and lint, ol a ticket—these flccktd in ■■
account presented for allowance by numbers to take in “a bargaii
The Thomaston National Bank anil
Frank W. Robinson, Co-executors
great music.’’ Chapman was
FRANK M. VAUGHN, late of Rock-j
tha
t Calve would not live u|
land, deceased. Will and Petition fo:|
Probate thereof, asking that the samel the terms of her contract, w
may be proved and allowed and tha:j
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ha-- not appear at tilt* forenoon
tie E. Vaughn of Rockland, she be heai'sal.
Her manager had 1
ing the Executrix named In said Wll I
what he ccul 1 out t > no I
without bond.
ISAAC G. CALDERWOOD, late of Chapman realized what this mJ
Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and Pet:tion for Probate thereof, asking tha- to thousands of people who w|
the same may be proved and allowed be able to hear Calve cnly at
and that Letters Testamentarv Issue
to Amy Swann Calderwood of Vina.- rehearsal. So he went to Cal
haven, she being the Executrix named
private ear, a palace cn Wheeiq
In said Will, without bond.
ESTATE CLARA M. WILLIAMS, late Was a late hour and at first
of Thomaston, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance attendants refused to admit 1
by Harriet R. Williams, Exx.
but Chapman insisted and in
ESTATE
WILLIAM
A
ELLINGWOOD, late of Rockland, deceased Went. Calve was lying on a cci
First and final account presented for mer eyes half closed, fanned |
allowance by Ruth A ElllngwoodJ
Exx.
■wo attendants. The next
ESTATE FRANCES PEASE, of Apple- Jninutfs must have been rather
ton. First and final account presen-’
ted for allowance by Grace H John
ense to say the least. Calvi
son. Gdn.
pite of her gracious charm
ESTATE C
MESERVEY F. AMES,
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
-teel under velve:. and m th:.- |
for Administration, asking that Carl;
he was adamantine ab ut app-J
L. Ames of Vinalhaven, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr,;
ig at th‘s rehearsal. Chapr
without bond.
ould
be steel und:r velvet,
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court for:
Knox County, Rockland, Maine

Att

•

’CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register.
2-S-l

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Notices of Appointment
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register ol
Probate for the County of Knox, la
the State of Maine, hereby certify
that In the following estates the per
sons were appointed Administrators,
Executors, Guardian* and Conserve
tors and on the dates hereinafter
named:
LULU GRACE EWEN, late of Thom
aston. deceased. George Potter Ewea
of Forestdale, Rhode Island was ap
pointed Exr. Nov 26. 1941, without
bond. Alfred M Strout of Thomas
ton was appointed Agent in Maine
SIDNEY A THOMPSON, late of St
George, deceased
Leslie Thompsct
cf St. George was appointed Admr.
Nov. 24. 1941, and qualified bv fillnC
bond Nov. 25, 1941
OLIVER D. MATHEWS, late d
Thomaston,
deceased.
Alfred W.
Mathews of Thomaston was appointed
Admr.. Nov. 19, 1941. and qualified W
filing bond Dec. 6. 1941.
WINIFRED L. CLINTON, late ol
Rockport, deceased. Ralph A Galagher of Damariscotta was appointed
Exr.. Dec. 16, 1941, and qualified W
filing bond on same date.
CLARA

M

WIIiLIAMS.

Thcmaston, deceased.
lianas

the press who brave blitzkrieg and
blackout to report history’s mighti
est drama in the making.
Opposite Ameche is Joan Bennr’t
as “Red” Carson, a fighting English
girl who finds love in bomb-torn
streets. The symbol of her coun
try’s courageous women, she is one
of hundreds of simple men and
women to whom destiny has come
on the wing of a Stuka. Censors,
bombings, and official red tape are
part of the daily life of a corre
spondent. Between the frying pan
and the fire, it is almost impossible
to obtain an exclusive story during a
raid—-and when the really big
stories break, it is even more difficult
to get them past the censor to
America’s news hungry readers.

of

Thomaston

late

d|

Harriet R Wi
was

appointed

Exx., Dec. 18, 1941, and qualified W
filing bond on same date.
INA WOOSTER, late of Rockport
deceased.
Benjamin P. Wooster ol
Rockport was appointed Exr., Dec 16.
1941. without bond.
MARY ALICE AMES, late of Wa:
ren. deceased
Justin M Ames ct"
Warren was appointed Exr , Dec 16*
1941, without bond.
late
JAMES
H
LAWRENCE.
Rockland,

deceased.

Sarah

E

La*'

rence of Rockland was appointed Exx
Dec. 16, 1941. without bond.
FRANK A MOORE, late of Unloa
deceased
Harold L. Moore of Scutl
Union was appointed Admr.. Dec 16
1941. without bond.
WALTER L DUDLEY, late of R
land, deceased. Emma E Dudley <f
Rockland was appointed Admx . L**
16 1941. without bond.
WESLEY E. SPEAR, late of Warren,
deceased. Forrest E. Spear of War
ren was appointed Admr, Der 16
1941. and qualified by filing bond 0*
same date.
ROSETTA ROSS, late of Rocklam
deceased. Blanche E. Arnold of Wate:
ville was appointed Admx., Dec 1»
1941 and qualified by fifing bond Dec17. 1941
MARY E P TALBOT late of Cam
den, deceased. Z M Dwinal of Cam*
den was appointed Admr., Dec '6
1941. and qualified by filing bond De*
19. 1941.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Reglste
2-S

SAVINGS
of

33 1-3
to 50%
Hundreds
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There are approximate! y1,500.000
n the United States who are clas
sified as unemployables even in
aom times.

“Civic Decency"

Hot Chocolate With New Twist

EALM OF

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

'SIC

To all persons interested In either
)f the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockanti. in and for the County of Knox
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
>n the 16th day of December in the
tear of our Lord one thousand nine
mndred and forty-one and by ad
journment from day to day from the
Emma Calve, one of the great- so the meeting meant two dom
16th dav of said December. The folowing matters having been presen
p
- operatic artists of all timer, inant personalities pitted against
ce for the action thereupon herelnxfter indicated it is hereby ORDERED
dead at 83 years, dying in her each other.
Calve and her at
That notice thereof be given to all
beloved France. While her name
[>e:-ons interested, by causing a copy
tendants
talked
in Ffrcnch and
of this order to be published three
to "youngsters” in music means
weeks successively in The Courlergesticulated
wildly.
Chapman
[la/ette a new paper published at
• . j tically nothing, to those of the
stood it for a bit, then pulled out
l i kland in - hd County, that they
,
1900's she will always remain
inav appear at a Probate Court fo
his watch, and said to her firmly:
held at -aid Rockland on the 20th day
vivid memory. She was then tt "I will give ycu just three minutes
of .lanuarv A D 1942 at nine o'clock
in the fo: noon, and be heard thereon
tht- height of her fame, and it wt 4 to make up your mind. At the
if they see cause.
• n that she first came to Aaneri- end of that time, you can take your
LESLIE E LAMPSON, late of Rockand during her early tours of car and go. We will not want, you
pori ll cased
Will und Petition for
p
j .. there
a-king that the same
country was heard in Bangor at the Festival. I will announce
■ iia. be proved and allowed and that
Letl rs Testamentary issue to Gratia
Portland-—that was in 1907. In
I i i.ip-. n • therwise Gratia L. Lamto the people of Maine and to the
Jers< City. New Jersey. spf.
connection I am quoting from musical world that you have brok
I
trix named in 0^14
Ministry of Music: The Life of en your contract.” Believe me,
(Wiil without bond.
William
Regers Chapman,” which this took courage, for Chapman
CLIMENA HILLS LUCE. late of
Th ma t 11 den a ed.
Will and Pf,
an
interesting account of the well knew if CaLve took him at
t h< reof, asking that
the same ma) l><‘ proved and allowed
event:
this word, it would have meant a
• id that l.e •!Testamentary lse.->e
‘ The star of the 1907 Maine Mu- financial loss irreparable at that
Hattli
A R
« of Warren
tt of Thomaston'
Festival was Madame Emma time. One minute ticked off; Wo
i' Robinson of cirwin-’
n
1 oiiio tt • •• being the Executors
Calve, unrivalled as prima donna
minutes ticked eff, and the second
aid Will, without bond.
,;.d actress Calve, the greatest, hand of Chapman’s watch crept
ROY E 1 IES. late of Rockland
c rnrn, Calve who travelled with around the dial. But Calve be
1 Petition for pr,,Oat' t.'ieri f. a-king thnt the same
th? magnificent entcurage cf a gan to soften and at last said: “I’ll
mat be proved and allowed and that
I
•
Te-tamentary Issue to Gladys
princess of the royal blood. Direc- sing.’’ Then the great singer im
C K.<< of Rockland, she being the
Chapman had been trying for pulsively threw her arms around
I In said Will, with
out bond.
i ht years to bring Calve to Maine Chapman's neck and exclaimed'
ESTATE CHARLES F INGRAHAM
ml had at last succeeded.
“You are the first real manager I
, t R kport. deceased. Petition
tl o asking that JenThe soprano with the members have ever met. You know how to
II
M
Li alnim. of Rockport, or
i her company was beginning a make me mindi!”
-nine "•her suitable person, be app uited Admx . without bond.
ind concert tour in America,
• • • •
ESTATE MABEL W WILEY, late of
... king her first appearance in
ed. Pet it mu for A(f.
I think I am correct in saying
n
trail"
‘
a.-.kinv’ **'
that
”* Gilford
’■* ' B.
Bangor, Oct. 5, and her second in that Calve was paid what was then
ci South Thomaston, or some
ii
u ible person, be appointed
jt in
Portland Oct. 9. at the 11th Maine an enormous sum fcr her appear
. witli bond.
Music Festival. In the magnitude ances, something like $8,000. and
ES I'.ME A DEI I.A N TOWNSEND, of
Petition for License to Sell
ol tlie audiences and the extent I believe assessments had to be
tit.mi
1 bits and interests by dethe interest manifested, the made to meet the extra cast. But
si ut in tin' real estate of her husi . i El;. '. V Townsend, situated in
. nt of her appearance was a cli everyone felt she was worth it. I
I bia u. and fully described in
iaented by Adella T.
max net ony of this festival but was fortunate in hearing her in
K Kpatrli-k of Thomaston, Gdn.
all festivals preceding.
Her Portland.
through
membership
1. LAT E ORRIN AUGUSTUS WELLM
late of Rockport, deceased. First
n.'ing of 'Habanera’ frem Bizet’s with the Wight Philharmonic So
i d fin . a
ml presented for aliiinen' thrilled her hearers to ciety. It was the second or third
. .aiiee by Jerome C. Burrows, Admr.
l , rE LENA
IMMONS, late of
hch pitch of acclaim.”
festival I had attended which
So .th
I'honia tin, deceased.
First
•
•
•
•
meant Calve was among the first
a id linal account presented for al
ii a. ai, e by Ava I, MacDonald. Admx.
In th . connection an interest- great singers I ever heard. It was
c t a.
happening is told. It seems a never to be forgotten experi
ESTATE CHARLES S. BOWMAN,
late of Wa-iilngton. deceased.
First
•hat in the contract of every fes ence and to this day I can bring
inaount presented for allowance by
tival star was inserted a clause before my mind’s eye a vivid pic
John A Babb. Exr
ESTATE ANDREW DARROW SOHERproviding that he or she should ture of her and to my ears the
MEREOKN. late of Union, deceased.
F.r • and final account presented for | I appear at a fcrenoon rehearsal. memory of her exquisite voice and
,
, ■ bv Eda F Law, Admx.
who attended the Festivals re- art. She had a superb, lithe form,
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH. late of |
Rockland, deceased. First and final hall what these forenoon rehearsals Her eyes were large and dark, and
acc vint presented for allowance by j I meant to the public—to school
her
features
were
delicately
Mona McIntosh. Exx.
ESTATE ELLIS G COPELAND, late I Ichildren, to people unablp to at- modelled.
There was a velvety
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and [
evening performance lock about her, a softness and
.final account presented for allowance | I i nd the
Hey. Admx.
ually through lack cf the cost languor that made her enchant
ESTATE ABBIE P
RICE, late of I I : a ticket these flecked in great
ing. Those who knew her best
iFirst and final
untpresented
for
allowance by liiiFiibers to take in “a bargain in said she was frank and cordial,
Natlmal Bank and |
p .eat music." Chapman was told young spirited, easy going—a curi
f rank W Robinson. Co-executors
FRANK M VAUGHN, late of Rockthat Calve would not live up to ous combination of the developed
i.i.id. deceased
Will and Petition fori
, king that the sump] I he terms of her contract, would woman and young girl. She was
n iv be proved and allowed and that
Lot appear ut the forenoon re a believer in spiritualism, theoso
ii
ere Testamentary issue to Hatti
E V lug'nn of Rockland, she be-] hearsal.
Her manager had done phy and astrology, and whenever
l ing the Executrix named in said Will.|
vhat
he
could! but to no avail. she sang she carried with her an
without bond
ISAAC G CALDERWOOD, late of] Chapman realized what this meant amulet from Hindustan.
V alhaven, deceased
Will and Pet;-,
• * • •
t n for Probate thereof, asking that! jo thousands of people who would
red and allowed ' ie able to hear Calve only at this
Professor Chapman again pre
Letti
Test amentary issue
Calderwood of Vinal-] rehearsal. So he went to Calve's sented Calve in Portland, on Oct.
■ii -he being the Executrix named |
hrivate car, a palace cn wheels. It 30. 1922, in City Hall. It had been
i.; aid Will, without bond.
ISTATE CLARA M WILLIAMS, late] (was a late hour and at first her impossible for the singer to leave
deceased.
First and]

I.

presen ed for allowance:

ittendants refused to admit him, Paris in time for the Festival dates
(“Carmen” was presented at the
Maine Music Festival cn Oct. 7 of
that year, with Marguerite Sulva
singing the title role). Mme. Calve
had retired from opera but her
recitals had been the sensation of
the past seasons in New York and
she returned to repeat her engage
ments after a similar success in
France. Her deferred appearance
in Portland was not counted as a

t I
i. Exx.
rut Chapman insisted and in he
i :
WILLIAM
A.
ELLING-I
1? .. kland, deceased. kvent. Calve was lying on a couch,
1
anil linal account presented for] Bur eyes half closed, fanned by
, value bv Ruth A. Ellingwood.]
|t wo attendants. The next few
Exx.
ESTATE FRANCES PEASE, of Apple-I
linutes must have been rather in
First and final account presen-1
tf 1 for allowance by Grace H. John i' ense to say the least. Calve in
son. Gdn.
spite of her gracious charm was
ESTATE C MESERVEY F. AMES, I
en, decerned- Petition [ reel under velvet, and in this case
: ei asking that Carl |
I Anu s of Vinalhaven. or some other | Hi was adamantine abcut appearsuf ible person, be appointed Admr.,
bng at th’s rehearsal. Chapman
without bond.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es-] rculd be steel under velvet, too,
ip ire. Judge of Probate Court for]
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register. ]
2-S-J

WATCH!

Notices of Appointment
I. Charles L Veazie, Register of
Probate for the County of Knox, ml
,:he Slate
f Maine, hereby certify]
it In t
" rates the per-]
i :is were appointed Administrators.]
'
. and Conserva-]
• rs and on the dates hereinafter]
named:
LUI.U GRACE EWEN, late of Thom-I
a ton, d< eased George Potter Ewen |
• : 1 I' .-tfla e Rhode Island was ap
pointed Exr. Nov 26. 1941, without
1> nd
Alfred M Strout of Thomas- ■
ton was appointed Agent in Maine.
SIDNEY A THOMPSON, late of St.
11
eased
Leslie Thompson]
t st G
' v. as appointed Admr..
Nt". 24 1 941 and qualified by flhnl
i bond Nov. 25, 1941
OLIVER 1)
MATHEWS. late of]
ed.
Alfred
”•
w;h appointed,
a Imr.. N. v 19. 1941 and qualified by]
i filing bond Dec. 6. 1941.
WINIFRED L CLINTON, late of|
R >.-kport. deceased. Ralph A.
ol Damariscotta was appotnteo]
Exr. Dee 16. 1941. and qualified oy]
filing bond on same date.
CI ARA M
WIIJJAMS.
late of|
1
in '.ai (lecea-ed. Harriet R WH*
1 , ma ton was appolntej]
Exx Del 18. 1941. and qualified oyj
filing bond on same date.
INA WOOSTER, late of Rockport]
’
Benjamin P. Wooster
Roekpo.t wa appointed Exr., Dec. 1*1
1941. without bond.
MARY ALICE AMES, late of WarAmes of I
ren. deceased
Justin
Warren was appointed Exr., Dec. 16, (
I 1341, without bond.
JAMES H
LAWRENCE. late
E Law- .
Rockiand. deceased. Sarah —
"ii. " "f R. kland was appointed Exx-j
Dec 16. 1941. without bond.
FRANK A MOORE, late of Union.]
di'cea-".l
Hardd L. Moore of Soum]
Unli n w.s appointed Admr.. Dec. 16.1
1941. without bond.
WALTER I, DUDLEY, late of
. ed
Emma E Dudley
.•ed

16

1941.

Admx..
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without bond.

WESLEY E SPEAR, late of Warrell
deceased. Forrest E Spear of W***|
ti
Admr. Dec.
1941 and qualified by filing bond o#|
I same date.
ROSETTA ROSS, late of RocklanM
• ■ i B .:. ,e E. Arnold of Watc-^
16,1
vine was appointed Admx., D*c.
1 i41 and qua hed by filing bond
17. 1941
MARY E. r TAI BOT. late of Uar
den, deceased. Z. M Dwlnal of uanj]
Admr . Dec.
lc,41 and qualified by filing bond L*
19. 1941.
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Register,

‘”1

WAIT!

Look for Spectacular News
in Tuesday’s Paper!
Telling About Cutler’s
January Markdown Sale of

scon FURS
Wednesday, Thursday,
January 21-22

OCl ETY

By BEULAH V. GILLASPIE

Mrs. Alice Snow Glover has reMr. and Mrs. Charles Starbird
turned to her home in Charlotte ’ of Sangerviile, guests cf Mr. and
N. C.
' Mrs. Frank Carsley, have returned
------! home.
\
The Jolly Eight Club met Wednes----- *—
d?y night with Mrs. Elmer Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dimick will
After the Bible study hour the mem- . spend the week-end in Portland,
bers sewed for the Red Crass. The with their son Walter Jr., where they
next meeting wil! be at the heme cf will be joined by their daughter
Mrs. Melville Randall. Jan. 28.
Dcrothy uf Portsmouth. N. H.

By K. S. F.

Why can’t a course of lecturef
and entertainments be given in
Rockland for the rest o the W nter? It would help saften the
stress of wars and more wars.
• • • •

Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
Miss Dorothy Witham spent the
evening with MLss Ada Perry. South week-end as the guest of Mrs. Daisy
Main street.
Smith of Bernard.

A

Circle supper Wednesday night at' Wednesday, at the Universalist
the Universalist Church will have vestry, was held a most impressive
Mrs. A. C. McLoon and Mrs. M. E. and delightful tea. The speaker,
Wcttcn as co-chairmen, with Mrs. M*ss Hazel Lane cf Rcckport who
laboratory Kitchen
George B. Wood. Mrs. Grace Black, is new doing the valuable religious ]
Mrs. F. L. Weeks, Mrs. J. A. Jame- work that was formerly in the hands (
son, Miss Caroline Jameson, Mrs. L. of MLss McKnight and covered s: | Z>ERTAINLY hot cholocate can boil and cook for about 3 minutes,
be served with a new twist— stirring constantly. Place over hot
E Blackington, Mrs. Susie Davis, expeitly. One very’ heart filling
and
without much additional effort. water and stir in the milk gradu
Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Miss feature of this meeting was the story
And
it’s an incomparable com ally. When hot beat with a rotary
There.se Rankin, Mrs. A. P. Haines, of a gift to Miss McKnight of two
panion to so many meals, to so beater if desired. Add a dash of
Mrs. Seabrook Gregory, Mrs. H. O. years’ subscription to The Couriermany afternoon or evening snacks. nutmeg, cinnamon and cloves to the
whipped cream and serve on the
Gurdy, Miss Beatrix Flint, Mrs. R. Gazette, “and what better compliThese suggestions will delight fam hot
chocolate. Six servings.
L. Wiggin, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, and ment could they pay me,” she said ir.
ily or guests.
Mrs. J. N. Southard as housekeeprs. response. This gift was paid for by
HOT MOCHA
HOT CHOCOLATE WITH
----- penny gifts that each one could have
Make one half of the recipe for
SPICED WHIPPED CREAM
Hot Chocolate (given above) and
Festival concert, but it was sucess- his share in
giving-both young
add
2’6 cups hot coffee. Add more
116
squares
chocolate
fully carried out under Mr. Chap- and old. It was a fine and impressugar to taste. Serve with sweet
C
tablespoons
sugar
man’s direction.
i£ive and helpful. meeting of this
ened whipped cream flavored with
M cup water
• • • •
,‘ociety.
vanilla. Six servings.
Few
grains
salt
—
Mme. Calve was in this country
cups
milk
HOT CHOCOLATE EGG NOG
i
Mrs. Joseph Emery will ’nave a
Nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves
in fairly recent years, within 10
Make once the recipe for Hot
covered dish supper for Rttinds’
SweetencQ whipped cream
I’d say, and gave a recital in New Mothers’ Class next Wednesday.
Chocolate. Just before serving heat
York which was highly acclaimed
Combine tlie chocolatei sugar, 2 to 3 eggs well and stir in the hot
There will be sewing for Red Cross
water and salt in the top part of a chocolate gradually. Serve ^n hot
by the critics. It was agreed of
afternoon and evening.
double boiler placed directly over cups. Serve with sweetened and
course by all that her vcice had
the heat. Stir over low heat until flavored whipped cream if desired.
suffered the toll of time, but that ; Neil Doherty of New York was
the chocolate is melted. Bring to a Six to eight servings.
her art remained as exquisite and
recent guest at his former heme
impeccable as of old. In fact I in
cjty
The Rubinstein Club
recall that one critic said that it |
_____
Girl Scout Trails
was a pity all voice students could ! Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards and
The Rubinstein. Club met yes
not have heard tier, as her projec- j daughter Corinne Esther Edwards
terday at the home of Mrs. Faith
tion cf Ixjth son® and text was were present in New York yesterday
Some
Tlmelv
News
Which
something to greatly profit by.
when Edwin Edwards. Jr., graduat
Berry. The following! program was
Pertains To the Local
• 9 • •
ed fio;n fhe U.S.S. Prairie State
given with (Madame Eleanor Cote
Organizations
"Reading her death notice led Training School and received his
Howard as chairman.
me to look up a biography of commission as ensign. Ensign Ed
P ana trio -Minuet.
Beethoven
Morning Glory Troop
Calve, and I learn that her real wards comes to his Rockland heme
Mrs. Nettle Averill, Mrs. Faith Berry
Mrs.
Kathleen
Newman
name was Emma iRcquer. She for a short vacation before proceed
Each member of the troop is fe- I Contralto eclos—
was born in 1866 at Decazeville in ing to Stamford, Conn., to attend a quested to take to the next meeting , Coqld My SonTs Their Way Be
Winging (French),
Reynaldo
the Aveyron, her father being a school of Communications
knitting needles s ze 5. 6, or 7, and ' Across the Dee,
Coombs
MrswM.vdia
Storer
civil engineer, and a member of
------Mrs. Nettie Averill, accompanist
a good Spanish family. He died ] Shirley Ann Nelson, daughter of also any yarn she may have on hand Piano
duet—Madrellna.
Wac-hs
Which
WOUld
be
suitable
to
use
tor
Mrs. Faith Berry
when Emma was 16 years of age, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson, Granite
f .
...
„__,
!
Mrs. Kathleen Newman
and left his family in very poor .street, entertained recently a group an afghan. Miss Pearl Borgerso , soorano solosRose Enslaves the Nightcircumstances. Emma, the eldest of her classmates at games and committee member, will be present, The Ingile,
Rim-ky Korsakoff
Present were: Carole to assist the girls in starting work ! If I Were a Bird.
Lehmann
child, was brought up in a con luncheon.
Miss Margaret Simmons
Clarke,
Sally
Camercn,
Margaret
on
an
afghan
for
the
Red
Cross.
Mrs. Nettie Averill, accompanist
vent, and while the quiet life was
Miss Rhodes and Miss F sher were,
One common Lnnattractive to her, she was preven Grispi Lee Dudley and Marylin
Keith.
Barbara
Boynton
was
un

their
new
leader
’
s
uniforms
at
the
guage.
Basil Rathborn
ted from taking the veil because
able
to
attend.
last meeting. They were presented
glar snan°ried b nner Key-smith
her mother needed her help at
Rubinstein Club Chorus
with scarfs as a gift from the troop.
heme. A gentleman froon Paris
Mrs. Nettle Averill, accompanist
visit
Lucien
K. Green <Sc Son’s
hearing her sing one day in the
Green Clover Patrol
convent chapel, urged her mother second floor, 16 School street, Odd
The Scouts are working on their
to send her to Paris for musical Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur weaving badges. Most of the girls
training, and much against her Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate brought their looms and started a
Hit Them Where It Hurts
orices.
9-W
own wishes the young singer be
weaving project.
Miss Rhodes
gan the course of training which
checked their articles on the
.. BUY BONDS!
led her to fame in both opera and
“American Flag.”
concert. Like many great artists,
Jean Proctor showed her notebook
life was not a bed of roses for
whicn she is keeping on her StarCalve. She had years of adversity
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Finder Badge.' It is interesting,
and her early stage experiences
complete and well d:ne. She has two
were not highly successful. Her
two more activities to do before com
debut was made at Brussels at the
pleting this badge.
DON
Theatre de Monnaie, as Margue
Busy Bees and Bluebird Patrols
AMECHE
rite in “Faust,” in 1881. During
are
working on their second class
JOAN
this season she received a salary
badges.
The Busy Bees have
of $14!) a month, which the next
BENNETT learned to knit under Mrs. Huntyear was increased to $240. Her
Make no mistake—this is a life
ley’s instruction and are making
success began to date from the year
or
death struggle. Men are dy
scarfs.
1884, and it was at this time that
ing in your defense. Dying that
Pine Tree Patrol
she began to study with the great
America may be safe!
Marchesi. Then followed a suc
Badge work was discussed. Seme
Give our fighting men the
cessful tour in Italy, during which
g rls chose to work as a group on
she gained much by association 1
guns, the planes, the tanks they
the Dramatic Appreciation Badge.
with the Italian people, and un
need!
Bonds buy bombs. Ev
This
patrol
is
to
work
on
badge
NOW PLAYTNG
doubtedly developed her art in
ery
dime,
every dollar you put
.scrapbooks
at
the
next
meeting.
GENE AUTRY
acting. In Italy Calve saw Duse
in
into
Defense
Bonds and Stamps
Pine Cone Patrol
who made a tremendous impression
is
a
blow
at
the
enemy. Hit them
“DOWN MEXICO WAY”
This troop has two new member
on the young singer, and it was
SERIAL
NEWS
CARTOON
where it hurts —buy bonds!
—Lorraine Iott and Theresa Kanally
Calve's cwn impassioned acting,
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 up—
At the latest meeting six pair ol
COUNTRY STORE
her magnetic personality and
stamps as little as 10 cents up.
bootees were completed for the
EVERY FRIDAY
beauti.ul voice which wqn for her
Red Cross.
the greatest success at La Scala.
But even then she had not “ar
rived” as we say, and it was not
until some years later, after 10
Sunday, Monday and
years of unremitting labor, Calve
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
Tuesday
found herelf acknowledged as a
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
great artist. One of her greatest
triumphs was achieved in the
NOW. CASH NIGHT. $115
character of Carmen. In order
Zane Grey’s
to study for this part she went to
OLIVIA
‘Riders of the Purple Sage’
Spain, where she learned the
Ph»
Spanish dances, associated with HEROES
Spanish people and learned as
“SAILORS ON LEAVE’’
Wonderfully co-starred again
much as possible of the character
in thair biggest hit together
UNMATCHED
SUNDAY-MONDAY
of the Spanish gypsies.
Her
triumph in this opera dates from
Double Feature
1394 when she sang the rcie at the
Opera Comique in Paris. Her con
JACK OAKIE
ception of the role was a revela COURAGE..
George MURPHY
tion. Her fascinating gestures, her
LINDA DARNELL
complete abandon, the grace of
Walter
BRENNAN,
her dances, her dazzling beauty—
it all combined to make her Car HISTORY
MILTON BERLE ’
men one of the mqst wonderful
impersonations ever given in opera,
UNEQUALED
and it still remains as such. Of
Calve's voice little has been said,
FOR
because, in the perfection of her
by
art, the voice was not obtrusive
MARX HQUNCQt
It was rather light, tut rich and
GLORY!
Plus
sympathetic in quality. She often
Continuous Show Sunday Only
Robert
j
Fred
Mary
missed what many singers would
Complete Shows at 3.C0, 6.90, 8 45
tKacMOKIAT * MARTDI * PKESTOM'
Mon.-Tues. Matinee 2 P. M. Evg., 6.00, 8.45
seize as a vocal opportunity, for
in
the sake of dramatic effect, and yet
New Scale of Prices Effective Sunday
hei\ singing had marvelous charm.
Sundays and Holidays, Matinees and Evenings: Orch., 40c; Balcony, 30c
The Habanera as sun$ by Calve
Weekdays:
Matinees 30c; Evenings, Orchestra 40c; Balcony 30c
was something to remember for a
Children under 12: 11c all shows. Pr’ces include tax.
Coming:
lifetime.
•They Died With Boots On’
TODAY—BETTY GRABLE in “I WAKE UP SCREAMING’
And now she is gorfe. May she
rest in peace!

HAVIUANB

SAVINGS

of
33 1-3
to 50^

See
Our
Big Ad
in
Tuesday’s
Paper!

Hundreds
of
SCOTT
Super-Bilt

CUTLER’S

Fur Coats

Rockland

Will Be Stressed In Manie’s
Protestant Churches
Tomorrow

Director, Sealteat Laboratory Kitchen

ERROl F1YNN

“V” for
Victory
“V” for
Values!

Tins And That

FOR

etss Atta

Nbw York Town

Frank Admission

Th? Rev. Dr. Gecrge P. Mains
of the MethodL’t Beck Concern,
was talking about volumes of ser
mons that had been profitable and
popular.
“Not many ministers, though,”
he said, “are able to put upon the
market profitable and popular vol
umes of sermons.”
Then Dr. Mains smiled.
“I am reminded,” he said, “of
an elderly Scottish minister. At
an evening gathering a certain
volume of ssrmons came up for
discussion, and it was stated that
the author cf the volume had
cleared something like £500.
“At this the old minister’s wife
leaned over and whirpered to him:
“ My dear, I see nothing to hin
der you from printing a few of
your sermons, too.’
“ ‘They were all printed lang
syne,’ the cld minister whispered
back."
• • • •
I
Maine water utilities, reporter
to be far in the van in the mat
ter of protection of their reser
voirs, water lines, etc., were feelinr
not a little proud. Monday.
Thrcugh L. K Andrews of Augus
ta. secretary of their defense com
mittee, they have received a reques'
from California for information or
plans for protection already in use
in Auburn and several other com
munities.
The letter was signed by G. E
Arnold, chief cf the water purifica
ticn division of the San Francisct
water department. All available in
formation will be forwarded him a'
once.
Mane’s progressiveness came tf
the attention of the California of
ficial. it Ls believed, through trad1
journals which have carried nu
merous items about the defense
work in this State.
• • • •
Shrimp A La K'ng

(Other fish can be used ) Thret
tablespoons butter, 6 tablespoon:
flour, ti teaspoon salt, L teaspoor
paprika, 2 tablespoons chopped
green peppers, 2 tablespoons diced
celery, 2 tablespoons chopped pimientos. 3 cups milk, 1 cup shrimps
(fresh or canned), 2 eggs, beaten
(or 4 yolks), ri teaspoon minced
parsley, 2 cups boiled rice or but
tered toast.
Melt the butter and add the floui
and seasonings. Cook slowly five
minutes. Add the m lk and coci
until a creamy sauce forms. Simmei
five minutes. Pcur in the shrimp:
and eggs. Cook until well heatec
and serve at once poured over hoi
rice or buttered toast slices.
• • • •
Science now knows that a mys
terious people known as the Mitann
were important agents in introduc
ing the horse and chariot to the an
cient peoples of the Near East anc
in revolutionizing the art of war
fare in olden times.
• • • •
A doting aunt and uncle wert
taking a very small but very livefc
boy for a walk. They kept hin
between them in order to prctec’
him against anv danger.
“Hullo. Bobby!” an acquaintance
hailed the little fellow, “is tha:
your daddy and mamma?”
“No”, reported Bcbby, “they’re
my convoys!”
• • • •
The State of Ohio derived it
name from an Indian word whicb
means “great” in the Ironquoiar
language. Some Indian tribes pro
nounced the word as if it wen
O-He-Yo.
• • • •
It is maintained that dust sternr
were caused by the first World Wai
in Europe. Farmers plowed so much
soil and acreage because of the
high prices cf wheat they set the
stage for wind erosion and that was
that.
• • • •
Yes, it looks now as if old Dobbin
may be bound in harness again ant
hitched to the buggy and sleigh
The o'l and gas and rubber seem
destined off the great highways for
a time. Too long Americans gave
hepe that they would escape thi
great hate and greed of world war
ring nations. Shades of Kellogg
with his peace plans gone with the
winds of time.
• • • •
Did you real ze that it -costs
nearly $10,000,020 a year to put into
the beauty products that grace mi
lady’s dressing table and also the
master’s, that delicious fragrance
that refreshes and delights aesthetic
senses?

A united state-wide emphasis
up:n “civic decency’’ will be pro
moted by the Protestant churches
7f 'Maine by the observance of
•Civic League Sunday" temorrow.
The Christian Civic League of
Maine is the agency supported by
nine leading religious denomina
tions and seme 1.5C0 individuals
o conduct an educational cam)aign cn the effects of alcohol cn
human life, to represent the
hurches in questions of legislation
ind law enforcement and to ccm:at social evils of ali kinds.
“Civic League Sunday” was first
adopted six years ago and is held
annually on the third Sunday in
January, In the majority of Maine
ouch on 'The Church in Action
hurches the sermon topics wiil
fcr Better Citizenship' and tha
lollections will be alloted to the
league.
The League Ls cne of the eldest
;ocial agencies in Maine, having
>een founded in 1898. Rev. Fredirick W. Smith is the Superintenlent. The president is J. IL
Jrowell cf Danforth, and the other
jfficers are: vice president, Prof,
i^red P. Loring, Orono; secretary,
Kenneth J. Smih, Waterville; ar.d
treasurer, W. H. Bowden, Winslow.
Laymen and clergymen from all
lections of the State and many
ienominations are represented on
he league’s Board cf Directors.
The executive committee includes:
^ev. H. F. Aldrich. Augusta: Miss
□aremae Bradford, Augusta; (Rev.
Jym-brid Hughes, Augusta; Dean
E. C. Marriner, Waterville; Rev. J.
3. Pendleton, Waterville; Rev J. B.
Ranger, Springvale; Kev. E W.
Gankin, South Bridgton; Rev R
W iRoundy, Portland; anti prof.
*N E. Wheeler, Waterville.
MRS. <’ARKIE F. C ONARY
Carrie F. Conary. 75, widow of
Alva E. Conary, fcrmerly of Stonngton and Bangor and a resident
if Portland since Dec. 1, died Thursiay in the home of her daughter
Mrs. Harold P. Morey, after several
nonths of failing health.
She was a charter member cf the
Chapter of Eastern Star at Stoningon, where she resided many years.
\ native of Deer Isle, she had reided Winters with her daughter at
Bangor and Summers at Stonington.
Besides her daughter, she leaves a
on, Maurice R. of Medford, Mass ;
wo grands.ns, Douglas F. Conary, a
nember cf the U. S. Air Corps
Weather Bureau service and Rob
ert M. Conary of Medford; and a
Lster, Mrs. Lizzie Sellers of Stoning
ton.
HOME
| For The Courier-Gazette]
Could we make reply
If we saw no gulls
Whirling In the sky
Home, this ls Home?
From the hlUy road
Where the view Is broad
Gray sail skims no sea
Fomeing full of giee.
Pines and spruces flout
Beauty all about
Tcuch our inmost hearts
P ay their valiant parts.
Waters swirling wild
Like frolicsome child
Beat on rockrlft shore
Yes, we re home once more.
Rockland.

K S F.

WILLIAM J. RYAN

Word was received here this
ncming of the sudden death, of
William J. Ryan. 59, in Brighton,
Mass., last night as he was cn hLs
way home from his work as mana;er of one of the Albiani Restauants on Washington street in Bos
on where he has been for the past
everal years, A fermer Rcckland
esident, he has two brothers now
ivinw here, George and Thomas
Ryan; three sisters, Mrs. Mildred
□’Donnell cf Boston, Mrs. Margaret
Burke of Augusta and Mrs. James
Hclbrcok of Newburyport, Mass.

The Rubinstein Club met yesteray afternoon at the home of Mrs.
’’aith Berry, Grove street, with
Madame Eleanor C:te Howard as
chairman of the program committee.
The members of the Y P.C.U. of
he Universalist Church held a so
cial and dance at the Country Club
last night with Dr. and Mrs. John
3mith Lowe and Mr. and Mrs. Lin
coln E McRae as chaperones.

Read The Courier-Oazetve
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Nuns Of Battlefield

“STARS AND STRIPES”

„ .
r- iu—Coffee Song Contest
Com’r Stobie Wondering
“
What It Will Do To the Recreation Business

An article prepared by the Com
mission on American Citizenship of
the Cathol c University of America
In a tiny triangle near cne of
the busiest corners of the city ol
Washington stands a bronze monu
ment which is so characteristically
mcdest that, day after day, thou
sands cf tourists pass it without
be ng made aware of its significance
Only Cnce in a while does some one
pause to read its inscription, ant
discover that it was erected by the
Ladies' Auxiliary of the Ancient
Order cf H bernians to commemo
rate the work done during the Civi
War by the Nuns of the Battlefields
In the bronze of the tablet thf
sculptor has cast depictions of the
12 orders preeminent in the battle
field and hospital service of that
long conflict. They are representa
tives of:
Tiie Sisters cf Charity of Naza.
reth;
The Ssters of Charity of Saint
Vincent de Paul;
The Sisters of Charity of Mother
Seton;
The Sisters of Saint Dominic;
The Sisters of the Holy Cross;
The Sisters of St. Joseph;
The Sisters of the Poor of Saint
Francis;

The S sters ol Mercy;
The Sisters of Our 1-ady of Mercy;
The Sisters cf Our Lady of Mount
Carmel;
Tiie Sisters of Providence;
The Ursuline Nuns.
Through hundreds of volumeconstituting the hospital and mili
tary records of tiie Civil War rur
stories of the great work done oy
these heroic women under appall n?
conditions. In Ohio, Illinois, Indi
ana. New York. Pennsylvania. Mis
sissippi, Tennessee, Virgin a, Mis
souri, Maryland, West Virginia
North Carolina, South Carolina
Kentucky, Georgia, Alabama, Lou
isiana, Texas, and the D strict of
Columbia they gave unstinted serv
ice to wounded and dying men.
Not only did they labor in the
hospitals but they went from one
battlefield to another, in ambu
lances, in old wagons, in every form
of vehicle that was available. Most
of the r work was on the battlefields
or in the field hospitals. No one o'
them, in giving service, distinguished
between Northern or Southern sol
dier, officer cr private. In their min
istry all men were equal, all en
titled to their care.
They served the Union Army in
the big Douglas Hospital and in the
bigger Stanton Hospital in Wash
ington They served the Confed
erate Army at Shelby, Alabama,
and at Vicksburg, Mississippi. They
served in Harrisburg and in New
Orleans, cn floating hospitals off
Fortress Monroe, in the hospitals
of Richmond. There was not a
major engagement of the war when
the Catholic Sisters were not nurs
ing the wounded cn both sides of
the lines.
Both President Lincoln and Presi
dent Jefferson Davis paid tribute
to them One of Lincoln's biogra
phers. in his “Recollections of Lin
coln," records this tribute to the Sis
ters who volunteered in answer to
“Father Abraham's'' call:
“Of all the forms of charity and
benevolence seen in the crowded
wards of the hospitals, those of
some Catholic sisters were among

A ROYAL
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COcdZo mV

AWAITS YOU

—Photo by Walter Sanders. New York City.
With the soldier on the field, the pilot in the sky, the sailor at sea, go
the thoughts of a mother, contributor of a vital ingredient in the nation’s
strength and morale. Symbolic of motherhood's role in national defense,
this excellent photograph by Walter Sanders of New York City is Popular
Photography magazine’s picture-of-the-month for February.

the most efficient. I never knew
whence they came or what was the
name of their order. More lovely
than anything 1 nave ever seen in
irt. so long devoted to illustrations
of love, mercy, and charity, are the
pictures that remain of those mod
est sisters going on their errands
of mercy, among the suffering and
the dying."
Years after the ending of the
Civil War a group of Sisters of
Mercy were going from one South
ern town to another. As they board
ed a train they noticed the intent
regard given them by one of their
fellow-passengers. After a little
while he came to them.
“My name,” he told them, “is Jef
ferson Davis. Will you permit me,
ladies, to speak a moment with you?
I am proud to see you once more.
I can never forget your kindness to
the sick and wounded in our dark
est days, and I know not how to
testify my gratitude and respect for
every member cf your noble order."
The battle of Antietam, fought in
September, 1862. was one of the
most terrible engagements of the
war. To that battlefield went the
Sisters of Charity directly from
their own motherhouse at Emmits
burg, within sound of the guns
Other Sisters from Emmitsburg had
been in service from June of 1861.
After Harper’s Ferry, Shenandoah,
and Bull Run they had cared for
the wounded. A hundred of them
were in the great military Satterlce
Hospital in Philadelphia and an
other hundred at White Horse, Vir
ginia. After Gettysburg they la
bored for days on the fields of
slaughter.

years after the close of the Civil
War, Sister Mary Anastasia Quinn,
one of the Sisters of Mercy who had
been on duty in the Douglas Hospi
tal, was living at Mount St. Ag.
nes College in Baltimore. To her
came a delegation composed of three
Past

Grand Army of the Republic. They
brought to her a bronze medal of the
type worn by Army nurses in the
Civil War, but cne which had been
voted to her by special order of the
national encampment of the Grand
Army.
“This is,” said their spokesman,
“a tiny bit of bronze, of no intrinsic
value, but oh, my dear Sister, how
much it represents! The tears, the
prayers, the gratitude that go with
it from every survivor of that dread
ful war.
“We feel that you were one of us;
that your sacrifices were as great as
ours, for it was not always that the
greatest praise was due to the man
who stood on the firing line, for
there -were heroines with everwatchful eye and loving sympathy,
waiting in the rear to minister to
him who might fall in the shock of
battle.
“Take this, my dear Sister, and
wear it, and as you wear it, a flood
of memories will come back to you
of the many scenes through whicn
ycu passed in those unhappy days of
grim-visaged war. With you, as
with us, the shadows are lengthen
ing, and we pray that He Who cov
ered our heads in the day of battle
will be with you through the remain
ing years of your journey and at
the last give you abundant entrance
into those everlasting joys above,

cated by other Sisters. “Sisters to
all mankind,” General Benjamin
Butler wrote of them, “they know
no nation, no kindred, neither war
nor peace. Their all-pervading
charity is like the boundless love of
Him who died for us all. Whose
servants they are, and Whose pure
teachings their love illustrates.’’
Probably no one of the tens of
thousands of tributes paid the Nuns
of the Battlefields was more appre
ciated by them than the one given
them through the honor paid one of
their number. In May, 1910, 35

The last of the Nuns of the Bat
tlefields has long been dead; but the
memory of the service given the
soldiers of the battlefields by each
and every one of the nursing Sisters
is one of the living records of the
nation.
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at Grand Lake

was another important job. Re
building of both the pools and the
hatchery doubles the producing
capacity from 1,000,000 to 2,000.000
eggs per year. At Lagrange a new
set of rearing pools were built and
the Governor Hill hatchery near
Augusta was completely modern
ized. New pools and other improve
ments were added to the Gorham
hatchery with the Cumberland
County Fish and Game Associa
tion cooperat ng.
As a part of its efforts to main
tain a normal recreation business
in 1942, Maine is sending two large
exhibits to the Boston, New York
and
Philadelph a
Sportsmen’s
Shows. The inland attractions will
be featured in one and the coastal
areas in the other. Officials believe
that folks will need recreation and
will take it and that Maine, as usu
al, will be one of the favorite spots.

Lester L. Moore, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Moore and Delia S.
Bartlett, daughter of Cleo Bartlett,
both of Washington were married
Jan. 10 by Rev. E. L. Sampson of
Jefferson at his home. The double
ring service was used. They were
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Weaver.

Get relief from
distress with the

IMPROVED Vicks treatment that
makes Vicks VapoRub give EVEN
NETTOI KSSLTS TMN EVEN KRME1
ACTS 2 WATS AT ONCE to
bring relief ...KNETMTES to upper
breathing passages with aootnlng
medicinal vapors ... iINNMTCI
chest and back surfaces like a
warming poultice... And WORKS
MN NOONS to ease coughs, relieve
muscular soreness or
and bring real comfort.
To get this Improved treatment
... just massage VapoRub for 3
minutes ON BACK as well as
throat and chest, then spread
thick layer on chest and cover
with wanned doth. Try it! VICKS
vafobub-the Improved Way.

Mrs. Cora Deering visited Tuesday
with Katie Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Edith Light.
Miss

Ruey

Hallowell

is

Private Barlow Writes His
Mother What the Japs
May Expect
Pvt. Albert Barlow writing to his
mother from “Somewhere in the
Pacific,” reports:
“The Japs haven’t come here yet
but we are ready for them. Don’t
bother to write because there won’t
be any boats over here. We shall
be living on cocoanuts scon. The
Japs haven’t found us yet, but when
they dc, what soldiers we have here
are going to give them Hell.”
Mrs. Barlow spates that this Is the
first letter she has received from
her son since November. He has
been in the Army two years and has
been through the 48 States. He was
stationed at Schofield Barracks for
about six months after which he was
sent to an unknown island from
which his latest letter was sent.

chestra. A social time was enjoyed
after the installation with commun
ity singing and refreshments.
First Aid Class
The first class of the First Aid
Course met recently at the Com
munity House, with a goodly at

tendance.
Those who have enrolled are Har
lan Bragdon, Ethel Stanley, Chris
tine Crockett, Virginia Wall, Emma
Kinney, Lillian Rackliff, Mildred
Pierson, Elizabeth Harris, Pearle
Wall,

Margaret

Simmons,

Esther

a

.«»• s'

Established Jam
Third Regisl

The Date Is Feb.
Ages Are Fro

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

PORTLAND HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling, Jr.
and daughter Ann Walker who
were recent guests cf the Sterlings,
have returned heme.
(Mrs. E. E. Kinney of Portland
and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant of
Cape Elizabeth called cn the Hilts
recently.
Mrs. IR. T. Sterling and Mrs. F.
O. Hilt called on Mrs. iR. T. Sterl
ing, Jr. last Saturday afternoon at
her home in South Portland.
Arthur Harlow of Scuth Port
land was guest Monday of R. T.
Sterling.
F. O. Hilt accompanied by Mrs.
Hilt and Mrs. Sterling attended
a theatre in Portland Wednesday.
Guests of R. T. Sterling on a
ride around Portland Tuesday
afternoon were Mrs. Sterling and
Mrs. Hilt.
Defense werk rushes cn in all
cities and towns but have you seen
anything quite so cute or to go
ahead of the Knitting Club or
ganized in the city of Rockland
and pictured to readers of The
Courier-Gazette last Saturday?
The greup of children ages from
7 to 9 are knitting an afghan
which when completed will be
given the local Red Cross. The pic
ture shows us they are off in the
right direction and if they keep
it up what citizens they will make
for any task, great or small. Three
cheers for the little Misses!

Simmons, Aune Bragdon, Marjorie
Cook, James Troup, Minnie Allen,
Madeline Pease, Isabel Clark, Jose
phine Davis, Charlotte Caddy, Pris
cilla Robinson. Mary Marriott,
Olivia Verrier, Mabelle Rose, Marion
Daniels, Phyllis Littlehale, Eugene
Rackliff. Merrill Wall, F. B. Littlehale, DorLs W. Paterson Deris MPaterson, Hilda Mackie, Lydia Me
servey, Gwendolyn Dowling, Lilia C.
Anthony, Beatrice M. Smith, Caro
lyn McIntosh. Evelyn Morris, Mar
garet Cant, Mabel Wilson, Flora
Miller, Daisy Davis, Sarah Chaples,
Myrtle Taylor, Jessie Harris, Beulah
* • » •
Allen, Maynard Gardner, Merton
SEGUIN ISLAND
Anthony, Forrest Wall, Robert Bald,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Rier
James Verrier.
who spent the holidays with their
The next class will be held at the
daughter Mrs. Herbert L. Mitchell
High School Building Thursday at
have returned to their heme in
7 o’clock.
Lubec. Mrs. Mitchell accompanied
them as far as Bath to spend the
SPRUCE HEAD
week-end with them and her aunt
Donald York has joined the Mrs. Carl Robinson
Coast Gaurd Reserves and reported
Keeper and Mrs. Alton Cheney
in Portland for duty.
returned from leave Dec. 28. Their
Misses June 'Mann and Irene daughter Mrs. Carleton Anderson
Barnes have returned home from and friend Miss Dorothy Kerwin
Camden where they were guests accompanied them as far as Popseveral days of Mr. and Mrs. Leland ham.
Mann.
We spent a very enjoyable New
(Mrs. Helen French and Mrs. Year’s Eve at Mr. and Mrs. CheKatherine Akers of Rockland were
dinner guests Tuesday of Capt. and
Mrs. Leland Morton.
Mrs. Vincent Carr entertained
the Twenty Club Monday. Cards
were enjoyed and lunch was served.
Richard Wolf and' Loretta Jean
nette Morton were married Jan. 11
in Now York.
Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater and son
Lylle Drinkwater were recent busi
ness visitor in Portland.

IIIBillllii.t'.P®
ney’s playing games. Mrs. Che
ney served delicious home made
ice cream and cookies.
Mrs. Clarence Skolfield and two
children have returned to Hart
well after spending the hciid.tt
with Mr. Skolfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Mitcnell
went on four dajfc leave Jan 12
spending it with friends at Ports
mouth, N. H.
A Commander and Lieutenant
Commander
frem
Washington
visited this station a few days ago

Saw Throne Of God

Aqed Speaker In Old Orchard
Church Drops Dead As He
Describes Vision
An Old Orchard despatch in
Thursday’s Boston Globe carried the
following interesting story:
“A spiritually moved congregation
was awe-struck today when a I
year-old man halted abruptly in th?
midst cf a religious talk, described
a v sion of his owm death and Heav
enly hosts about the throne of God,
and dropped dead on the platform.
“Speaking cn a Biblical subject ::i
the Methcdist Church here. Henry
M. Atwater stopped suddenly, then
continued in a lew tone:
“‘I see a light—the light i.s open
ing. I see the throne of God. The'e
are angels on either side of the
throne. I hear beautiful inus c.
Jesus is ccming down. I am dying "
“As the audience watched, spell
bound. the speaker slumped to the
floor. Attempts to revive him failed
and Dr. Walter Mazzacane pro
nounced him dead a few minutef
later.

“The amazing incident was an allabsorbing topic in this area tonight,
many of those who witnessed It
claiming the vision was strong evi
dence of a life in the hereafter"

Although it changed the history
' of the W’orld, the battle of Waterloo
was fought over a frent of only
two miles and lasted nine hours.
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WORK WONDERS

stream

HOME BAKED BEANS

William Jackson Jr. of Portland
visited at his home last week-end.
Mrs. Harry Farrington is visiting
ln Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
and two children of Searsmont were
recent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs Royal Hibbert visit
ed Sunday with Birdell Hibbert.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

• Gives yau 30 minutes af "July
Sun Tan" in 3 minutes
a Provides Infra-rod at wall at
ultraviolet rayt
• Operates en AC ar DC

can

1110 vails)

From Your

ELECTRIC
Gef

CASSEROLE

a radiant, attractive
sun lan with this

NEW SPERTI PORTABLE

SAVE 91.00

GENUINE

On thia Special Sale!

MERCURY.ARC

ULTRAVIOLET LAMP

It

you’ve missed that delicacy of
home baked beans then here’s a sug
gestion that you’ll thank us for the
rest of your natural days!

Try one of these ELECTRIC CAS
SEROLES and you’ll have some of
the finest baked beans you’ve ever
tasted. Not only is It good for bak
ing beans but it’s fine for soups,

Please avoid a

INFORMAT1

telephone menu
which are in ti

directory
YOU CAN HEI

Army, Navy, art
dustries of Ne’

Reg. $4.95 value

$0.95
95c down
$1 monthly

escallops; baking biscuits, cakes; fry
ing foods equally as well.

home

from Augusta and is caring for her
mother who is ill.

• Tans at fast as sunlamps catl
ing much mara

•/«$»< like Mother used to Cook I

WEST WASHINGTON

El Comodoro Hotel pro
vides «luxurious haven 1 even
for those who must "budget"
their vocation. There ere 250
rooms with tub rnd shower
both. Rotes as low es $2.50
single end $4.00 double. At
tractive smsoh rates can bo
arranged, if desired. Steam
heat.
B Comodoro -Hotel offers
all the facilities, el the restful
charm end perfect comfort to
suit the most exacting teste.
Located in the heart of downtown
Miami,
“just e whisper”
from ell activi
ties. The modern
air cooled
Coffee Shop is
famous for fine
food—et moder
ate prices. Tk»

Cocktail

131 S. B. First Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA

the

Everywhere, throughout the battle where there will be no more wars or
hatchery
areas, their work was being dupli rumors of wars."

YOI

’ Outside

of

Grand Commanders

Nearly completed figures on
hunting and fishing license sales
for 1941 show that non-residents
paid more than $211,106 to the Fish
and Game department while resi
dents added approximately $185,000 j
more, and this all sums up to a -ot
of good reasons why Commissioner
George J. Stobie ar.d his staff are
so vitally interested in the effect r
the war is going to have On the
recreation business. With about
80% of the department's total in
come dependent upon license sales
any sizeable decrease would mean
necessity of cutting corners und
corner cutting isn’t an exactly easy Dinah Shore, radio singer, is the
procedure in long term conservation only girl among the popular music
and propagation activities.
leaders who will judge huge con
For the last 12 years. Commis test to find new hit song about
sioner Stobie has been developing coffee, sponsored by the Pan-Amer
an efficient organization, pledged ican Coffee Bureau.
to the maintenance of well balanced
TENANT’S HARBOR
wildlife resources. With such a
Emerson Murphy went Tuesday to
large number of activities to handle,
the available funds have had to be Ormond Beach, Fla., where he has
carefully allocated but come what employment for the remainder of
may, anglers and nimrods, can feel the Winter.
sure that the Fish and Game boys Miss Emma R. Watts, daughter cf
will be in there pitching and doing ! Mr. and Mrs .Lawrence Watts entheir best to prevent any slackening tertained a few friends Monday at
a birthday party. Mrs. Watts was
of efforts.
Incidentally, the 1941 license out assisted by Miss Virginia White.
Mrs. Charles Wall is spending the
put establshed an all-time high,
running about 15% ahead of the Winter at the home of Fred Davis
1940 total. Department statistics of Thomaston.
Rev. B. F. Springer will take as
which have not been fully compiled
sermon
subject Sunday morning, “A
show that during the season more
Startling
Suggestion,” In the eve
than 51,271 non-resident anglers
took a crack at Maine's fresh water ning he will talk on “This Great
fighters or 6.854 more than in 1940. Salvation." Music will be furnished
Visiting hunters took out 6,253 li by the adult cheir, young people’s
censes as aganst 5,823 for the pro choir and instruments—piano. Mrs.
ceeding year.
License revenues Wilson; trumpet. Miss Virginia
were up $37,730 from all fishing and White; saxophones, Henry Lowell
hunting sources and out of state and Pastor Springer. Prayer meet
sportsmen contributed all but $5,629 ing will be Wednesday, and Friday
cf thLs gain. Also interesting is the night Christian Endeavcr meets;
fact that more than 180,000 resi Miss Elizabeth Hupper, leader. A
dents paid for an ooportunity to large delegaticn from here attended
hunt and fish and this means at the special service Tuesday at the
least one out of every three adults First Baptist Church in Rockland.
in the State. It sure is a big busi Club Beumynorje met Wednesday
ness and cne which Maine wants to at home of Mrs. Henry Allen with
all members present. A pleasant
maintain at all costs.
The Fish and Game department evening was devoted to sewing, and
under the direction of Gerry Wade, refreshments were served by the
who supervises the great hatchery hostess.,
and rearing station system, will An all day meeting of the Farm
play host to fish culturists of the Bureau will be held Tuesday at
Northeastern States from. May 13- 10.30 at the Community Hcuse.
16, and more than 60 of the experts
Masonic Installation
have already signified their inten
Eureka Lodge F.A.M. held instal
tions of attending the sessions. The lation of officers Thursday. The
Poland Spring hotel in the central installing officer was Lewis Walker
part of the State has been selected D.D.G. Master of District 9, assisted
as convention headquarters and by D.D.G. Master Leman Oxton of
highlights of the program will be an Dist. 10; Jchn S. Lowell, grand
inspection of the famed trout chaplain and J. Danielson, grand
hatchery at Dry Mills and the marshal.
Game Farm as well as fishing in
These officers were installed:
Sebago and nearby waters.
Worshipful Master. Charles Rose;
The addition of 40 rearing pools senior warden, Harold Dowling;
at the Dry Mills trout hatchefy, junior warden, Henry Allen; treas
which has the greatest capacity of urer, Harlan Bragdon; secretary,
any in the world, was one of the G. N. Baehelder; senior deacon,
highlights of Fish and Game de Henry Paterscn; junior deacon,
partment activities during 1941. Pro Willis Wilson; marshal, Alfred C.
vided by the Federal government at Hocking; chaplain, John Hawkins;
a cost of $40,000. the pools are of senior steward. H. A. Harris; junior
concrete construction and of the steward. Robert Marriott; tyler,
most modern design.
Herbert Pierson.
Modernization of the old U. S.
Music was played by Vinal's Or-
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Limited Time — Limited Quantity

Sport a radiant, mid-sum*
mer sun tan. It’s smart.
You’ll look better. And
that means you’ll feel bet
ter. Especially during the
cold weather be sure your
whole family gets its daily
Vitamin D (the “sunshine”
vitamin) with this com
pact, powerful Sperti Ultra
violet Lamp. Only $27.50.
Come in for demonstration.

INE

COMPLETE WITH GOGGLES

1,027 extra hoi
phone service
Everybody can
by looking for

Stows away in a bureau drawer.
Only 3% ( 5 x 9'/j inches.

numbers in the
before calling

tion.” Each In
call takes 30
telephone serv

mation is calk

Hang on bach of chair ... an bath
room doer while shaving.

FOWBI

times a day fc

that are right in
tory. That’s
phone hours

Try one out this week-end — no obligation!
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